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Multi-Resolution Data Structures for Spherically Mapped Point Data_______
Data describing entities or objects whose locations may be treated as points on the

surface of a sphere are said to be spherically mapped. A number of data structures
specifically designed to store and access spherically mapped data have been developed.
One of them, Hierarchical Equal Area iso-Latitude Pixelization (HEALPix), has been
successfully used for numerous applications, notably including organizing and analyzing
cosmic microwave background data. However, for applications involving relatively
sparse spherically mapped point datasets, HEALPix has some drawbacks, including
inefficient memory requirements due to fixed resolution, overwriting of data for closely
proximate points, and return of spurious points in response to certain queries.
A multi-resolution variant of the HEALPix data structure optimized for point data
was developed to address these issues. The new data structure is multi-resolution in that
different portions of the sphere may be subdivided at different levels of resolution in the
same data structure, depending on the data to be stored. It combines the best aspects of
iv

HEALPix with the advantages of multi-resolution, including reduced memory
requirements, improved query efficiency, and flexible handling of proximate points. The
new Multi-resolution HEALPix (MRH) data structure uses multiple quadtrees and the
Morton cell addressing scheme.
An implementation of the MRH data structure was tested using four sets of
spherically mapped point data from different scientific applications (warhead
fragmentation trajectories, weather station locations, redshifted galaxy locations, and
synthetic locations). A large set of randomly generated range queries of four different
types (disc, polygon, latitude strip, and neighbor) was applied to each data structure for
each dataset. MRH used from two to four orders of magnitude less memory than
HEALPix to store the same data, and on average MRH queries executed 72% faster.
Additional effort to develop a three dimensional variant of MRH was explored.
The new data structure, Multi-MRH, adds an additional degree of freedom (temporal or
spatial) into an entirely new data and applications. In Multi-MRH, multiple instances of
MRH are utilized to store either temporal, same data point locations at different times, or
spatial, data points with spherical coordinates including radius, spherical data.
The Multi-MRH data structure consists of a sorted list of MRH maps. An
implementation of the Multi-MRH data structure was tested using three sets of
spherically mapped point data from different scientific applications (synthetic locations,
warhead fragmentation trajectories, and NEXRAD wind velocity data). A large set of
randomly generated range queries of four different types (cone, prism, band, and ray) was
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Data describing entities, and objects, whose locations naturally fall onto the
surface of a sphere, such as the longitude, latitude pairs of geographic information
systems (GIS) data, are said to be spherically mapped. Another example of spherically
mapped data is the right ascension, declination pairs that specify the location of
astronomical objects on the celestial sphere in astronomical data. Naturally data
structures specifically designed to handle spherically mapped data have been developed.
While there exists several types of data structures for spherical data, most of them have
limitations. Some are fixed resolution; others have limited capabilities, significant
shortcomings, or simply have not been developed beyond a technical specification.
However, the Hierarchical Equal Area, iso-Latitude Pixelisation (HEALPix) * data
structure has many capabilities, few shortcomings, is well developed, mature and widely

*

http://healpix.sourceforge.net
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utilized within the astronomical and GIS communities. HEALPix is used in fast analysis
of spherically distributed data such as the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) data
maps [Górski, 2005] [Górski, 1998] and indexing large astronomical databases [Nicastro,
2007]. HEALPix is also used by the GIS community in areas such as geospatial research
[Dowis, 2011], image edge analysis in the spherical domain, and level-set estimation
[Lorbert, 2010]. In HEALPix the sphere is subdivided into diamond shaped cells; each of
which can be recursively subdivided by four up to the level of cell resolution required.
Internally, each of the cells is mapped to a quadtree node with a unique index. The
currently available HEALPix implementation is fixed cell resolution, which means that
the level of resolution required must be known a priori to ensure individual data point
locations map to unique HEALPix indexes and will not be overwritten. Furthermore, this
one-to-one data point location to HEALPIX index mapping can lead to construction of a
data structure with very sparsely populated nodes and large memory requirement.

Figure 1.1. HEALPix partitions of the sphere [Górski, 1999]. (Image source:
[Górski, 1999]. Used with permission of the author. Reproduced by permission of
the AAS.)
2

The research described in this dissertation has two primary goals. The first is to
develop a Multi-Resolution HEALPix (MRH) data structure which was derived from the
HEALPix [Górski, 2004] package. In MRH, the properties of the data will be used to
determine the cell resolutions and the resultant internal quadtree structure. With MRH,
non-uniform cell resolution is possible throughout the entire structure; individual cells
can be subdivided independently of other cells with the goal of having only as much
resolution as is required and no more. Applications of MRH include the ability to
combine multiple resolution spherical measurements into one cohesive map such as lunar
data collected from various missions, and quantizing the same type of data to certain
levels of resolution such as terrain classification maps, weather and climate data. At this
time there is no multi-resolution implementation of HEALPix. It is conjectured that
MRH will be computationally and spatially more efficient than fixed resolution
HEALPix for certain applications. This conjecture will be tested experimentally.

Figure 1.2. Notional example Multi-Resolution HEALPix data structure showing
six levels of cell resolution. Red is level 0 (base cell), orange is level 1, yellow is level
2, green is level 3, blue is level 4, and violet is level 5.
3

The second goal of this research is to expand the MRH data structure by adding
an additional degree of freedom (temporal or spatial) into an entirely new data structure
called Multi Multi-Resolution HEALPix (Multi-MRH). In Multi-MRH, multiple
instances of MRH are utilized to store either temporal or spatial spherical data. Temporal
Multi-MRH stores snapshots in time of changes to data points mapped to the same sphere
(Figure 1.3). Spatial Multi-MRH on the other hand, stores data points mapped to
different spheres with the same center and different radii (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.3. Illustration of Temporal Multi-MRH, same sphere at different times.

Figure 1.4. Illustration of 2D cutaway view of Spatial Multi-MRH, different spheres
at several radii.
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Applications of Temporal Multi-MRH include time domain astronomical and
GIS data, i.e., multiple instances or measurements over time of the types of data that
MRH can handle. Applications of Spatial Multi-MRH include point source fluid flow
modeling, astrodynamic and celestial mechanic data, n-body astrophysical modeling and
space debris tracking.
This dissertation has the following structure. Section 2 is a survey of existing
spherical data structures and associated literature relevant to this dissertation topic. The
survey’s emphasis is on the Platonic and Igloo classes of spherical data structures. The
last part of this section includes discussion of the HEALPix data structure itself. Section
3 is a brief discussion of the research problems and questions involved with this
dissertation. In Section 4 is a description of the new MRH data structure. Section 5
explains the different datasets used to test and benchmark the MRH data structure as well
as how the various range query test sets were derived for the benchmarking process and
the benchmarking methodology utilized. Section 6 presents the results of the HEALPix
and MRH benchmarking process as well as a worst case computational complexity
analysis of the various supported range queries: disc, polygon, latitude strip, and neighbor
query. Section 7 is a description of the new Multi-MRH data structure. Section 8
explains the dataset used to test the Multi-MRH data structure as well as how the various
range query test sets were derived for the testing process and the testing methodology
utilized. Section 9 presents the results of the Multi-MRH testing as well as a worst case
computational complexity analysis of the various supported queries: cone, prism, latitude
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band, and ray cast. Finally, Section 10 discusses the conclusions of this research and
future work is proposed in Section 11.
Many research questions were posed regarding whether or not a multi-resolution
version of HEALPix could be developed, how it would perform compared to HEALPix
and what types of applications would be best suited. In addition, assuming a multiresolution version of HEALPix could be developed, could the data structure be extended
into an additional dimension, how would it perform and what applications could it be
used with. These research questions and several more will be stated more formally later
in the dissertation.
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CHAPTER TWO

SURVEY OF SPHERICAL DATA STRUCTURES
This section presents a survey of spherical data structures. They have been
applied to astronomical and GIS data analysis. Emphasis is on the Platonic and Igloo
classes of spherical data structures.
2.1

Introduction
Spherical data describes objects or entities whose locations lie on or can be

projected onto a real or conceptual sphere or portion of one. Spherical data structures are
designed to store and support queries on spherical data. The data structures are widely
used in the astronomical and GIS domains because measurements in these respective
areas are often spherically distributed. A common issue faced by all the spherical data
structures is the accommodation of the curvature of the sphere, and the various data
structures described here differ, in part, in how they handle this curvature.
This survey summarizes a large number of spherical data structures that can loosely
be classified as Platonic versus Igloo in their base partitioning structure. The intent of
this survey is to illustrate the similarities and differences of these data structures,
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including characteristics such as the base partitioning structure, and the tile indexing and
addressing schemes. It is possible that some data structures were overlooked; however,
any omissions were not intended.
To find sources regarding the HEALPix data structure, straightforward Internet
searches on “HEALPix”, “spherical mapping” and “quadtrees” were used to begin with;
these led to the seminal paper on the subject [Górski, 2005]. However, additional
background information on quadtrees in general was needed which led to the quadtree
survey by [Samet, 1984]. Related searches such as “Spherical Data Structures” and
“Multi-Resolution Data Structures” led to a long list of sources to read. In addition to
Internet searches, various digital libraries, including the arXiv.org of the Cornell
University Library, IEEE Xplore, and CiteSeerX, were used to explore additional
backward and forward references. A visit to the University of Alabama at Huntsville’s
library obtained hard copies for many of the older, print only sources. References
uncovered date back to over 32 years ago up to papers as recent as 2016.
2.2

Quadtrees and Octrees
The quadtree is a class of hierarchical data structures whose common property is

that they are based on the principle of recursive decomposition of space [Samet, 1984].
Quadtrees are differentiated based on the type of data represented, the principle guiding
the decomposition process and the variability or non-variability of resolution which is
governed by the properties of the data or fixed a priori.
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The most basic type of quadtree is the point quadtree that is utilized to represent
multidimensional point data. A point quadtree is a multidimensional generalization of a
binary search tree; each data point is represented by a node in the tree. A point quadtree
represents a 2D plane of given boundaries. Therefore, there is an intrinsic relationship
between a node’s position in the quadtree and its physical location on a 2D plane (Figure
2.1). This relationship can be best understood by examining how a point is inserted into
the quadtree. The first point inserted naturally becomes the root node. Additional points
inserted into the quadtree depend on all points inserted before the current one. For
example, in Figure 2.1, Chicago with the coordinates (35, 40), is the first node inserted
and becomes the root node. On the 2D plane, the Chicago point divides the initial plane
into four quadrants: north-west, north-east, south-west, and south-east. These quadrants
have specific dimensions that describe a bounding box and are represented in the
quadtree by one of the four branches of the root node respectively from left to right as
shown in Figure 2.1, which define the north-west quadrant represented by the first branch
from the left, the north-east quadrant by the second branch from the left, and so on. The
2D spatial bounding box each branch represents would also be stored as meta-data in the
quadtree and utilized to determine where in the tree subsequent inserted points would be
located in the tree.
For example, the next point inserted is Toronto with the coordinates (60, 75). A
point-in-bounding-box test is performed to determine which branch of the quadtree to
insert the point, using the point’s coordinates and the bounding box dimensions of the
original four quadrants. In this case, the Toronto point is within the north-east quadrant
9

and is inserted into the second branch (from the left) of the quadtree. Inserting Toronto
into the 2D plane subdivides the original north-east quadrant into four new quadrants that
are represented internally by new north-west, north-east, south-west, and south-east
branches from the Toronto node. When a third point is inserted, Buffalo with coordinates
(80, 65), the first point-in-bounding-box test is performed which places the point in the
north-east quadrant where Toronto is located. Because there already is a node at that
location in the quadtree, Toronto, an additional point-in-bounding-box test, is performed
based on the Toronto node’s four branches, each of which represents the quadrants to the
north-west, north-east, south-west and south-east of that point. In this case, Buffalo is
found to be within the south-east quadrant; therefore the point is inserted into the rightmost branch from the Toronto node. The same logic is continued as additional points are
inserted into the quadtree. If a populated node is already found in the quadtree where a
point is to be inserted, four new branches are created in the quadtree, and the quadrant
which the point maps to is subdivided into new quadrants and the above example logic is
applied. If a node is unpopulated where the point is to be inserted, no further subdividing
is done, and the node is populated by the data point.
Naturally the shape of the quadtree depends on the order the points were inserted.
Deletion of points is a more complex operation as is node balancing, which is an attempt
to average out the relative depths of each branch of the quadtree. Point quadtree query
operations include point queries, range queries, and Boolean queries. In a point query,
the quadtree is searched recursively to determine whether a given query point is stored in
the data structure (i.e., it was previously inserted and has not since been deleted). If the
10

query point is found, the query returns that the point was found; otherwise the query
returns that the point was not found. In a range query, a rectangular range (or search box)
specified with its boundaries in the space represented by the tree is given, and the
references to the points stored in the tree that are within the range are returned. A
Boolean query combines multiple range queries with Boolean operators (e.g., AND, OR,
NOT) [Samet, 1984].

Figure 2.1. Spatial representation of 2D point quadtree [Samet, 1984].
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Figure 2.2. Internal point quadtree representation of the 2D spatial point data of
Figure 2.1. Boxes represent city point locations with coordinates in parenthesis.
Coordinate pairs in comma seperated parentheses represent 2D quadrant each
quadtree branch maps to; the first coordinate is the lower left corner and second
corner the upper right corner of the respective quadrant. Logic of point insertion
utilizes these tree branch quadrant bounding boxes to determine proper location in
the tree.

Another basic type of quadtree, the region quadtree, represents data that tends to
cluster in regional ways for example RGB color values (pixels) of images. The region
quadtree is based on successive subdivision of the image, represented as an array of RGB
values in four equal-sized quadrants. The region must consist of square axis-parallel
pixels. The tree can have a variable resolution data structure (variable depth of leaf
nodes) and is the collection of pixels of the same RGB value that partition a given region.
The region quadtree (Figure 2.3) is motivated by desire to obtain a systematic way to
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represent the homogenous parts of an image; image array is successively subdivided into
smaller and smaller quadrants until homogenous pixels are obtained [Samet, 1984].

Figure 2.3. (a) A Region. (b) Binary array of region. (c) Block decomposition of the
region. (d) Region quadtree representation of the blocks [Samet, 1984].

Two sub-variants of the region quadtrees are the matrix quadtree and the pointregion quadtree. In the matrix quadtree data points are represented as nonzero elements
in a square matrix. Leaf nodes either contain data or are empty. Matrix quadtree data
points correspond to a 1 x 1 square pixels of an image where the coordinate of the square
is associated with the lower left corner of the pixel. Performing record insertion on a
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matrix quadtree is similar to the point quadtree insertion algorithm which searches for the
data point in the tree based on its coordinates. The difference is that the space spanned
by an empty leaf node may have to be subdivided (split) until it is a 1 x 1 square.
This node splitting is performed at most n times for an image of size 2n x 2n

pixels. Unlike the point quadtree, the shape of a matrix quadtree is not dependent on the
order records were inserted. As with the point quadtree, deletion of records in a matrix
quadtree is complex and may involve collapsing of nodes (the opposite of splitting).
Matrix quadtrees are intended for discrete and finite data points [Samet, 1984].
As in the point quadtree, the point-region quadtree leaf nodes are either empty or
contain a data point where each node represents a particular 2D plane of fixed
dimensions. However, quadrants of this 2D plane contain at most one data point. If a
new point is mapped to the 2D plane that resides in the same quadrant as an existing
point, the entire quadrant is subdivided into four equal area quadrants. Internally, the leaf
node is replaced by an internal node and four new child nodes representing the new equal
area quadrants of the subdivided old quadrant. The pre-existing point will reside in one
of the new child nodes, and the new point will occupy one of the others as long as the
new point does not again map to the same new quadrant as the pre-existing point. If such
a data collision still occurs, the quadrant to which both points map is further subdivided
into equal area sub-quadrants, and internally the leaf node is replaced by an internal node
and four new child nodes. This algorithm is repeated until either (1) the pre-existing
point and new point map to different sub-quadrants or (2) maximum level of resolution is
attained (maximum depth of quadtree); in this case it depends on how the quadtree is
14

implemented in software as to what happens next. Typically the pre-existing point would
be replaced by the new point or a linked list is created in order to store both points so that
any future query would return both points. The shape of the point-region quadtree is
independent of the order of records inserted and record deletion is quite complex and may
involve collapsing of nodes just as in the matrix quadtree [Samet, 1984].
Comparing point and region quadtrees reveals major differences in the size of the
regions associated with each leaf node. Point quadtrees have no constraint on space
spanned by the quadtree while region quadtrees are constrained by the maximum width
and height defined for the space, typically, the number of pixels, and pixels have a finite
size. While both types of quadtrees associate a rectangular region of space to a data
point, the size and shape of each type of quadtree are quite different. The maximum
depth of a point quadtree is n-1 where n is the number of records; minimum depth is
log4(3n) [Samet, 1984]. The matrix quadtree has a constant depth of n for a 2n x 2n
𝑠𝑠

matrix. However, the point-region quadtree has a maximum depth of log 2 ( 𝑑𝑑 × √2)

where s is the side length of the square region and d is the minimum Euclidean distance
between data points [Samet, 1984]. The minimum depth of a point-region quadtree is
log4(n-1). The matrix quadtree is not as efficient with high volume of data while the

point-region tree fares much better as long as the data is uniformly distributed and not

clustered [Samet, 1984].
A third type of quadtree is the pointerless quadtree. The simplest type of
pointerless quadtree is the linear quadtree. The linear quadtree is simply a collection of
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leaf nodes; each leaf node is assigned a base 5 location code that corresponds to a
sequence of directions that locate the leaf along the path from the root (0 = NW, 1 = NE,
2 = SE, 3 = SW, 4 = Leaf). The data structure itself is a sorted list (in ascending order) of
coded leaf nodes stored in postorder (both preorder and postorder because non-leaf nodes
are excluded) traversal of the leaves of the quadtree. Standard quadtree algorithms also
apply to linear quadtrees. Another sub-variant of the linear quadtree is the DF-expression
linear quadtree which is different from the linear quadtree just described because it stores
all nodes, internal and leaf, and utilizes a preorder tree traversal (depth first) of all the
nodes of the quadtree [Samet, 1984].
An important operation used by quadtrees is the neighbor finding operation.
Neighbor finding involves locating the address (index) of all the nodes (or subset) that are
adjacent to the node containing the query point. Neighbor finding is complicated because
adjacency in space does not imply that a simple relationship exists among the
corresponding neighbor nodes in the quadtree. In general, neighbor finding is
implemented via simple tree traversal with the base operation being performed by
examining the neighbors of selected nodes of the quadtree and using only the structure of
the tree and no pointers in excess of the four links from a node to its four children and
one link to its parent for a non-root node. Vertically and horizontally adjacent neighbors
are easy to find; the tree is ascended until the common ancestor with neighbor is found;
then the tree is descended down to the neighbor node. Finding corner neighbors is more
complex; the operation requires the vertically and horizontally adjacent neighbor
algorithm but with an added complexity. While ascending from the query node to the
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common ancestor, the edge number is recorded (direction, i.e., edges are often described
by direction, i.e., NW, NE, SE, SW); then from the common ancestor node the tree is
descended along the child nodes in edge direction OPPOSITE of the recorded edge
number path from the previous step. The algorithm continues by descending edges
opposite in direction recorded in the first step until the leaf node is found, i.e., the closest
corner adjacent edge in the specified direction. The computational complexity of this
generalized neighbor finding algorithm is O(n) [Samet, 1984]. In the case of multiresolution partitioning, neighbors could be the same or different resolution as query
neighbor.

Figure 2.4. Labeling of octants in an octree [Samet, 1984].

Figure 2.5. Example object (a) and its octree (b). BLACK = Full, WHITE = Empty,
CIRCLE = Partially Filled [Samet, 1984].
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The octree is analogous to a quadtree in three dimensions: a hierarchical binary
decomposition of 3-space along its component axes. An octree has regular, nonoverlapping, node spacing and is best suited as a container for rectilinear scalar field data.
Like quadtrees, octrees allow data to be stored with adaptive levels of resolution. In a
pointer octree, the parent node stores pointers to all children. The leaf nodes can be
indicated by eight null pointers or by a different node structure (Figures 2.4, 2.5). While
a pointer octree has a larger memory requirement than pointerless types, the one-way
hash function used to locate a desired child node is much simpler with the pointer octree
[Knoll, 2006].
As with quadtrees, the most frequently used octree queries are point location,
region queries, and neighbor finding. [Frisken, 2002] describes a simple hash function to
do point location in an octree. Given the maximum octree depth 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , 𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧 ∈

([0, 2𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ] ∩ 𝑛𝑛 )3 the correct child node can be directly hashed to until a leaf is reached

via a bitwise-AND of each x, y, z component with a 1-bit mask corresponding to the

current depth of the hash function. The only requirement for this operation is that the
vector is cast into an integer then the integer is used as the hash to the desired node. In
addition, a neighbor finding algorithm is described where adjacent neighbors can be
found by implementing a “reflection” function via bitwise-XOR of the current location
and the direction in which a neighbor is sought. Then the neighbor itself can be retrieved
by recursing up to the deepest common ancestor and performing point location to find the
target neighbor node. Using the location code scheme of [Frisken, 2002] regions can be
more intuitively described by a minimum and maximum pair of vectors.
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Just as there are several types of quadtrees, there are several types of octrees. The
full octree requires no pointers and is similar to the matrix quadtree, but in three
dimensions. The full octree is undesirable in applications where data can be compressed
or consolidated, but it performs better in applications where encapsulated data is nonhomogenous, universally significant, and where interior nodes can be used for coarser
resolution representation [Knoll, 2006].
Another octree type, the linear octree, is analogous to the linear quadtree in that
only leaf nodes are stored and are allocated contiguously in memory. A linear octree
point search is a binary search on a sorted array of leaves with a complexity of O(log2
(n)), where n is the number of leaf nodes. The advantages of a linear octree are that

there are no memory pointers and no interior nodes to keep track of, thus reducing the
overall memory requirement. Therefore, linear octrees are best suited for applications
where efficient or minimal storage is of high importance or data compression is desired
[Knoll, 2006].
Another unique octree structure is the branch-on-need octree (BONO). The
BONO is essentially an incomplete pointer octree that subdivides space non-uniformly
with the goal of generating the fewest possible empty subtrees within interior nodes and
minimizing the ratio of nodes to data points. The advantages of the BONO are space
saving and data compression at the cost of possibly requiring multiple parent nodes in
deeper regions of the tree where the traditional octree would only require one. A
disadvantage of the BONO is the added traversal steps: because the BONO cannot use a
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pure coordinate system, there can be no direct hashing scheme as in the pointer octree
[Knoll, 2006].
Octrees are used frequently in the areas of computer graphics generation
including feature extraction, direct volume rendering, and ray tracing [Knoll, 2006].
2.3

Platonic Spherical Data Structures
In this section several different types of Platonic spherical data structures are

described. These data structures are characterized by the sphere surface being subdivided
into 2D shapes described by the projections of the five regular polyhedral or Platonic
solids (Figure 2.6): tetrahedron, hexahedron, octahedron, dodecahedron, or icosahedron
shapes onto the surface of the sphere, the Platonic Polyhedron projections are shown in
Figure 2.7.

Tetrahedron

Hexahedron

Octahedron

Dodecahedron

Icosahedron

Figure 2.6. The five regular polyhedra or Platonic solids. (Image source:
Wikipedia Commons. License: Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0.
Author: DTR.)
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Figure 2.7. Spherical partitions produced by projecting Platonic solids onto a
sphere; adapted from [Kimerling, 1999].

Hierarchical Triangular Mesh
A geospatial indexing scheme for relational databases called the Hierarchical
Triangular Mesh (HTM) was introduced in [Szalay, 2005]. The motivation for HTM is to
index the sphere and provide complex trigonometric queries in spherical space
[O’Mullane, 2000]. HTM uses a spatial index to transform regions of the sphere into
unique identifiers (IDs) called HtmIDs. The HtmIDs are used both as an identifier for an
area and as an indexing strategy. Like the data structures described by [Dutton, 1989]
and [Otoo, 1993], the unit sphere is initially partitioned into a spherical octahedron
aligned at the poles with four spherical triangular cells in the northern hemisphere and
four in the southern as shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. The base level is considered level 0
with the four northern cells labeled N0 – N3; the southern are labeled S0-S3. These base
cells are then recursively subdivided into four more, smaller, cells until the level of
desired resolution is achieved. At each level of recursion, the cell naming scheme
remains the same, following a counter clockwise order for cell 0, 1, 2, with the center cell
always 3 (Figure 2.10). For example, if the Level 0 cell S1 is subdivided to Level 1, the
4 new cells would be named S10, S11, S12 and S13. If S11 was subdivided to Level 2,
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the four new cells would be named S110, S111, S112, and S113. As depth(HtmID) =

floor(log4(HtmID)), the name of a cell gives some idea of where the cell is located on the

sphere a cell, and the length of the cell name gives the depth and roughly the size of that
cell.

The ASCII HtmID can be converted to an integer representation by assigning two
bits to each level and encoding N as 11, and S as 10. A 64 bit integer can hold an HtmID
up to a depth of 31; however, in practice, standard double precision transcendental
functions break down at depth 26 where the cell sides reach dimensions below 10-15,

which is approximately 10 milliarcseconds in the sky or 30 centimeters on the earth’s
surface. The number of cells N at a given depth d > 0 is given by N(d) = 8 x 4d-1.

Typically, the depth used is based on the database of point objects to be indexed.

It is typically desired that each discrete database item be represented by a single HTM
cell, or HtmId, for these unique HtmIds can be used in the database as a primary or other
key and used by HTM code for spatial queries. Therefore although HTM is obviously
hierarchical and multi-resolution, the way it is utilized, in practice, is to fix the resolution
or HTM depth to a certain level.
The cells of the HTM are not the same size but are scattered about a mean area of
π/(2x4d-1). The ratio of maximum and minimum cell areas, at higher depths, is about 2.

Beyond a depth of 7, the curvature becomes irrelevant; the distribution remains self-

similar, and the variance in the areas around the mean is 24%. The maximal inner angle
of a triangular cell never exceeds π/2 nor is it ever less than π/4. Cells that are generated
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from the larger, central triangular cell in the subdivisions are the largest. The smallest are
cells adjacent to the vertices of the initial octahedron (level 0).
Perhaps the most unique feature of HTM is the extent to which it handles queries
over arbitrary spherical regions called HTM covers or cover maps. An HTM cover map
is simply the set cells that cover a region. Understanding what an HTM region is requires
some of the HTM basic geometry primitives to be defined. The first basic geometry
primitive used in HTM is called a halfspace (Figure 2.11) which is defined by a plane
that slices the unit sphere in two by the directed plane normal and distance along the
normal:

H = (x, y, z, D),

D = cosine (cone half-angle), where a halfspace is considered negative if its area is
greater than half the total spherical surface.

Figure 2.8. HTM subdivision through level 5 [Fekete, 2006].
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Figure 2.9. Views of level 0 HTM subdivision [Fekete, 2007].

Figure 2.10. HTM cell naming for level 1 and level 2 [Fekete, 2006].

Figure 2.11. HTM halfspace definition [Fekete, 2006].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12. (a) HTM convexes, (b) HTM region [Fekete, 2006].

The subsequent geometry primitives used by HTM all build on use of the
halfspace. A convex (Figure 2.12a) is the intersection of halfspaces; a region (Figure
2.12b) is the union of convexes. And any possible complex spherical shape can be
expressed as a union of convexes [Fekete, 2006]. Some of the anomalies of HTM
include cell area and shape variability, lack of cell alignment to iso-latitude rings, and the
varied nested X, Y orientation of cell neighbors [O’Mullane, 2000].
HTM and HtmIds enable spatial indexing in databases, such as MySQL [Nicastro,
2007], and has been used extensively in various astronomical projects, including the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey, ESA GAIA [Masana, 2004], Virtual Sky, Sky Query,
SuperCOSMOS Sky Surveys, STScI Guide Star Catalog 2 [Szalay, 2005], and SkyDOT
[Wozniak, 2002]. HTM has also been utilized to aid in cross-matching data items across
astronomical data catalogs [Kunszt, 2000], [Szalay, 2000] and in Global Information
Systems (GIS) projects, such as the Hadoop Distributed File System [Zhenuha, 2010].
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There has even been some work with HTM involving image edge analysis in the
spherical domain and level-set estimation [Lorbert, 2010].
Quaternary Triangular Mesh
A spatial data structure called the Quaternary Triangular Mesh (QTM) was
presented in [Dutton, 1989]. QTM is a triangular partitioning of the octahedral projection
on the sphere in which each cell is subdivided into four smaller, self-similar spherical
triangular cells (Figure 2.13a, Figure 2.14(a)). The base cells of the octahedron are
broken down into eight quadtrees of child cells. According to [Dutton, 1989], the
octahedral projection was chosen because it proved the best compromise between
geometrical utility, computational cost, and scale sensitivity. In addition, the octahedral
projection naturally aligns to the cardinal points on a geographic grid; specifically, the
octahedral projection is aligned with the North and South poles and the equatorial points
aligned with the equator and the 0° E/W, 90°E, 90°W and 180° meridians. Details on
how each triangular cell is addressed using a 2-bit per level of resolution binary encoding
scheme is described in [Dutton, 1989]. The length of the cell address indicates the level
of resolution and depth of the quadtree. Each subcell is numbered 0 – 3 where 0 is the
center triangular cell. Cell 1, is the cell that shares the northern or southern (depending
on resolution level) edge with Cell 0, and is where the apex of the parent cell is located.
Cells 2 and 3 are assigned in such a way that their edge neighbors (of a different parent
cell) have the same cell id (Figures 2.13(b), Figure 2.14(a, b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13. (a) QTM partitioning (Levels 0 - 3). (b) QTM cell numbering [Dutton,
1989].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14. (a) QTM partitioning (level 1) showing cell numbering. (b) S pole
orientation [Dutton, 1989].
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Figure 2.15. Level 2 QTM code sequencing (memory map order) [Dutton, 1989].

The cell address encoding is therefore a form of spatial indexing with the property
that cells with numerically similar address codes tend to lie in close spatial proximity to
each other. For example, Figure 2.14 shows how the cells with address code ending in a
3 are all clustered near each other. Figure 2.15 shows the visitation order, or memory
order, of cell addresses. In a database containing georeferences, QTM codes can be used
in place of coordinates, according to [Dutton, 1989]. As far as determining the cell
address given geographic coordinates, the method described in [Dutton, 1989] involves
simply calculating the squared distance between the query point and each cell centroid
until the closest one is found. This method is repeated down to the level of required
resolution while keeping track of the 2-bit address at each level. The string of address
codes is the address of the data point down to the required resolution.
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Figure 2.16. The inside, edge and corner triangular cells in an octet [Goodchild,
1991].

A spatial indexing scheme called the Triangular Hierarchical Data Structure
(THDS), presented in [Goodchild, 1991], is based on the work of [Dutton, 1989]. The
THDS is designed to be used with a global geographical information system (GIS). With
THDS, the address of a cell A at the k-th level of decompositions is given by:

a0a1a2a3…ak

where a0 is an octal digit representing the initial octahedral decomposition at level

0, i.e., 0-3 for the Northern hemisphere cells, 4-7 for the Southern hemisphere cells. The

ai digits (for i > 0) are quaternary digits representing the child cells inside the parent cell.

By inspection of Figure 2.9, it can be surmised that the center cell is 0, and, depending on
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the partitioning level, the cells 1, 2, and 3 follow either a clockwise or counter-clockwise
winding. The 1 is the upper/lower cell; 2 is the left cell and 3 is the right cell with respect
to 0, the middle cell (Figure 2.16). This is almost the same scheme as presented in [Lee,
2000] and totally different from that described in [Fekete, 1990a] and [Dutton, 1996],
which have a more “floating” labeling scheme where the labeling of children at each
level varies based on the orientation of the parent cell, which is effectively determined by
the path from the root to the parent instead of being based on its global orientation [Lee,
2000]. However, the advantage of schemes described in [Fekete, 1990a] and [Dutton,
1996] is that path components of all location codes that correspond to the neighbors of a
particular cell differ by one direction code (at different depths of the hierarchy), thus
simplifying neighbor finding. However, this advantage is offset by the difficulty of
adapting these methods to use of binary arithmetic and the difficulty of finding neighbors
across different faces of the base icosahedron [Lee, 2000].
According to the research described in [Goodchild, 1991], the relationship
between longitude (𝜆𝜆) and latitude (𝜙𝜙) and their Cartesian coordinates (x, y) with respect
to octant 0, the main limiting resolution factor is n or the maximum level of triangular
decomposition given by equations 2.1 and 2.2.
𝑥𝑥 =
𝑦𝑦 =

2𝑛𝑛

�𝜙𝜙 + 2𝜆𝜆 �1 −

𝜋𝜋

2𝑛𝑛 √3
𝜋𝜋

2

𝜋𝜋

𝜙𝜙��

(2.1)

𝜙𝜙

(2.2)
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From inspecting the equations, it is clear that for high precision longitude/latitude
coordinates (large number of significant figures) a large value of triangular cell
decomposition would be required to achieve that level of precision.
The conversion from cell address to Cartesian coordinates (𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 , 𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘 ) is described in

[Goodchild, 1991] (Equations 2.3 and 2.4), at the k-th level the cell addresses ai (i = 1, 2,
…, k) are first transformed into Cartesian coordinates in octant 0; then the Cartesian

coordinates are transformed into longitude and latitude, and the octant is determined
according to a0. Equations 2.3 and 2.4 are used to compute the Cartesian coordinates
(𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 , 𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘 ) and are bitwise operations.

𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 = �2𝑘𝑘 + ∑𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1�(−1)𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖2 +1 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖1 2𝑘𝑘−𝑖𝑖 ��2𝑛𝑛−𝑘𝑘−1

(2.3)

𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘 =

(2.4)

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 +𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖1 [2(𝑎𝑎
�𝑖𝑖1 ∩ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖2 )+ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖1 ]2𝑘𝑘−𝑖𝑖 �
2𝑘𝑘 + ∑𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=1�(−1)

√3

2𝑛𝑛−𝑘𝑘−1

The process of converting from longitude and latitude to cell address a1 to ak of

the containing cell is obtained by use of a recursive approximation process discussed in
[Goodchild, 1992] and a0 determines the containing octant.

Neighboring cells are categorized based on whether the cells share common edges

(direct) or common vertices (indirect). In THDS there are 13 different neighbor patterns
depending on the location of the cell with respect to the octant that contains it. From
[Goodchild, 1991], these 13 patterns can be classified into 5 categories: inside, edge,
sub-edge, corner, and sub-corner cells.
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1. A cell is inside if all its direct and indirect neighbors are within the same octant. An
inside cell has three direct neighbors and nine indirect neighbors.
2. A cell is edge if it has exactly one direct neighbor in the adjacent octant.
3. A cell is sub-edge if it has exactly three indirect neighbors in the adjacent octant.
4. A cell is corner if it has exactly two direct neighbors in adjacent octants.
5. A cell is sub-corner if it has exactly six indirect neighbors in adjacent octants.
Codes are defined that are used to describe the possible neighbor types for a
particular cell as follows:
1. t, l, r: represent the three direct neighbors with common top, left and right edges for a
given cell inside an octant.

2. T: represents the direct neighbor of a top edge cell lying in the adjacent octant.
3. W: represents the direct neighbor of a left edge cell in the adjacent octant.

4. E: represents the direct neighbor of a right edge cell in the adjacent octant.
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Figure 2.17. Quadtree representation of the Earth land surface with different
projection angles [Goodchild, 1991].

Given these definitions, an algorithm discussed in [Goodchild, 1992] is used to
determine the direct neighbors of a given cell. The average number of steps in the
calculation to find the direct neighbors is given by: 2 −
computational complexity of Ο(log 2 𝑘𝑘).

2

2𝑘𝑘

, for k address digits giving a

To determine the indirect neighbors, the authors suggest first finding the direct

neighbors of the given cell and then basically finding the appropriate direct neighbors of
those neighbors. For example, the indirect neighbor, h, of an inside cell U can be found
as:

α = top(U)

(2.5)

h = left(α)

(2.6)

where α is an intermediate address [Goodchild, 1991].
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According to [Goodchild, 1991], the neighbor finding algorithm identifies all
direct and indirect connected cells which encompass filling a region defined by series of
cell addresses. The procedure can be iterated, and duplicate found cells removed, until
the region is expanded to the required size. Using the method just described, regions can
be discovered, but some additional logic is required to determine if a given cell is within,
without, or straddling a possible user-specified region. There is no discussion of these
types of regions, merely how to “dilate” or “expand a point, line or region to a given
distance” [Goodchild, 1991]. An example region result is shown in Figure 2.17, where
the various continents are regions defined by a series of cell coordinates and the defined
region is “filled” with cells of various resolutions or sizes.
Clearly a node at a given depth in the quadtree represents a cell of a specific size.
What is seen in Figure 2.17, the regions, are spherical representations of that quadtree.
The cells of sizes between the largest and smallest represent various depths in the
quadtree where the nodes may have one or more children.
In [Dutton, 1996], [Dutton, 1998] and [Dutton, 1999], a variant of QTM, called
octahedral quaternary triangular mesh (O-QTM), is introduced which is very similar to
the HTM [Szalay, 2005], [Szalay, 1998]. Strangely, there is no reference to either author
in the respective papers. By contrast, both authors do cite the same sources: [Barret,
1995], [Fekete, 1990a] and [Goodchild, 1992]. From web searching, it appears that
Microsoft Research Advanced Technology Division most likely adapted some of the
ideas from the O-QTM in the development of HTM [Dutton, 1999]. Therefore, it would
appear that HTM is really an extension and implementation (in software) of Dutton’s O34

QTM. HTM formed the basis for the now defunct Encarta 1.0 mapping software [Cohen,
2009].
The O-QTM uses as a geometric basis an octahedron of equilateral triangular
cells, 4 cells in the northern hemisphere (meeting at the North Pole) and 4 in the southern
hemisphere (meeting at the South Pole). Each cell is a root for a quadtree containing
roughly equal triangular quadrants (cells) that approximate a sphere quite closely after
only a few subdivisions. Even the cell naming scheme is very similar to that used by
HTM; O-QTM location codes consist of an octant number (from 1 to 8) followed by up
to 30 quaternary digits (0, 1, 2, or 3) which name a leaf node in a triangular quadtree
rooted in the given octant. By contrast, the HTM encodes the central triangular cell in a
splitting as cell 3 with a counter-clockwise winding in the naming structure; QTM labels
the central cell 0. In addition, the corner cells have the ID of the vertex defining them;
when a vertex appears, its number is assigned as six minus the sum of the IDs of the
endpoints of the bisected edge. Also, QTM’s initial octahedron is projected in a sphere in
such a way that its six initial vertices on the surface of a unit sphere are equidistant from
the center of the sphere [Dutton, 1996].
The O-QTM data structure and partitioning scheme was proposed as a
compromise between areal equality and structural simplicity. That is, there are issues
associated with the fact that each cell of the original polyhedron roots a quadtree of cells
that grow smaller and more heterogeneous as they subdivide. In general, the larger the
spherical area subtended by the initial triangular cells, the greater the area variance of the
subcells at any given detail level or map scale. Also, the greater the number of initial
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triangular cells, the greater chance that a map feature will cross the boundaries of the
initial triangular cells. As each initial triangular cell is a root for a quadtree, a large range
query could involve traversing multiple quadtrees [Dutton, 1996].
Although the O-QTM data structure appears very similar to HTM, the indexing
and other underlying operations appear less developed compared with those found in
HTM, especially with respect to operations any more advanced than a simple translation
between latitude/longitude and QTM index (cell). HTM appears to be more advanced
than O-QTM, particularly relating to spatial querying ability.
Hierarchical Spatial Data Structure
A slightly different version of QTM is described in [Goodchild, 1992] called the
Hierarchical Spatial Data Structure (HSDS). Similar to the QTM data structure described
in [Dutton, 1996] QTM (and the later HTM), the base structure is an octahedral
partitioning of the sphere into spherical triangular cells (such as those illustrated in Figure
2.14a) that intersect at the poles. The partitioning scheme involves recursively
subdividing the 8 base cells into 4 smaller cells until the level of resolution is achieved.
The HSDS cell numbering method is somewhat different than that described in [Dutton,
1996] in that it was designed to be easier to transform to and from latitude/longitude and
cell identifier. Recall that the cell labeling scheme described in [Dutton, 1996] and
[Goodchild, 1992], names the central cell 0, however, corner cells take the cell identifier
of the vertex defining them; when a vertex appears, its number is assigned as six minus
the sum of the cell identifiers of the endpoints of the bisected edge [Goodchild, 1992].
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However, rather than use the vertices to name the corner cells, the following naming
convention was used:
1. The center cell is labeled 0.
2. The cell vertically above (or below) the central cell is labeled 1.
3. The cells below (or above) and left and right of cell 0 are labeled 2 and 3 respectively.
Goodchild introduced HSDS as an attempt to satisfy three properties of quadtree
and octree implementations of hierarchical spatial data structures:
1. At any level, the cells are equal in area.
2. At any level, the cells are equal in shape.
3. The data structure correctly encodes the adjacency relationships between cells.
The end result is that HSDS satisfies property (3) but only partially satisfies the
remaining two properties.
To compute the cell address to a certain quadtree depth k, (analogous to HTM’s

HTMid) the latitude and longitude of the query is first converted to Cartesian coordinates
(x, y). Then an algorithm presented in [Goodchild, 1992] with computational complexity
Ο(log 4 N) is used to convert the Cartesian coordinates into cell address.

The presented neighbor finding algorithm requires, on average, 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 2 −

2

2𝑘𝑘

steps to compute. The average data file storage distance, in other words, the average
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absolute difference between the addresses of neighboring cells, is 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝑗𝑗 = 2𝑘𝑘−𝑗𝑗+1 where

j is the current level, k the maximum level.
Semi-Quad Code QTM

Yet another variant of QTM called Semi-Quad Code QTM (SQC-QTM) is
described in [Dutton, 1998], which was originally proposed in [Otoo, 1993], which was
optimized for efficient spatial access and dynamic display of data on the sphere. SQCQTM uses a completely different cell numbering method which Otoo and Zhu proposed,
claiming it to be more efficient in addressing locations on a sphere (Figure 2.18). As
described in [Goodchild, 1992], a rectangular projection is used to convert latitude,
longitude pairs to a SQC address giving an x, y pair which is assigned to a group at a

specified level of detail; a semi-quadcode is then computed for the group [Dutton, 1998].

Figure 2.18. SQC-QTM variant. SQC Quadrant Labeling (a) for two levels of
octant, Semi-quadtree graph (b) of level 2 cells [Dutton, 1998].
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Sphere Quadtree
The Sphere Quadtree (SQT) data structure described in [Fekete, 1990b]
approximates the sphere by successively subdividing the faces (or cells) of an
icosahedron (polyhedron with 20 equilateral triangular cells) and projecting new vertices
onto the sphere-forming new cells. The icosahedron was chosen because it has the most
cells of all Platonic solids; the cells are triangular; subdividing any cell produces four
new cells, and subdivision involves only division of cells at all resolutions as shown in
Figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19. First child subcells of one of the 20 base cells [Fekete, 1990b].

There is a one-to-one correspondence between a position of a triangular cell on a
sphere and a real number that references that triangular cell position. This unique
reference is a particular label that best describes that position on a sphere and is
associated with a latitude and longitude (or right ascension and declination) pair. Thus, it
is possible to turn a 2-dimensional problem into a 1-dimensional problem by associating
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spherical coordinate pairs with unique SQT cell label. This association between a
position on a sphere and a real number is called a spherical image (SI). There are
continuous spherical images (CSI) and discrete spherical images (DSI). CSIs represent
elevation or temperature measurements; DSIs represent political or geological boundary
maps. In other words, SQT can represent different types of data, either discrete or
continuous by approximation.

Figure 2.20. Formation of "cracks" between adjacent cells [Fekete, 1990b].

Figure 2.21. Solution to "crack" formed between adjacent cells [Fekete, 1990b].

Each face, or cell, of the base level icosahedron, is the root of a quadtree which
has triangular subdivisions (Figure 2.19). Thus SQT is essentially a forest of 20
quadtrees. Each cell can be further subdivided (its quadtree deepened) until the level of
resolution needed is acquired. The quadtrees are allowed to be unbalanced, and
neighboring parent level cells may have child cells at higher resolutions. SQT thus
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supports multiple resolutions within the same data structure. Relatively low resolution
(large cells) portions of the SI might be represented by a shallower quadtree (i.e. ocean or
sea) while neighboring cells might have higher resolution if representing the coast line or
features within a city. An SQT is constructed incrementally as cells needing to be
subdivided are identified. A cell is split if the linear surface does not match the data
surface well enough.
One issue with having multiple resolution cells is that fragmentation could occur
between the shared edge between cells of different resolutions. As illustrated in Figure
2.20, suppose cell ABC is subdivided to represent the new cell edges BA’ and A’C does
not abut the edge BC (the original shared edge between ABC and DBC). According to
[Fekete, 1990b], the continuity criterion of surfaces is violated, and the surface along the
common boundaries of cells must take on the same values. Therefore, DBC is
subdivided into four new cells such that the shared edge between DBC and ABC takes
on the common A’ (Figure 2.21) vertex and the new points C” and B” are interpolated
but still fall on the respective DB and DC edges. Thus the neighboring cells that share
those edges are not affected by the subdivision of ABC.
Even though SQT is considered a multi-resolution data structure, in order not to
violate the continuity criteria, by necessity neighboring cells must be subdivided and the
new surfaces that make up the subdivided cells must be interpolated. It is unclear what
effect this interpolation will have for a low resolution cell that neighbors a high resolution
(highly subdivided) cell and the resultant quadtree construction.
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The cell geometry and the naming scheme utilized by SQT guarantees that any
cell at any level has a unique name relating to its location within the base icosahedron.
The cell identification method is very similar to that advocated in [Dutton, 1996] and
[Szalay, 2005], where the cell is divided into four similar cells and named 1,2,3,4 where
cell 4 is the center cell and 1-3 are the outer 3 cells. However unlike [Dutton, 1996],
[Szalay, 2005] that enforce a counter-clockwise naming order for the outer cells, SQT
does not enforce any such naming rule as there are cells with clockwise naming and
counter-clockwise naming at the same level of resolution. However, the cell name
structure for SQT is the same as described in [Dutton, 1996] and [Szalay, 2005] where
the prefix is the base cell name (1-20) followed by the respective subdivided cell name
(1-4). Therefore, the cell name length defines the depth and the name itself describes a
particular location on the sphere.
While SQT does not directly support complicated region queries such as those
supported by HTM, there is an algorithm to determine the neighbors of a given cell name
that could be used recursively to discover all the cells in certain regions of interest.
Interestingly, the adjacency algorithm provided can be used to even test adjacency
between cells of different resolution by simply appending the tail of the longer pathname
to the shorter one and then applying the adjacency algorithm.
Unlike HTM, geometrically, SQT cells do not fall on great circles. However,
because of the icosahedral partitioning, SQT does not suffer from singularity issues at the
poles because there is no natural alignment to poles and every base cell is like every
other. Because every base cell is on a totally different 2-dimensional plane than every
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other, each base cell has an associated transformation matrix that allows the user to
transform a global spherical coordinate (latitude and longitude, right-ascension and
declination) to the local cell coordinates. By definition (and to avoid singularities), the
x1’ axis is a unit vector from the origin of the icosahedron to the center of the icosahedral
face in question; x2’ is perpendicular to x1’ and parallel to a designated side of the
icosahedral face; lastly x3’ is the cross-product of x1’ and x2’ following the right-hand
rule. {x1’, x2’, x3’} is an orthonormal base.
Unlike HTM, to uniquely identify cells at any resolution SQT provides not only a
convention but also the vertices that make up those cells (Figure 2.22). The unusual
vertex names consist of the cell name plus one of {1, 2, 3}. However, because the same
vertex is shared by up to six different cells, a single vertex could have six different names
which is why SQT uses the vertex name with the lowest lexicographic value among the
five or six synonyms where synonyms are different names for the same vertex [Fekete,
1990b]. There is also an algorithm used to generate all synonyms for a given vertex
which is used to determine if two given vertex names refer to the same vertex.
The SQT nearest neighbor search algorithm is described in [Fekete, 1990a]. The
nearest neighbor search is a top-down approach basically starting with the root cell’s first
child and continuing down the entire cell string name. I.e., for cell 1243, first the
neighbors of cell 1 are found, then those of cell 2, then cell 4, and so on. The basic step
is to decide if a partial cell is either type 4 or not. If it is type 4, then its three siblings are
cell 1, cell 2, and cell 3; otherwise the neighbor of cell 1, cell 2, and cell 3 is cell 4 and
neighbors in the other two relative directions must be of the same type; i.e., the partial
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cell 2 has neighbor cell 4 (in the same parent cell), and its other neighbors (in other cells
other than parent) are also of type cell 2. The SQT nearest neighbor search algorithm
works only within the boundaries of the primitive (base level) cell. However, by using a
simple substitution between adjacent root cells, the same algorithms can be used to find
neighbors across root cell boundaries:
1 →3, 2→2, 3→1

SQT has been utilized in numerous astronomical [Fekete, 1990a] and GIS projects

[Short, 1995].

Figure 2.22. SQT cell numbering convention [Fekete, 1990b].

Truncated Icosahedron
Based on careful analysis of existing geometrical models, an alternative spatial
data structure was proposed in [White, 1992]. The new data structure involves a
sampling grid based on the Lambert azimuthal equal-area map projection (1772) onto the
faces of a truncated icosahedron, an Archimedean solid, fit to the sphere (Figure 2.23).
This geometrical model is claimed to have less deviation in area when hierarchically
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subdivided than any of the other Platonic solids [White, 1992]. Another claim is that
there is less distortion in the shapes of the subdivided partitioning. The goal was to
develop an equal area map projection so that sampling probabilities can be preserved.
Equal area assures that any fixed-size area has the same probability of being sampled
regardless of its location.

Figure 2.23. (a) Truncated Icosahedron polyhedron, (b) spherical partitioning
[White, 1992].

According to [White, 1992], the problem with the Platonic geometric models
described in [Dutton, 1989], [Goodchild, 1992], and [Fekete, 1990b] is that the cells do
not generally subdivide into equal areas (at same level of subdivision) and are, therefore,
not suitable for applications requiring equal area cells. On the other hand, [White, 1992]
claims that the truncated icosahedron is the best compromise of the Platonic and
Archimedean polyhedral. In particular the truncated icosahedron meets the following
objectives:
1. Faces large enough to cover significant subcontinents.
2. Faces small enough to keep scale distortions in map projections to about 2 percent.
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3. Face shapes compact and similar.
4. Some degree of familiarity (same pattern used to construct soccer balls).
The advantages of the grid formed from tessellating the hexagon faces of a
truncated icosahedron are, according to [White, 1992], that it is the most compact and
isotropic of the varieties tested. In addition, there are some statistical advantages of this
design because of the geometric properties of having a triangular grid including
directional freedom [White, 1992]. Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24 show one possible
partitioning of hexagon face and resultant subcell addressing. To address the tessellated
cells of the truncated icosahedron, the hexagonal cells are subdivided fourfold into two
rhombuses and two triangles. Each rhombus is further subdivided ninefold into 9 smaller
rhombuses. From there each rhombus is subdivided continually into four parts until the
required level of resolution is reached. Therefore, the cell address, at the lowest level, is
simply the concatenation of cell addresses from lowest resolution to highest resolution
(Figure 2.24). This cell addressing methodology, described in [White, 1992], could be
adapted to create some sort of quadtree storage system except that the second level would
be apportioned by nine or nonanary (Figure 2.24) rather than four or quaternary. As a
result, some adjustment to typical quadtree search and access algorithms would have to
be made [White, 1992].
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Figure 2.24. Baseline addressing scheme for a hexagon from the truncated
icosahedron [White, 1992].

Unfortunately, there is no discussion in [White, 1992] as to the actual quadtree
access or search algorithms that could be utilized with this geometrical model nor is there
any discussion as to point location or conversion between latitude, longitude, and cell
address.
Quadrilateralized Spherical Cube
A unique spatial data structure known as the Quadrilateralized Spherical Cube
(Quad Sphere) is described in [White, 1992b]. The celestial sphere is projected onto the
six faces of a hexahedron (cube) in a distorted tangent plane projection such that equally
spaced rows and columns of cells of equal area are formed. Although all the cells (at a
given level of resolution) are equal area, they have a variety of shapes when projected
back onto the celestial sphere.
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The quadtree numbering scheme starts with a 3-bit code representing the level 0
face of the cube (from 010 to 510, 0002 to 1012 respectfully) followed by a series of
concatenated 2-bit codes representing the path to (including the depth of) the cell in
question. For example, the smallest cell in the upper right corner of Figure 2.25c would
have the name: 0111111112. To convert a quadtree cell number to x, y rasterized

coordinates, the most significant three bits give the face number; the remaining bits are
split as follows: the odd bits are taken together to give the x coordinate, and the even bits
are taken together to give the y coordinate where the coordinate system is 0, 0 at the
lower right corner of the square and increasing in x and y to the left and up respectfully.
This scheme is nearly identical to that proposed by [Schrack, 1992]. For 0110110002 the
most significant bits 0112 give a face number of 3 which leaves the bits: 0110002. The
odd bits, x = 1002 = 4 decimal with the even bits, y = 0102 = 2 decimal form cell 24 as
shown in Figure 2.25(d).
The Quad Sphere cell partitioning scheme is presented in [Tegmark, 1996] and
consists of the following steps:
1. The sphere is inscribed in a cube and the faces are partitioned into regular square cells.
2. The points are mapped radially onto the sphere.
3. The points are adjusted slightly to give all cells approximately equal area.
The quad-sphere used in the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) mission
[COBE, 2003] uses a cube cell partition of 256 x 256, giving cells an angular separation
of approximately .35 degrees. Based on the application of the Quad Sphere in the COBE
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mission, it appears that the quad-sphere is not used in a multi-resolution sense but is fixed
resolution and set at a fixed level of resolution appropriate to the intrinsic resolution of
the measurement instrument in question.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.25. (a) Sphere to hexahedron subdivision, and unfolding into 2D plan (b)
[White, 1992b]. (d) Quadtree numbering scheme and its relation to x, y positions
(c), reproduced from [White, 1992b].
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Hexagonal Sampling Grids with Icosahedral Symmetry
A modification to the COBE sky cube (a.k.a. Quadrilateralized Spherical Cube)
scheme was proposed in [Tegmark, 1996] that simply substituted a cube for an
icosahedron (Figure 2.26). The usage of the icosahedron was proposed because each face
is more flat so there is less distortion when mapped to the sphere. Also the icosahedron
has more faces which allows the generation of smaller, more equal area cells. The cells
in the icosahedron case are hexagonal (Figure 2.26) and so maximize compactness better
than the square cells used with the cube. Requirements for good cell partitioning were
reported in [Tegmark, 1996] which included:
1. In the worst-case, the distance to the nearest cell should be minimized.
2. There should be the ability to accurately approximate integrals by summing values at
cell locations.
The icosahedron, because of the resultant hexagonal cell partitioning of each
spherical triangular face, maximizes criteria 1 as hexagons are 12% smaller than squares
[Tegmark, 1996]. The proposed COBE icosahedron partitioning scheme resembles
greatly that of the sky cube except an icosahedron is used instead of a cube.

Figure 2.26. The cube-based and icosahedron-based partitioning schemes
[Tegmark, 1996].
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Figure 2.27. Hexagonal sampling grid; the cells have a hexagonal shape. A
triangular icosahedron face can be symmetrically decomposed into six identical
right triangular cells (one is shaded) [Tegmark, 1996].

Comparative analysis was done using the good cell partitioning requirements
listed, in particular how an icosahedron based partitioning scheme would handle
approximation of integrals by sums. The end result is that the icosahedron partitioning
method and resultant approximation of integrals by summing values at the cells generally
remains accurate down to about 10% smaller scales than a COBE sky cube with a similar
number of cells, which means that the Quadrilateralized Spherical Cube can produce
comparable sums to the COBE sky cube by using about 20% fewer cells [Tegmark,
1996].
Therefore, with smaller base cells (hexagons vs. squares) and fewer cells required
to maintain the integration by sum accuracy, the icosahedron method improves upon the
COBE sky cube method by about 10% when it comes to both integration accuracy and
worst-case distance to the nearest cell center [Tegmark, 1996].
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Linear Quadtree
The Linear Quadtree (LQ) data structure is presented in [Lee, 2000] which
employs a fairly simple bit level arithmetic to do neighbor finding at any depth in the
linear quadtree. The LQ uses a hierarchical triangular mesh much like those data
structures discussed in [Fekete, 1990a], [Dutton, 1996] and [Szalay, 2005]. The neighbor
finding algorithms are applicable to icosahedral, octahedral, and tetrahedral spherical
partitioning where the root cells are the roots of the quadtrees. In a LQ, the quadtree is
represented as a collection of numbers corresponding to its leaf nodes (at whatever
depth). The LQ cell addressing method consists of a clever binary naming scheme for the
cells at their respective level in the quadtree and corresponding position on the sphere.
As with the data structures described in [Dutton, 1996] and [Szalay, 2005], the root
triangular cell is partitioned into four equilateral triangular cells, and each of those
partitioned into four more until the level of resolution is attained for the item to be stored.
The name of a cell (leaf node) is a binary string of two-bit pairs where the last pair of bits
is the name of the cell at the lowest level, and the two bits to the left is the name of that
child cell’s parent; the next two to the left are the names of that child cell’s parent and so
on up to the root (base) cell (Figure 2.28, 2.29). The root cells are identified using a
similar multi-bit naming scheme. For example, in the octahedron representation, the root
cells (8 of them) are named 0000 – 0111; 4 bits are used even though only 3 are needed
because machine word length is always an even number of bits. Therefore, the cell name
string represents the path traversed from the root cell to the particular leaf cell.
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The LQ equal-sized neighbor (neighboring cells of the same size) finding
algorithm is based on look up tables [Lee, 2000]. This algorithm has a time complexity
of Ο(𝑘𝑘) where k is the length of the string. The equal-sized neighbor finding algorithm is
modified slightly to handle cases where the nearest neighbor may not be in the same root
cell but in another found by using a different look up table.
The LQ also uses a separate constant-time neighbor finding algorithm. The
algorithm presented makes use of the carry (borrow) property of addition (subtraction) to
quickly find a neighbor without specifically searching for a nearest common ancestor and
reflecting the path to the neighbor. Their algorithms are based on the method devised in
[Schrack, 1992] for square quadtrees implemented using pointer-less quadtrees
represented by the location codes of the leaf nodes. The adaption described in [Lee,
2000] was to cells and for neighbor finding outside the base cell. The constant-time
neighbor finding algorithm makes clever use of carefully devised bit masks and bit level
addition (subtraction) to calculate the neighbor address. The intent is for the ripple carry
(of bit level addition or subtraction) to be able to ripple up the entire binary string (or
down) depending on what neighbor is trying to be found. However, to get the ripple to
propagate across the entire bit string, certain bit pairs must be temporarily replaced that
would not normally produce a carry (borrow). There the special bit masking is involved.
A mask is produced that is utilized to replace the non-carry (borrow) bit pairs with bit
pairs that do. Then the bit addition (subtraction) is performed, and the mask is utilized
again to restore the original bit pair values. The restored values still need to be adjusted,
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i.e., add 1 or subtract 1 (based on whether if trying to find a left neighbor or right
neighbor respectfully).

Figure 2.28. Linear Quadtree, tip up (a) versus tip down (b) cell addressing [Lee,
2000].

Figure 2.29. Three levels of cell addressing [Lee, 2000].

An interesting addition to the previously described algorithms for neighbor
finding is that these methods, with slight modifications, can be used to find neighbors of
greater or equal size. For example, in general there is no guarantee that a neighbor node
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Q of node P in the direction D actually exists if nodes can be of differing sizes. For
linear quadtrees, the nodes of the quadtree are usually kept in a list L that is sorted by the
numbers formed by concatenating the base cell number with the path array value and the
depth from left to right.
If Q is not a member of L, there are two possibilities [Lee, 2000]:
1. The actual neighboring node of P in direction D is greater in size than P. The
solution here is to return the node associated with the largest value in L which is less
than or equal to the value associated with Q.
2. There are many nodes adjacent to P in direction D. The solution is there is no single
neighboring node, and so the internal node at the same depth as P with the same path
array value as Q is returned.
The calculation of the neighboring node when all sizes are permitted requires a
search through the list L of size n. The search can be speeded up by maintaining L using
an index such as a B-tree. Search is still Ο(log(n)).

As powerful as these algorithms are, it is still unclear how discrete data points

might be mapped to unique leaf nodes. From examination of the algorithms and pseudocode in [Lee, 2000], these algorithms take as inputs the binary string that represents a
particular node and a direction indicator (i.e., which neighbor type is desired), and the
output is the nearest neighbor to the input node in the direction specified. Naturally such
an algorithm could be called recursively to discover all the cells in a given specified
region.
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Icosahedral Snyder Equal Area Variants
The Icosahedral Snyder Equal Area (ISEA) grid is proposed in [Kimerling, 1999]
for global modeling efforts as the best candidate grid that most closely satisfied all of the
Goodchild Criteria [Goodchild, 1992]:
1. Areal cells completely tile the globe without overlapping.
2. Areal cells have equal area.
3. Areal cells have the same topology.
4. Areal cells are the same shape.
5. Areal cells are compact.
6. Areal cell edges are straight in projection.
7. The midpoint of the arc connecting two adjacent areal cell corners coincides with the
midpoint of the edge between the two cells.
8. The points and areal cells of the various resolution grids which constitute the grid
system form a hierarchy which displays a high degree of regularity.
9. A single areal cell contains only one grid reference point.
10. Grid reference points are maximally central within areal cells.
11. Grid reference points are equidistant from their neighbors.
12. Grid reference points and areal cells display regularities and other properties which
allow them to be addressed in an efficient manner.
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13. The grid system has a simple relationship to the traditional latitude-longitude
graticule.
14. The grid system contains grids of any arbitrarily defined spatial resolution.
The ISEA projection partitioning scheme, like those described in [Fekete, 1990a],
[Tegmark, 1996] and [Lee, 2000] involves first projecting the icosahedron onto the
sphere forming equilateral planar triangular cells (Figure 2.30). It differs in that by
utilizing the Snyder map projection, ISEA produces base level spherical triangular cells
that are equal area. These base level cells are further subdivided down to the desired cell
resolution and then aggregated into sets of six neighbors creating hexagons (Figure 2.31).
The major disadvantages of ISEA are that the cells have a slight shape distortion, the
amount of cell compactness is limited, and there is a lack of geodesic edge lines.

Figure 2.30. Partitioning of Snyder projection [Gregory, 2008].
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Figure 2.31. ISEA partitioning, various resolutions [Sahr, 2003].

Diamond Partitioning Platonic Solids
The octahedron and icosahedron platonic solids are also utilized as the base
partitioning scheme for the data structure described in [White, 2000]. This data structure
is similar to those described in [Dutton, 1989], [Fekete, 1990], [Dutton, 1989], [Fekete,
1990a], [Goodchild, 1992], [Otoo, 1993], [Tegmark, 1996], [Lee, 2000], [Szalay, 1998],
and [Kimerling, 1999]. However, instead of the base partitioning being spherical
triangular cells, spherical diamond cells are used where the diamond cells are formed by
merging spherical triangular cells with a shared edge (Figure 2.32).
A two-bit encoding scheme is utilized to label each cell at successive levels of
resolution, and a Morton addressing scheme is used to handle the ordering of the cells
(Figure 2.33). This addressing scheme can be cross-referenced to the other addressing
schemes previously presented in [Fekete, 1990b], [Dutton, 1996] and [Lee, 2000] which
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use the exact same partitioning scheme. Therefore, depending on the application or
query type, it may be beneficial to utilize one addressing scheme or partitioning,
diamond-shaped cells versus triangular shaped cells.
As described in [Kimerling, 1999], hexagonal partitioning is applied to the given
level of diamond (Figures 2.34, 2.35) partitioning. The use of hexagonal partitioning is
very important for applications involving dynamic modeling. The hexagon partitioning is
a dual partitioning to that of the diamonds, meaning that the vertices and edge midpoints
of diamonds are the centers of hexagons, and the vertices of the hexagons are the centers
of the equilateral triangular cells that form the diamonds. Because of the correspondence
between diamonds and hexagons, the same addressing system can be used for both
hexagons and diamonds [White, 2000]. Unfortunately, hexagon partitioning does not
nest between levels, i.e., the hexagons at one level are not wholly contained in the
hexagons at the next higher level. Thus, the hexagonal partitioning is produced for a
fixed level of diamond partitioning.

Figure 2.32. Unfolded diamonds for the octahedron (a), and icosahedron (b)
[White, 2000].
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Figure 2.33. Morton addressing system for diamonds at the third level (a) and the
linear trace of the addresses showing the recursive patterns of space filling (b)
[White, 2000].

Figure 2.34. Addressing system for hexagons at the first level of subdivision of the
octahedron (note special cases, P1 and P2 are squares) [White, 2000].
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Figure 2.35. Hexagon partitioning corresponding to diamond partitioning at three
levels [White, 2000].

Linear Quadtree QTM
A scheme very similar to that described in [White, 2000] is presented in [Bai,
2005], called the Linear Quadtree QTM (LQ-QTM). The sphere is subdivided based on
either an octahedral or icosahedral Platonic projection, and the base partition is composed
of pairs of adjacent spherical triangular cells, or diamonds, which partition the surface,
and thus creates a nested diamond subdivision of the ellipsoidal surface by quadtree
recursive partition. LQ-QTM uses the same Morton coding system as the index for
addressing the diamond shaped cells as previously described in [White, 2000]. However,
the two schemes diverge in that in LQ-QTM there is no aggregation of diamonds to form
hexagons as described in [White, 2000]; instead the data structure described in [Bai,
2005] pursues the diamond mesh as the base partitioning shape through all levels
(Figures 2.36, 2.37).
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In the LQ-QTM scheme the cells produced from a partitioning are labeled
according to the Z space filling curve. Each cell is assigned a quadcode D and Morton
codes M. The code of a cell L can be represented as DM, where D is the quadcode of the
quadrant, and M is the Morton code of the cell in the same quadrant [Bai, 2005] where:

D = 0 – 3, Mq = q1q2q3…qk = q1*10k + q2*10k-1+…+qk

and the Morton code of a cell consists of a sequence of numbers (0, 1, 2, or 3),

and the length of the sequence represents the partition level of the base cell (quadrant).
Each digit of the Morton code is no larger than 3. With this scheme, the child of a
specified cell is determined by appending one of the digits 0, 1, 2, or 3 at the end of the
specified cell’s Morton code. By removing the last digit of a given cell’s Morton code,
the specified cell’s parent is obtained.
The neighbor finding algorithm with diamond cells, described in [Bai, 2005], is
claimed to be simpler than the similar algorithm with triangular cells because the
triangular cells in the triangular mesh do not have uniform orientations at all levels of
resolution and the adjacent neighbors vary in orientation according to their location in the
triangular mesh. Therefore, neighbor finding deviates for either different oriented
triangular cells or different located triangular cells in the mesh. However, a diamond
mesh has radial symmetry, translation congruence, and uniform orientation [Bai, 2005].
It was claimed in [Bai, 2005] that the algorithm that determines the edge adjacent (or
vertex adjacent) neighbors of a diamond cell is of constant time complexity, Ο(𝑘𝑘), where
k is number of partitions of the base cell. The algorithm mainly converts from Morton
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code to row/column number, uses some spatial logic decisions to determine the
appropriate neighbor code, and then converts back into Morton code; there is no loop in
the algorithm. According to [Bai, 2005], by simply appending a digit of 0 or 1 to the end
of the diamond code, the two cells that compose a diamond can be distinguished and,
therefore, the edge adjacent neighbor finding algorithm of a diamond can be adapted to
locate cell neighbors. The resultant neighbor finding algorithm, described in [Bai, 2005],
is also constant time complexity, Ο(𝑘𝑘). By utilizing these algorithms in a recursive
fashion, region queries can be performed that would have minimal complexity.

The LQ-QTM data structure was used to store global maps at various levels of
detail (LOD) that often involved partitioning the diamonds to multiple levels of
resolution. Recognizing the potential issues with cracks resulting from neighboring cells
of different levels of resolution, the algorithm described in [Bai, 2004] enforces a rule
that adjacent cells cannot vary by more than one level of resolution (partitioning). Also,
an alternate indexing scheme is used to fill the cracks by creating coarser cells along the
edge of the finer-detailed cell, while the courser-detailed cell remains unchanged [Bai,
2004].

Figure 2.36. Labeling and indexing of the two triangular cells that make up a
diamond [Bai, 2005].
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Figure 2.37. The correlation between quaternary Morton code and row/column
number [Bai, 2005].

2.4

Igloo Spherical Data Structures
In this section the several different types of Igloo spherical data structures are

described. These types of spherical data structures have spherical partitioning that does
not utilize the Platonic polyhedrals; instead, a hybrid partitioning of the sphere is
employed where different regions (Northern, Southern Hemisphere and Equator) of the
sphere are subdivided in different ways.
Igloo Type Constructions
Data structures based on igloo partitioning of the sphere were explored in
[Crittenden, 1998] with the motivation of providing fast and exact spherical harmonic
transforms. In igloo partitioning, the sphere is divided into rows with edges of constant
latitude. Each row is divided into identical cells by lines of constant longitude. The cells
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are roughly trapezoidal shaped, becoming nearly square away from the poles. The
advantages of igloo partitioning, besides being simple to implement, are:
1. Cell spacing is naturally azimuthal.
2. Cell shapes can be easily made equal area.
3. Cell shapes are mostly square.
However, igloo partitioning can also be constructed to have rows that are equally
spaced in latitude or with cells of uniform area, implying that both cannot be attained
simultaneously. Furthermore, equal area partitioned cells are not exactly equally spaced
in latitude, although all the cells will have the same statistical weight when used in
spherical harmonic computations.
Igloo partitions can also be made hierarchical if the sphere is divided into
relatively few base cells chosen to optimize the minimization of cell distortion. Each of
the coarse cells can be divided into four by bisecting it in longitude and latitude. The
latitude division is chosen either to keep cells the same area or to maintain a constant
latitude spacing of the rows. However hierarchical subdivision causes increased cell
distortion toward the poles. For this reason, a different partitioning scheme is used for
the polar regions that consist of the base partitioning at the poles being into three equal
wedges (Figure 2.38) and then further subdivisions into 4 equal area cells. This polar
partitioning scheme minimizes cell shape distortion at the highest levels of resolution
[Crittenden, 1998]. For best results, the data to be analyzed needs to be ordered
differently depending on whether the user is interested in creation and analysis maps,
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where it is helpful to have azimuthal ordering (cells aligned to azimuth lines), or in the
facilitation of cell coarsening. In the latter case the data should be reordered into equal
area groups to easier map to each course cell to allow for the possibility of combining
subcells into more coarse, larger cells. In the former case the data should be reordered by
azimuth value to allow for the best use of cells aligned along azimuth lines. Again igloo
partitioning can provide equal azimuth partitioning or equal areas, but not both.
However, the research described in [Crittenden, 1998] suggests the best compromise is to
use the 3:6:3 base igloo model (3 base cells in the North, 6 around the equator and 3 in
the South) with equal latitude partitioning as shown in Figures 2.38 and 2.39. The result
is a minimization of cell distortion of cells with approximately equal area. It seems that
at best, the igloo model with few base cells will handle hierarchical partitioning and
allow iso-latitude partitioning but at the cost of variable cell shape and area.
Interestingly, the recommended 3:6:3 base igloo model has the same base partitioning of
the soon-to-be-discussed (Section 2.5) HEALPix data structure (4:4:4 base partitioning),
itself another example of an igloo partitioning, with the only real difference being the
shapes of the base cells.

Figure 2.38. Igloo tiling, 3:6:3 equal area partitioning [Crittenden, 1998].
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Figure 2.39. Polar cap region of igloo tiling, showing three levels of partitioning
[Crittenden, 1998].

Unfortunately, there is no discussion of the exact indexing scheme, although it
can be surmised that because a goal of the igloo partitioning scheme is to form isolatitude bands, an indexing method similar to the RING scheme of [Górski, 1999] could
be used. (See the discussion of HEALPix in Section 2.5).
A multi-resolution data structure designed to store high resolution global images
called the Ellipsoidal Quadtree (EQT) is described in [Ottoson, 2001]. In EQT, the data
structure takes the shape of the earth into consideration as the ellipsoidal surface is
divided into bands of quadrangular cells (Figure 2.40). The bands run parallel to the
meridian lines (lines of longitude) and parallel lines (lines of latitude). There are four
normal vectors that span the surface of each cell. The sides of each cell are parallel to the
meridians (north/south) and the parallels (east/west). The EQT structure is hierarchical in
the same manner as ordinary quadtrees, and the cells are constructed in such a way that
they all have the same area at the same level in the quadtree. It is also possible to adjust
the initial ellipsoid partitioning so that areas around a pre-defined principal latitude will
have square cells. The disadvantage is that cells that lie on lines of latitude outside the
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principal latitude will have increased shape distortion over the more square cells that lie
on the principal latitude line. The cells that lie on lines of latitude outside the principal
line become narrower either in latitude (toward the equator) or longitude (toward the
poles). The partitioning of the ellipsoid creates a grid pattern with “slices” in the
north/south direction and “bands” in the east/west direction (Figure 2.40).
The EQT structure is designed to hold multiple LODs as shown in Figures 2.41
and 2.42. A unique aspect of EQT lies in the implementation of the quadtree structure.
Instead of using a traditional quadtree structure, the EQT uses standard Lisp list
processing operations called car and cdr (Figure 2.43) [Ottoson, 2001]. The car of a list
is the first item in the list and the cdr is the remainder of the list. The car pointer goes
down into the tree, and the cdr pointer goes to the right in the tree. The advantage is that
no more than two pointers are used for each node as compared to the four that are
required in a traditional quadtree. As part of the EQT implementation and index building
process, in particular the logic of when to partition a cell from lower to higher resolution,
it must first be decided, a priori, how many objects are to be assigned per index cell.
With too many objects per cell, data retrieval time increases and a larger (deeper) tree is
required. The latter leads to a larger memory requirement because cells must be further
subdivided in order to satisfy the maximum objects per index cell rule.
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Figure 2.40. EQT definition of cells divided along meridians and parallels [Ottoson,
2001].

Figure 2.41. EQT showing highlighted region with multiple LODs [Ottoson, 2001].

Figure 2.42. Quadtree structure of above highlighted region [Ottoson, 2001].
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Figure 2.43. The car and cdr structure of the above highlighted region [Ottoson,
2001].

Figure 2.44. EQT, showing a gap between higher and lower resolution cells
[Ottoson, 2001].

Although the exact indexing methodology is not covered in [Ottoson, 2001], the
index key of the top-level cells can be computed by:
𝜆𝜆

𝑆𝑆

k = int( 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 ) + int( 𝑆𝑆 ) ∙ 𝑞𝑞𝜆𝜆

(2.7)

𝑓𝑓

where Δλ is the longitude difference, S is the total area of a slice, 𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓 is the area of

each cell, 𝑞𝑞𝜆𝜆 is the number of cells with the width of Δλ, and 𝜆𝜆 is the longitude.

However, to get to the proper sub-top-level cell, the remaining quadtree must be
searched. Unfortunately, the computation of these search methods was not covered in
[Ottoson, 2001].
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Another interesting aspect of EQT is the solution to the gaps or cracks that can
form between index cells of different resolutions. The solution, identical to that proposed
in [Xuesheng, 2008], is to relocate the gap creating point to lie at the midpoint of the
common edge on the lower resolution cell (Figure 2.44).
A method of equal area cell partitioning of the ellipsoid is proposed in [Seong,
2005] that is very similar to the other igloo type constructions is described in [Crittenden,
1998], [Doroshkevich, 2005], and [Ottoson, 2001]. This method implements a global
grid by using equal area cells and an anchor table. The method involves fixing the metric
distances along lines of longitude and distance changes along lines of latitude. It is
claimed in [Seong, 2005] that this method produces the most square-like and equal area
cells. The center coordinate of each cell is used as the nominal location of the cell. In
order to maintain equal area cells, as the cell latitude approaches the poles, the longitude
differences increase.
The ellipsoid partitioning process starts based on what cell size is desired, i.e., a
1000m x 1000m resolution cell on the Earth ellipsoid. The ellipsoid is then partitioned
into parallel strips of specific cell width as shown in Figure 2.45. Each parallel strip is
further subdivided to form as many equal area, square cells as possible with the last cell a
bit smaller (non-square) because of rounding. This entire process builds what is known
as an anchor table file. The anchor table file holds all of the information needed to locate
a cell index, given a latitude and longitude pair, or to calculate the latitude and longitude
pair of the cell, given the cell index (Table 2.1). It is assumed that cell information is
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stored in a sequential indexable data structure such as an array, based on the cell search
algorithms presented in [Seong, 2005].
A binary search algorithm is described in [Seong, 2005] to find latitude and
longitude, given a cell index that has Ο(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2 (𝑘𝑘)) time complexity, where k is the number

of rows in the anchor table that is binary searched. Similarly, the algorithm to find cell
index given latitude and longitude, has the same time complexity.

The total number of parallel strips, N, is P/(2d) where P is meridian perimeter and
d is the cell height. The number of cells, M, per strip is 2π/Δλ, where Δλ is cell longitude
difference. For example, a 1000 m cell size on the Earth produces 510,616,264 total cells
[Seong, 2005].
A number of advantages of the igloo scheme are discussed in [Seong, 2005] such
as the square-like ellipsoid cell shapes that have the least shape distortion for archiving
square digital data, for example from images. In addition, because the data structure is
simple and straightforward, analysis algorithms can easily be developed. With the use of
a 64-bit processing system, high resolution, global-scale image database construction is
possible with up to 19 digits of latitude and longitude precision. Area calculation is
accurate; serial data compression is possible, and data storage increases only as a secondorder function of the cell distance, while the anchor table increases as a first-order
function of cell distance. The method uses 26% less storage than traditional methods
[Seong, 2005].
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There are some tradeoffs however. There is no subset database using the same
data structure because the proposed database assumes complete coverage of the ellipsoid;
therefore, it is conjectured that there is no hierarchical structure in EQT. The last cell in
each parallel strip is determined by rounding the remaining longitude difference; thus it is
smaller than the rest of the cells. In order to display data, a map projection is required
because the system uses a non-planar coordinate system. Data access times take up to
10.6 times longer than traditional methods [Seong, 2005].
Overall, this method represents global imagery with high quality and accuracy by
avoiding cell area loss and duplication problems due to map projections, although at the
expense of slow query times [Seong, 2005].

Figure 2.45. Parallel strips and cells [Seong, 2005].
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Table 2.1. Example anchor table file for 1000m cell resolution on Earth ellipsoid,
note the authors refer to cells as “facets” [Seong, 2005].

Gauss-Legendre Sky Pixelization
A scheme of spherical partitioning into cells (the authors call it “pixelization”) for
purposes of CMB data analysis, called the Gauss-Legendre Sky Pixelization (GLESP), is
presented in [Doroshkevich, 2005]. Shown in Figure 2.46, GLESP is another igloo
partitioning scheme that enforces strict orthogonal cell alignment along rough azimuthal
lines using Gauss-Legendre polynomial zeros [Lowan, 1942].
Two important properties are discussed in [Tegmark, 1996]. The first property
discussed is the optimal method for the choice of cell center positions, shapes, and sizes
to provide as good as possible compact uniform coverage of the sky by cells with equal
areas. The second property discussed is the best way to approximate any convolutions of
the maps by sums using these cells. According to [Doroshkevich, 2005], the schemes
described in [Tegmark, 1996], [Crittenden, 1998] and [Górski, 1999] were all developed
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to answer the first question, and the answer to the second question typically followed
based on the scheme.

Figure 2.46. Comparison of the HEALPix (a) and GLESP (b) partitioning of the
sphere [Doroshkevich, 2005].

According to [Doroshkevich, 2005], the properties of the GLESP partitioning
scheme are:
1. In the polar direction x = cos θ where xj (j = 1, 2, … , N) are the net roots of the

Legendre polynomial PN(xj) = 0. (It is well known that the Legendre polynomial has

N number of zeros in the interval -1 ≤ x ≤ 1).

𝑗𝑗

2. Each root xj determines the position of a ring with 𝑁𝑁𝜙𝜙 cell centers with 𝜙𝜙-coordinate
𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 .

3. All the cells have nearly equal area.
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4. Each cell has weight wj.
5. The borders of all the cells are along the coordinate lines of 𝜃𝜃 and 𝜙𝜙. Thus with a
reasonable accuracy, they are trapezoidal.

6. The number of cells along the azimuthal direction 𝜙𝜙 depends on the ring number.

The GLESP methodology has the ability to choose an arbitrary number of these cells.
The number of cells depends on the 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 accepted for the CMB data reduction.

7. To satisfy Nyquist’s theorem, the number of cells, N, of the ring along the x = cos(θ)
axis must be taken as N ≥ 2𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 1.

8. To make the equatorial cells roughly square, the number of cells along the azimuthal
2𝜋𝜋

axis, 𝜙𝜙, is taken as 𝑁𝑁𝜙𝜙𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃 + 0.5), where 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑁𝑁 + 1)/2, and 𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 =
𝑘𝑘

0.5(𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘+1 − 𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘−1 ).

9. The nominal size of each cell is defined as 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 × 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, where 𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 is the value
on the equatorial ring and 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 2𝜋𝜋/𝑁𝑁𝜙𝜙𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 on the equator.

10. The number
0.5).

𝑗𝑗
𝑁𝑁𝜙𝜙 of

th

cells in the j ring at x = xj is calculated as

𝑗𝑗
𝑁𝑁𝜙𝜙

= 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(

2𝜋𝜋�1−𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗2
𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

+

11. The polar cells are triangular.
With the GLESP scheme, the cells have equal area inside each ring band and have
a maximal area deviation between rings of ~1.5% close to the poles. GLESP is not a
multi-resolution and contains no hierarchical structure; rather it is a fixed level of
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resolution based on chosen initial requirements. GLESP is very similar to the igloo
partitioning approaches previously discussed except for the θ-angle (latitude) cell step
selection; also, applying the igloo latitude step to GLESP produces two different cell
areas. However, the GLESP cells are neither equally spaced in latitude nor uniform in
area, unlike a typical igloo partitioning [Doroshkevich, 2005].
The GLESP approach has been implemented in mixed FORTRAN and C code.
The main functionality is to generate the coefficients (𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ) required to calculate the

power spectrum (𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 ) for study of the CMB. Interestingly, the GLESP schema requires no
iterations to calculate the 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 coefficients unlike HEALPix, which can require several,

making GLESP much faster for this calculation. (HEALPix is described in the next
section).

According to [Doroshkevich, 2005], the main advantages of the GLESP scheme
are high accuracy in the calculation of 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 , utilizing methodology that requires no

iterations and optimal selection of resolution for a given beam size, which means an
optimal number and size of cells. Because the main goal of GLESP is to calculate the
𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 coefficients involved with CMB calculations, this scheme is highly specialized with
very little general purpose.
2.5

Hierarchical Equal Area iso-Latitude Pixelization
An entirely unique spherical data structure introduced in [Górski, 1999] is called

the Hierarchical Equal Area iso-Latitude Pixelization (HEALPix) of the sphere. The
motivation for HEALPix is to support fast numerical analysis of data on the sphere,
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especially for point sources [O’Mullane, 2000]. The HEALPix projection is a hybrid
class that combines the cylindrical equal area Lambert projection (1772) and the
pseudocylindrical equal area Collignon projection (1865) not previously seen in
cartographic literature [Calabretta, 2007]. The HEALPix spherical partitioning is not
based on a Platonic or Archimedean solid. Instead the base partition of the sphere is
divided into twelve diamond-shaped, equal area cells (four in the northern hemisphere,
four along the equator, and four in the southern hemisphere) as shown in Figure 2.47.
These base cells are then recursively subdivided into four cells each until the desired
level of resolution is obtained. However, the existing implementation of the HEALPix
data structure is designed to have a fixed level of resolution when the data structure is
initialized based on the requirements of the user. Note that the cells align on so-called
iso-latitude rings, resulting in the alignment of neighboring cells along the same
horizontal latitude line. The total number of cells per level of resolution is given by:

Nside = 1, 2, 4, 8, … , 2k

(2.8)

Ncell = 12(Nside)2

(2.9)

where k is described as the order of resolution in HEALPix. Order, or order of

resolution is also called level of resolution or level in MRH. Both order and level refer to
the number of times a base cell has been subdivided into equal area subcells. In this
document the term level will be used exclusively to avoid any confusion with other
meanings of the word order.
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Figure 2.47. HEALPix partitions of the sphere; clockwise from upper left Ncell =
12, Ncell = 48, Ncell = 192, and Ncell = 769. (Image source: [Górski, 1999]. Used
with permission of the author. Reproduced by permission of the AAS.)

Figure 2.48. Examples of RING indexing. (a) Nside = 2, (b) Nside = 4. (Image source:
[Górski, 1999]. Used with permission of the author. Reproduced by permission of
the AAS.)
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Figure 2.49. Examples of NESTED indexing. (a) Nside = 2, (b) Nside = 4. (Image
source: [Górski, 1999]. Used with permission of the author. Reproduced by
permission of the AAS.)

Latitude (θ) starts at value 0 at the North Pole and ends at value π at the South
Pole; thus 𝜃𝜃 ∈ [0, 𝜋𝜋]. Longitude (ϕ) starts at value 0 at the Prime Meridian and increases
in an easterly direction around the circumference of the sphere and ends at the starting

point at value 2π; thus ϕ ∈ [0,2𝜋𝜋]. However, by convention, the spherical coordinates

are scaled to -1.0 to 1.0 in θ, a variable denoted z, and 0.0 to 2.0 in ϕ, a variable denoted p
by this author. All plots and tables found in [Górski, 1999] utilize z and p values (Figures
2.48, 2.49) which are computed using the following equations:
𝑧𝑧 = cos(𝜃𝜃)
𝑝𝑝 =

(2.10)

𝜙𝜙
𝜋𝜋

(2.11)
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The same convention of using z and p is utilized throughout the rest of this
dissertation where the HEALPix coordinate system is involved.
In HEALPix, the number of iso-latitude rings is given by:

Nring = 4(Nside – 1)

(2.12)

Therefore, for 32-bit signed integer addressing, there is a limit of Nside = 8192

which translates to 805,306,368 cells, each of which has a resolution of 26.8” of arc or
approximately 124.9 meters on the Earth’s surface (mean radius of 6,371371 km). For
64-bit signed integer, addressing the limit is Nside = 229 which translates to 3.46 × 1018
cells, each of which has a resolution of 3.93 × 10-4” of arc or about 1.91 millimeters on
the Earth’s surface. (Of course, HEALPix is often used to represent spheres other than
the Earth).
HEALPix utilizes two different indexing schemes: RING and NESTED. In the
RING scheme (Figure 2.48), the cell index winds down from North to South Pole through
the consecutive iso-latitude rings. In the NESTED cell scheme (Figure 2.49), the cell
index grows with consecutive hierarchical subdivisions on a tree structure seeded by the
twelve base-resolution cells. The HEALPix NESTED cell addressing scheme follows a
Morton addressing methodology, also known as Z-ordering, which is a method of
spatially labelling cells in a successive way to preserve multiple levels of quadtree
resolution and spatial cell location [Morton, 1966]. For example, the first subdivision of
a cell would look like the following (Figure 2.50) in HEALPix’s Morton addressing
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scheme; note that the labeling sequence follows a “Z” pattern, hence the Z-ordering
scheme.

Figure 2.50. HEALPix cell labeling using Z-order addressing.

Both indexing schemes map the two dimensional distribution of discrete area
elements on a sphere into a one dimensional, integer cell number array (or map), indexed
by cell address to preserve the spatial relationships of the cells, which is essential for
computations involving datasets with very large total cell numbers. The map can be
composed of any data type or user defined data structure.
HEALPix: Applications
The HEALPix data structure is used in a number of different astronomical
scientific applications involving the study of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
(Figure 2.51), including the following projects: Plank Integrated Data Information
System Project for analysis of CMB foreground data [Giardino, 2000], the Balloon
Observations Of Millimetric Extragalactic Radiation And Geophysics (BOOMERanG),
the Microwave Anisotropy Probe (MAP), Plank Surveor (European Space Agency),
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), Herschel, Single Aperture Far-
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Infrared Observatory (SAFIR), Beyond Einstein CMB [Górski, 1999], [Górski, 2005].
HEALPix has been used by [Shahram, 2007] to calculate wavelet transforms on the
sphere. HEALPix has also been utilized in the Global Information Systems (GIS) and
Geoinformatics arenas (Figures 2.52 and 2.53) on the Cassandra project where
researchers are mapping different weather-related measurement data, including rainfall,
solar radiation, and temperature. The main focus is consolidating measurement data from
disparate source databases, all with different schema and measurement resolutions, onto
one global grid that scientists can query to get correlated measurement data of interest at
the same resolution [Dowis, 2011]. There has been some work with HEALPix involving
image edge analysis in the spherical domain and level-set estimation [Lorbert, 2011].
HEALPix is now available in Matlab in a software package called MEALPix and in
MySQL [Nicastro, 2007]. Another recent proposed application of HEALPix, called the
Hierarchical Progressive Survey (HiPS) “allows a dedicated client/browser tool to access
and display a survey progressively” [Fernique, 2015]. HiPS is a file system storage
method of organizing tiles (or subsets) of larger images based on their HEALPix level of
resolution and their spatial location. At the top level of the file system is a series of
directories sorted by level. Underneath each level directory is a series of directories
organized by tile number where a tile is the entire HEALPix cell. Under these tile
directories the image is broken up into many sub-images depending on the level of
resolution of the root directory. The goal is to quickly retrieve images and information
based on spatial search at a particular level of resolution [Fernique, 2015]. HEALPix has
also been used for spherical terrain rendering using a Level-of-Detail (LoD) scheme
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[Westerteiger, 2011] were native, high resolution measurements are stored at leaf nodes
and then the internal quadtree nodes are populated based on hierarchically downsampling
the native measurements in an iterative fashion.

Figure 2.51. CMB radiation temperature anisotropy: 12,582,912 cells, ~3.4 arcmin
resolution, Nside = 1024. Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech.

Figure 2.52. Earth topography map: 3,145,728 cells, ~7arcmin resolution, Nside =
512. Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech.
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Figure 2.53. Geospatial measurement “lattices”. Multiple lattices can be layered to
give a full picture of all measurements for a particular region of interest [Dowis,
2011].

2.5.2

Recent Independent Developments Involving HEALPix
A recommendation for the International Virtual Observatory Alliance (IVOA)

proposes an interesting data storage scheme called the Hierarchical Progressive Survey
(HiPS) [Fernique, 2014] [Fernique, 2015]. HiPS is a scheme of hierarchically archiving
astronomical data (images, catalog measurements, etc.) into many tile files, each of which
maps the same spatial area as a partial HEALPix data structure. Tile files are stored in a
directory structure that represents the spatial area of the data set at progressively higher
levels of resolution. The HiPS tile locations are selected based on the dataset to be
archived; tiles are only created and populated from regions of the sky that contain data.
The goals of HiPS are fast data access, visualization, and analysis of astronomical survey
data at any level of resolution required.
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Figure 2.54 (a, b, and c) shows the tile partitioning of the HiPS data structure at
three increasing levels of resolution, denoted by the variable ktile. Every HiPS tile
contains 512 x 512 HEALPix cells of nine resolution levels higher than the tile, denoted
by the variable kpix. HEALPix image or catalog data contained in each HiPS tile is stored
in a file in a directory structure of tiles at same resolution (Figure 2.54 (d)). HiPS tiles
(files) are named according to the HEALPix NESTED addressing scheme at the
appropriate level of resolution. Note, while the HiPS data structure (file system) can
contain HEALPix cells at a variety of resolutions, HiPS tiles, under a specific directory,
always contain HEALPix cells at a fixed level of resolution; there are no muli-resolution
HEALPix cells within a HiPS tile within a specific HiPS directory.

Figure 2.54. Notional example of HiPS tiling at three different resolution levels
denoted by the ktile value. Black scribble line represents the boundaries of spatial
data measurements. Each HiPS tile, regardless of tile resolution, contains 512 x 512
HEALPix cells at level of resolution 9 orders higher than tile resolution, kpix. (d)
HiPS tiles are stored in files named according to HEALPix NESTED addressing
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scheme within directory structure by resolution level, ktile. Each HiPS tile file
contains HEALPix cells at a fixed resolution that map to same spatial area as HiPS
tile. (a) HiPS tiling level ktile = 3 and HEALPix kpix = 12. (b) HiPS tiling level ktile =
4 and HEALPix kpix = 13. (c) HiPS tiling level ktile = 5 and HEALPix kpix = 14. (d)
Notional HiPS file structure corresponding to HiPS tilings shown in (a), (b), and (c).

In fact, with respect to catalog measurement data, which are measurements of
particular point objects in the sky, i.e. point data, multiple objects’ measurement data
may be stored in individual tile files depending on how user decided to spatially organize
the catalog data. For example, the creation of a HiPS data store for catalog data involves
the user specifying how to distribute the data to tile files over the full range of supported
resolution levels. According to [Fernique, 2014], data can be distributed based on any
quantitative property of the catalog, such as source brightness or distance. For example,
catalog objects with the highest magnitude might be stored in the lowest HiPS resolution
tile file and progressively dimmer objects would be stored in higher resolution tile files
until all the objects in spatial area have been archived. This methodology implies that
multiple catalog objects may be stored in the same tile file. Figure 2.55 (a), and (b)
shows an example of how astronomical catalog data might be organized in a HiPS data
structure while Figure 2.55 (c), and (d) shows how the same data might be organized in
the MRH data structure.
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Figure 2.55. Example of astronomical catalog data organization in HiPS data
structure (a) and (b) versus same data in MRH data structure (c) and (d). (a) Shows
three HiPS tiles at successive orders. The labeled black shapes represent catalog
objects that are stored in each tile. Composite image is shown in right side of (a)
which is all the catalog objects that would be viewable through the first 3 HiPS tile
orders. (b) Shows example HiPS directory and file structure using astronomical
catalog data in (a), notice multiple catalog objects located in single tile files of
various resolutions. (c) Shows same astronomical catalog data organized in MRH
data structure where Morton numbers are displayed. (d) Shows the corresponding
MLQ, with Morton numbers constructed to store references to the catalog data.

With respect to point data, there are several differences between HiPS and MRH.
The first is that in HiPS point data is stored in secondary (disk) memory in tile files,
whereas in MRH point data is stored in main memory. However, MRH has the ability to
be archived into a file for secondary memory storage as well as ability to be re-loaded
into main memory (Section 4.10). Furthermore, while HiPS stores all metrics about a
particular catalog object in a tile file, MRH would store only the reference to these
metrics in a Morton Linear Quadtree (MLQ) while the metrics themselves would be
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stored in a list of user defined C++ structures containing the metrics (Section 4.6).
Another difference is that HiPS uses quantitative properties of the data to determine
under which tile resolution to store particular range of objects. In the previous example
with astronomical data, the object’s apparent magnitude might be used as a way to
partition objects in same spatial region into tile files of increasing resolution; the brightest
objects in low resolution tiles and more dim objects in higher resolution tiles (Figure 2.55
(a), and (b)) The partitioning is completely arbitrary and up to the user to select with the
purpose of subdividing a large number of catalog objects into reasonable number to store
per tile. In MRH, the same data would have its references assigned to MortonNodes
(Section 4.6) based only on its spatial location (Figure 2.55 (c), and (d)) and there would
normally only be one reference per MortonNode (although MRH has the ability to store
proximate data points). Another difference between HiPS and MRH is the handling of
range queries. From experimentation with the astronomical catalog visualization
software tool called Aladin, developed by [Fernique, 2010], performing a simple
rectangular range query (simple instance of polygon query) resulted in returning only
those catalog objects currently visible in the GUI, i.e. at current level of magnification or
tile resolution level. Subsequently, zooming in from the same center location revealed
more catalog objects of lower apparent brightness that were not show previously.
Performing the same rectangular range query resulted in a multitude more catalog objects
being returned. Therefore, it is apparent that range queries only operate on current tile
resolution level. In MRH, all range queries are based on spatial regions only and so the
same range query would have returned all catalog objects within the query region.
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Another utility proposed in [Fernique, 2014] is the Multi Order Coverage map
(MOC), which is a new way to encode HEALPix coverage maps in a multi-level way. A
HEALPix coverage map is a list of HEALPix addresses of cells that span or cover the
entire range query area. In Figure 2.56(a), a disc query over this section of the HEALPix
coordinate space at level equal 2, would return the listed HEALPix cells or addresses.

Figure 2.56. (a) Example of HEALPix coverage map at HEALPix level equal 2. (b)
Same HEALPix coverage map compressed using MOC, with cells of level 2 and 1.

In actuality, HEALPix, to reduce the size of the returned coverage map, would
return a series of HEALPix address ranges. Wherever a range of HEALPix addresses is
found, say 100, 101, 102, 103 from above the output would just be (100, 103). Non
ranges, like 122 and 171 would just be output as (122, 122) and (171, 171). For example
the example coverage map above would return the following HEALPix address ranges:
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(32, 32), (34, 34), (40, 40), (97, 97), (99, 99), (100, 103), (105, 105), (108, 109), (122,
122), (171, 171), (174, 175)
While this may not seem like a significant reduction of output, consider the same
disc query over a much higher resolution area; each cell above is partitioned by four
several more iterations. The number of elements in the coverage map becomes large
enough that returning ranges rather than individual addresses makes much more sense.
According to [Fernique, 2014], there are often well defined HEALPix coverage
maps that may be used over and over again or shared between agencies and users and
perhaps common areas of interest. The MOC method is a way to further reduce the
storage requirements for a HEALPix coverage map by employing multi-leveling of the
coverage map cells were possible. An algorithm described in [Fernique, 2014] processes
a list of coverage map cells and whenever all the sub-addresses of a larger cell are found
they are combined into parent address and level pair. In Figure 2.56(b) the HEALPix
cells at level 2, 100,101,102,103 would be combined into a single address of next lower
level which is 25 at level 1. So rather than have to store the pairs (100, 2), (101, 2), (102,
2), (103, 2) all that is stored is (25, 1). This approach would have an obvious high impact
on higher resolution searches where the number of returned HEALPix addresses or cells
is quite large. This method described in [Fernique, 2014] of utilizing HEALPix address,
level pairs mirrors the approach in MRH of using the same address, level pairs to
compute Morton addresses for constructing and searching Morton Linear Quadtrees
(MLQ)s (Section 4.6).
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However, the most interesting aspect of the approach of [Fernique, 2014] is the
proposal of packing or encoding HEALPix addresses and their respective level values
into single 32-bit or 64-bit signed integer values. Their method of and purpose of
encoding is not at all like MRH’s process of encoding of HEALPix address, level pairs
first into Morton addresses and further into the Morton data type (Section 4.4). Instead
they use the HEALPix address, level pair directly to create a unique integer value called
‘uniq’ by the following operation called NUNIQ packing [Fernique, 2015].
𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 4 × 4𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(2.13)

The inverse operation is:
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 =

log2(

𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
)
4

(2.14)

2

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 − 4 × 4𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 [Fernique, 2014]

(2.15)

So for some comparisions of encoded HEALPix address, level values using both

the NUNIQ and MRH methodologies consider the Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2. Example 64-bit integer encodings of HEALPix address, level pairs using
NUNIQ and MRH methods.
Hpxid

Level

Uniq

Morton

Morton 64-bit

451741

11

17228957

12343213242

3201577542809026560

1226

5

5322

14133

1498009826054111232

5973

5

10069

42222

1681250035892748288

291

4

1315

1314

1192328001346338816

384

4

1408

3111

1297036692682702848

1407

4

2431

2444

1295910792775860224

73

3

329

132

905223525101469696

74

3

330

133

909727124728840192

75

3

331

134

914230724356210688

Clearly the final HEALPix address, level encodings are quite different between
the algorithms described in [Fernique, 2014] and MRH. MRH uses the full unsigned 64bit integer no matter the level of the HEALPix address or size of Morton address because
the Morton level (equivalent to HEALPix level) and subsequent Morton numbers at each
of those levels is encoded from most significant bit to least significant bit order in the
unsigned 64-bit integer as seen in Figure 4.6 in Section 4.4. The end result, in both
methods, is that HEALPix address, level pairs are encoded into unique integer values that
can also be easily decoded.
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HEALPix Anomalies
HEALPix has several anomalies or inconsistencies in its structure. These include
varying cell shapes, varying numbers of cells per iso-latitude ring, varying cell neighbor
count (most cells have eight neighbors, but eight cells have seven neighbors), and varying
x, y orientation of base cell neighbors [O’Mullane, 2000].
Problems with HEALPix and Point Data

One problem with HEALPix is that, by design, it requires a fixed level of
resolution to work. By specifying the level of resolution, this sets the size of the internal
array data structure as well as the number, location, and sizes of the cells that partition the
sphere. With the total number of cells that subdivide the sphere computed, many of the
spatial relationship computations are also established, which improves the computational
efficiency of range queries. When range queries are performed, such as a disc query, the
user specifies a location (longitude, latitude) and radius. The query returns a list of
HEALPix cells (actually, their unique integer addresses) that cover that specified disc,
known as a HEALPix coverage map. It is literally a list of all the HEALPix cells that
overlap the query disc. The covering HEALPix cells are spatial indexes into the
HEALPix internal array (or map) that possibly contains stored information i.e., data
points at that respective location. However, it is not known if the cells in a HEALPix
map are non-empty, i.e., if they contain data, until each cell is interrogated. In the
applications for which HEALPix was initially developed, i.e. study of the CMB, the
HEALPix map would be fully populated with measurement data that was assumed to
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apply to the entire cell. Therefore every HEALPix cell address returned in a HEALPix
coverage map would refer to non-empty elements in the HEALPix map.
In the original application of HEALPix, which was an astrophysical and
astronomical sky survey data collection, the resolution of the data structure was
determined based on the resolution of image collection equipment, digital photographic
equipment, sensors, CCDs, and so on. In this application, every HEALPix cell would
contain information such as light magnitude value in various wavelengths.
The problem with storing discrete point data in the HEALPix data structure,
particularly when the data points are relatively sparse, is that it is very inefficient with
respect to memory requirement and search speed. For example, consider storing 5000
randomly generated spherical data points in the HEALPix data structure. To ensure that
multiple data points do not map to the same HEALPix index, the data structure must be
initialized at a sufficiently high resolution. To do so, the minimum radial distance
between the data points is computed and that value informs the proper HEALPix data
structure initialization resolution, based on the minimum point separation of the data
points that requires a HEALPix data structure with 12 levels of subdivision. Instantiating
this data structure creates an array with 201,326,592 elements that are used to store only
5000 data points. The new data structure is only 2.48 × 10-7% filled, which is not very
efficient in terms of memory requirement.
Consider the results from a disc query of this new data structure. A HEALPix
disc query returns a list of HEALPix indexes or the addresses of all the HEALPix cells
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that overlap the specified disc. Depending on the size of the disc and the resolution of the
HEALPix data structure, there could be many thousands of HEALPix indexes returned.
However, simply knowing all the HEALPix cells that overlap the query disc is not
enough, the desired result is normally the actual data points that fall within the query
disc. Therefore, the HEALPix map must be interrogated at each returned HEALPix
index to see if the respective HEALPix map element is empty or if a data point resides
there. This data point search is computationally expensive as every returned HEALPix
index must be checked. However, note that in the applications for which HEALPix was
originally designed, the list of HEALPix cells returned by a range query were assumed to
reference measurement data in the HEALPix map that applied to the entire cell, therefore
additional filtering such as point-in-disc or point-in-polygon tests were unnecessary.

Figure 2.57. Illustration of HEALPix query disc boundary (thick black curve),
overlapping HEALPix cells (diamonds labeled with letters) and data point locations
(numerically labeled black circles).
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Also, just because a data point is found at a particular HEALPix map element still
does not guarantee that that data point is inside the query disc. It is possible that the data
point is located in a HEALPix cell that overlaps the query disc but is not actually inside
the query disc boundaries. Consider Figure 2.5 which is an example of a query disc
scenario. The heavy curved line is the boundary of the query disc. The alphabetically
labeled diamonds are the HEALPix cells that overlap the query disc; .i.e, the HEALPix
coverage map. The numerically labeled points represent the actual data points stored in
the HEALPix data structure. Cleary data points 37 and 239 are within the query disc
boundaries and should be returned by the query. However, data points 124 and 1193
should not be returned as they are clearly outside the query disc boundary. Also, note
that some HEALPix cells do not contain any data points; this is extremely likely if the
dataset is sparse, yet every cell index in the HEALPix coverage map must be searched in
the HEALPix data structure for possible data point existence. A filter method must be
employed to screen out all data points that are in the coverage map but are not located
within the range query boundaries. This filtering requires additional computation time
but guarantees that all returned data points are correct.
Another issue with HEALPix is that because it uses a fixed array (also known as a
map) to store spatial data records (the data associated with particular data point
locations), it is entirely possible these data records can be overwritten by other data
records that happen to have the same HEALPIX map index. As the HEALPix map is
being populated with data records, it is quite possible that multiple data records could
have spherical coordinates that translate to the same HEALPix map index. This is
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especially true for relatively low resolution HEALPix maps in which the cells are
relatively large, and consequently two data points’ spherical coordinates could have
substantial separation and still map to the same HEALPix map index, i.e., to the same
cell. The term proximate is used to describe the scenario where multiple data points’
spherical coordinates are not identical but whose computed HEALPix map indices are
identical. In these cases the last record assigned to the HEALPix map is what is retained
in the data structure; any previously inserted records that mapped to the same index are
overwritten and lost. The only solution available is to construct a HEALPix map at a
higher level of resolution in the hope of avoiding duplicate HEALPix map indexes. Of
course this means that a much larger array is required, causing a much larger memory
requirement. Nevertheless, the problem of overwriting data records is not eliminated.
Consider the possibility that multiple data records to be added to the HEALPix map have
the exact same spherical coordinates (duplicate) or coordinates whose separation is less
than new cell size, or even less than the minimum cell size (proximate). In these cases,
the records will always map to the same HEALPix map index, no matter the level of
resolution set (size of HEALPix map). Any previously stored data record will be
overwritten with the latest data record whose spherical coordinates map to the same
HEALPix map index.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The motivations to develop a multi-resolution variant of HEALPix stem from the
known shortcomings of HEALPix, particularly with point data. These shortcomings,
discussed in the previous section, include inefficient memory utilization, overwriting of
proximate points, and return of spurious points for certain queries. The design of the
MRH data structure is an attempt to combine the best aspects of HEALPix, equal area
cells and fast spatial range queries, with the advantages of a multi-resolution data
structure, including reduced memory utilization, improved query efficiency for some
types of queries, and flexible handling of duplicate points. These objectives may be
achievable with the convenient Morton cell addressing scheme which is inherently multiresolution and very compact.
The purpose of the MRH data structure is to store discrete point data that naturally
maps to the spherical surface, such as warhead fragmentation flyout trajectories, weather
station locations in the U.S., and positions of galaxies with specific redshift.
Therefore, several research questions were posed:
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1. Can a multi-resolution version of HEALPix be developed?
2. How would its performance compare to HEALPix in terms of memory utilization,
query accuracy, and execution speed?
3. Could a multi-resolution HEALPix be designed to handle duplicate, or near-duplicate
data point references?
4. What applications would a multi-resolution HEALPix data structure be suited for?
The main motivation to develop the Multi-MRH data structure was that there are
no known three dimensional data structures that consist of concentric spheres of varying
radii despite the existence of a number of possible applications whose data can be
mapped to multiple MRH instances.
Several research questions were posed:
1. Would it be possible to extend MRH into an additional dimension via a new MultiMRH data structure consisting of multiple MRH instances?
2. What would be the possible applications for a Multi-MRH?
3. Would the query performance of a Multi-MRH be comparable to that of the MRH
data structure?
4. Are there useful types of queries specific to a Multi-MRH data structure?
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CHAPTER FOUR

MULTI-RESOLUTION HEALPIX DATA STRUCTURE

This section details the new Multi-resolution HEALPix (MRH) data structure,
beginning with the motivation for developing it and continuing with the specifics of its
structure and operation.
4.1

Overview
The purpose of the MRH data structure is to store data describing objects or

entities whose locations lie on or can be projected onto a sphere. The development of a
multi-resolution variant of the proven HEALPix data structure was motivated by the
potential drawbacks of HEALPix when used for relatively sparse spherically mapped
point data. These issues were discussed in the previous section. The design of the MRH
data structure is intended to combine the best aspects of HEALPix, including equal area
cells and fast range queries, with the advantages of a multi-resolution data structure,
specifically reduced memory utilization and improved query performance for some types
of queries, while providing precise query results and flexible handling of duplicate points.
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In contrast to the fixed resolution of any given HEALPix data structure, a MRH
data structure may be multi-resolution; individual cells can be subdivided to any level
independently of other cells. The basic concept behind MRH is to utilize the properties
of the data to determine the cell resolutions and quadtree structure. A notional example
MRH data structure is shown in Figure 8. In the figure, colors are used to illustrate that
base cells can be subdivided to various levels of resolution; red is level 0 (base cell),
orange is level 1, yellow is level 2, green is level 3, blue is level 4, and purple is level 5.
As in the fixed resolution HEALPix, MRH cells at the same resolution have equal area.
Internally, the MRH structure is represented by a quadtree forest, with one quadtree
associated with each base cell. Depth variability is possible in each quadtree and subquadtree, depending on the level of cell subdivision. MRH uses as much resolution as is
needed in each area and no more. The internal quadtrees are not expanded beyond the
depth needed to store the data points, resulting in fewer internal quadtree nodes and
leaves. The multi-resolution structure of the MRH can result in a smaller memory
requirement compared to a HEALPix data structure storing the same data. Having a
smaller quadtree forest can also mean improved query performance if there are fewer
cells to interrogate compared to the same data stored in the HEALPix data structure.
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Figure 4.1. Example Multi-Resolution HEALPix data structure showing six levels
of cell resolution. Red is level 0 (base cell), orange is level 1, yellow is level 2, green
is level 3, blue is level 4, and violet is level 5.

4.2

MRH Map Description
Recall that a HEALPix map is a fixed array of a preset size depending on

maximum resolution required. The elements of the map are the user-defined data records
associated with a point. The map is indexed by unique HEALPix index values that
follow the Z-ordering addressing scheme. The MRH data structure also includes a map
of user-defined data records. However, the map is a list of variable length and each
element of the map is non-empty and contains actual data point information. The map
index of a data point is what is eventually stored inside a proper spatially correlated
MortonNode within one of the twelve Morton Linear Quadtrees (MLQs) associated with
the base cells. When a range query returns a list of Morton addresses, these addresses are
searched in the proper MLQ and the leaf nodes found contain map indexes that indicate
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where in the MRH map to find the information for the data points within the query’s
range. The data type of the MRH map is user-defined and can be either simple data types
or more complex structures or classes. The MRH map is a C++ template typed vector.
The only requirement is that the user provide a spherical location (ϕ and θ in the
HEALPix coordinate system) of the point associated with the data record to be added to
the MRH map and data structure. The point’s location will be used to assign the data
record’s MRH map index to the proper MLQ, which is discussed in the next section.
4.3

Morton Cell Addressing Overview
Like HEALPix, the MRH data structure utilizes the Morton addressing scheme,

but unlike HEALPix, MRH implements full multi-level Morton addressing. Figure 4.2
shows what the first subdivision of a cell would look like following MRH’s Morton
addressing scheme. Also note in Figure 4.2 that the cells are labeled starting at 1 rather
than 0.

Figure 4.2. Level 1 labeling of subdivided cell using Morton addressing.

Figure 4.3 shows an example of multi-level Morton addressing of single base cell;
note that the Z-ordering scheme is still preserved. The label of a child cell is determined
simply by appending the child cell’s Z-ordered label to the parent cell’s label. Figure 4.4
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shows an example of two level labeling used on full Multi-Resolution HEALPix data
structure. Notice each base cell labeling is the same following structure shown in Figure
4.2, and Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3. Multi-level labeling of subdivided cell using Morton addressing.

Figure 4.4. Example Multi-Resolution HEALPix data structure showing two levels
of cell addressing. Thick lines outline each of the twelve base cells. Single digit
numbers are labels for level 1 cells; two digit numbers are labels for level 2 cells.

Labeling recursively subdivided cells by appending a Z-ordered digit to the cells’
parent’s label makes it very easy to determine a cell’s spatial position and depth in the
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quadtree using its label. The cell depth is given by the length of the label. For example,
cell 342’s label is three digits long and so would be stored at level 3 of the quadtree
(where the root is level 0). The cell’s spatial position can be determined by inspecting
the digits of its label from left to right. For example, the digits 3, 4, 2, from left to right,
make up the label of cell 342. The leading digit, 3, means the level 1 spatial location of
cell 342 is within the western quadrant of the original, level 0 cell. The next digit, 4,
means the level 2 spatial location of cell 342 is in the northern quadrant of the parent
level 1, cell 3. Finally, the last digit, 2, means the level 3 spatial location of cell 342 is
located in the eastern quadrant of the level 2 cell 4.
The cell subdivision shown in Figure 4.3 would have the quadtree shown in
Figure 4.5. The MRH internal representation of the quadtree of Figure 4.4 as an MLQ
and the associated point data records are shown in Figure 4.6. In Figure 4.6, the MLQ
(left) is a linear array of Morton nodes, one for each quadtree node, containing the cell’s
Morton address and possbly an index into the data array (map) that leads to the point data
record stored at that node, if there is one. Morton nodes in the MLQ for quadtree leaf
nodes that corrspond to cells that contain a point contain indexes to the data array,
whereas Morton nodes in the MLQ for quadtree internal nodes and leaf nodes that
correspond to cells that do not contain a point do not have indexes. (In the figure, dots
represent indexes; for clarity only a subset of the indexes are also depicted as arrows.)
Figure 4.6 depicts only one MLQ; there is one MLQ per base cell. There is only one data
array; the data records for all the points in the structure are stored in the same data array.
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Each entry of the data array is an instance of a user-defined point datatype that stores all
of the information associated with a point, including its spherical location.

Figure 4.5. MLQ representation of multi-level Morton addresses.

Figure 4.6. Example MRH quadtree structure, showing the MLQ and the data
map.
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The structure of the MLQ allows straightforward determination of the spatial
relationships between cells such as child, sibling, and parent cells. For example consider
the Morton address 124. This cell is at level 3 in the quadtree. The parent cell is found
by removing the last digit of the Morton address (4) giving 12, which is the Morton
address of the parent cell of 124. Siblings of cell 124 are 121, 122, and 123. Likewise,
the children of cell 12 are 121, 122, 123, and 124. To determine if a given cell has any
siblings or descendants a binary search of the sorted array for the specific Morton address
is performed.
4.4

Morton Datatype Definition
In MRH, the Morton address datatype is not simply a list of digits; in fact, it

consists of 30 separate bit fields (Figure 4.7). Twenty nine of the fields are 2 bits in
length and one is 6 bits in length, for a total of 64-bits. Each 2-bit field encodes the
Morton address at a specific level. Morton address 1 is encoded as binary 00, 2 as 01, 3
as 10, and 4 as 11. The Morton address datatype allows up to 29 levels of Morton
addresses to be encoded. The 6-bit field is used to indicate the maximum encoding level
of a Morton address. The maximum level encoder is necessary because it is otherwise
impossible to tell if a particular level is encoded with Morton address 1 (00) or if that
level is simply unset (still 00) because the Morton address is not that long. The C++
Morton class definition is shown in Appendix 2.
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Figure 4.7. Morton datatype bit field definition. Element name and bit length.

To compare Morton addresses as needed for searching and sorting, the Morton
address datatype can easily be cast into a 64-bit unsigned integer. Comparison between
Morton addresses is made between the 64-bit unsigned integer representations by
comparing their values. Alternatively, Morton addresses can be compared by inspecting
the bit encodings at each level. For example, the Morton address 132 stored as a Morton
datatype when cast into a 64-bit unsigned integer has the value 905,223,525,101,469,696.
This 64-bit unsigned integer value is used for Morton datatype comparison operations
that are used to insert and search for Morton nodes in MLQs; the comparison operations
will be described in more detail in Section 4.7 and Section 4.8.
4.5

Morton and HEALPix Address Relationship
The key to MRH functionality is the close relationship between Morton

addressing and the NESTED HEALPix addressing schemes. Morton addressing is the
scheme by which cell numbers are assigned. From inspection of the base HEALPix
NESTED addressing scheme (Figure 4.8 (a)) and the base Morton addressing scheme
(Figure 4.8 (b)), the two are nearly identical. The difference is that the HEALPix
addressing scheme starts at 0 and Morton addressing starts at 1. There is a simple
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algorithm to compute either a Morton address from a HEALPix address or a HEALPix
address from a Morton address for any level of resolution is discussed below.
However, this one-to-one HEALPix-Morton address relationship applies only to
HEALPix addresses that have been “normalized”. A normalized HEALPix address is a
HEALPix address with a value that has been shifted into the range of addresses covered
by the base HEALPix cell 0 (Figure 4.9). Normalizing a HEALPix address preserves the
original HEALPix address’s relative spatial location with respect to its parent base
HEALPix cell. For example, consider HEALPix address 121 in Figure 4.9 (b). This
HEALPix cell is located in base HEALPix cell 7 at level 2. The normalized HEALPix
address at level 2 of HEALPix address 121 is 9. Note that the relative spatial location of
HEALPix address 121 within base HEALPix cell 7 is identical to the relative spatial
location of HEALPix address 9 within base HEALPix cell 0.

Figure 4.8. HEALPix cell labeling (a) and Morton cell addressing (b).

The algorithm to compute the normalized HEALPix address is straightforward.
For every level of resolution, the HEALPix nested addressing scheme always starts at
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address 0 inside HEALPix base cell 0 and labels subcells in Z-order up to 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 in

HEALPix base cell 11. The relationship between the number of subcells per base
HEALPix cell is given by the specified HEALPix level and Equations (4.1) and (4.2).
𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 2k, where k is the HEALPix level or number of cell subdivisions
2
𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(4.1)
(4.2)

Figure 4.9. HEALPix Nested cell labeling for two levels of resolution, level 1 (a) and
level 2 (b). Bold numbers represent labels of level 0 cells, which are also known as
the base HEALPix cells. (Image source: [Górski, 1999]. Used with permission of
the author. Reproduced by permission of the AAS.)
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For example, consider in the level 1 partitioning of base HEALPix cell 0. The
subcell addresses are: 0, 1, 2, 3. A level 2 partition of base HEALPix cell 0 has the
following subcell addresses: 0, 1, 2, …, 15. There are twelve base HEALPix cells
(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ) in the HEALPix data structure; the subcell Z-order addresses continue from

base HEALPix cell 0 to base HEALPix cell 11 as shown in Figure 4.9. For example, the
level 1 subcells of base HEALPix cell 0 (Figure 4.9(a)) are labeled 0, 1, 2, 3, and the
subcell labeling continues in base HEALPix cell 1 with subcells 4, 5, 6, 7. Finally, the
level 1 subcells of base HEALPix cell 11 contains subcells 44, 45, 46, 47. Level 2
subcell labeling is shown in Figure 4.9(b). Therefore, to normalize, 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 , any

HEALPix address, 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎, at a given level, Equation 4.3 is used.

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 × 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 )

(4.3)

Once the HEALPix address has been normalized the algorithm in Figure 4.10 can

be used to compute the corresponding Morton address. The inputs to the algorithm are
the HEALPix address and level. The algorithm constructs the Morton address level-bylevel based on the level of the HEALPix address. At each level the HEALPix address is
either 0, 1, 2, or 3 and so the respective Morton address at the same level will be 1, 2, 3,
or 4. The algorithm can also be reversed (Figure 4.11) to compute a HEALPix address
from a Morton address at given level.
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1. mask = GetBitMask(level);
2. for( int i = level; i > 0; i-- )
3.
nextBit = ( (hpxid & mask) >> ( (2*i) – 2) );
4.
SetMortonBit( m, nextBit, (level-i) + 1);
mask = mask >> 2;
5.

Figure 4.10. Algorithm to compute Morton address given normalized HEALPix
address and level.

Lastly, if the Morton address is not from a base HEALPix cell 0 the reverse
normalization algorithm shown in Equation (4.4) is used to compute the correct, nonnormalized HEALPix address, 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎.

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 + (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 × 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 )

(4.4)

1. for( int i = level; i >= 1; i-- )
2.

nextBit = GetMortonBit(m,i);

3.

nextBit = nextBit << shift;

4.

hpxid += nextBit;

5.

shift += 2;

Figure 4.11. Algorithm to compute HEALPix address given Morton address.

4.6

MLQ Definition
Like HEALPix, MRH consists of a forest of 12 quadtrees or MLQs, one for each

base cell. The MLQs are used for range queries and searches of data records stored in the
MRH map. Internally, the MLQ is a list of MortonNodes sorted, ascending by the 64-bit
integer value of the Morton address (Figure 4.5). Each MLQ’s addressing is based on
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base HEALPix cell 0 subcell addressing, or “normalized” HEALPix addressing (see
Section 4.5). The MortonNode datatype is a C++ structure with the following elements:

Table 4.1. MortonNode datatype definition.
Data Type

Name

Morton

m

Integer

sub

Integer

childrenYN

Real

phi

Real

theta

Integer List

data

Integer

sentinel

The Morton datatype, discussed in Section 4.4, is used to sort, search, and insert
new MortonNodes into the MLQ.
The sub element is the MortonNode’s sub-address, a counter that is incremented
in a new MortonNode when the new MortonNode’s Morton value has been duplicated in
the MLQ. Multiple MortonNodes can have the same Morton address when the maximum
depth of the MLQ is reached and no further subdivisions are possible.
The childrenYN element is a flag to indicate if the current MortonNode is a
parent MortonNode of at least one child MortonNode. In the case of MLQ searches,
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when this flag is set to 1, the current MortonNode is not a leaf node, so this
MortonNode’s children need to be searched.
The phi and theta are the data point’s location on the sphere in the HEALPix
coordinate system; i.e. the data point’s longitude and latitude. These coordinates are used
to determine which base MLQ the data point maps to and also to recompute the Morton
address in the case of another data point having a duplicate Morton address. The former
can occur as the MRH data structure is constructed and data points are being inserted into
the MLQs.
The data element is a list that contains the MRH map indexes of all data points
whose coordinates map to this MortonNode (duplicate Morton addresses). Normally,
every MortonNode contains at most one data element. However, the MRH allows for
duplicate Morton addresses and keeps a list of MRH map indexes whose data points map
to this Morton address.
The Sentinel element is used during MLQ searches to avoid returning duplicate
MortonNodes. Typically on launching a search, a new sentinel value is used, and as the
search progresses and MortonNodes are found, the MortonNode’s internal Sentinel value
is set to alert future sub-searches that uncover this MortonNode not not include it in the
return list of found MortonNodes. The importance of the Sentinel element is discussed
further in Section 4.8.
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4.7

Building the MRH Data Structure
The construction of the MRH data structure begins with a set of spatially located

data points with associated data point information; typically this information is input
from a file. The main requirement is that each data record in the file has data points with
spherical coordinates associated with it, longitude and latitude in HEALPix coordinate
system which are known as ϕ and θ respectfully. Usually, the user would construct a data
structure or class designed to contain the data point information, i.e., the elements of each
file record. It is recommended, but not required, that the data structure include the data
point’s spherical coordinates.
Figure 4.12 shows an example of a C++ class used to benchmark the MRH and
HEALPix range queries (discussed in Sections 5 and 6). The key data members of Figure
4.12 are the rec and pt. These data members identify this class based on a unique 64-bit
integer (rec) and spatial location of the data point (pt). The pt is an instance of the
pointing data type that contains the data point’s (ϕ, θ). Having uniquely identifiable

C++ objects (instances of C++ classes) is necessary because of the possibility of object
duplication. For example, multiple objects could be added to the MRH data structure that
have the same spatial location, i.e., perhaps multiple measurements at the same location
at different times. The remaining data members of Figure 4.12 represent an example of
data point information that might be associated with a data point location and are fully
customizable depending on the data types found in the file record. When an application
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is constructed that uses the MRH data structure, one of the first actions must be to
construct a class similar to Figure 4.12.

class Measurement {
public:
// Data
int64 rec; //unique record number of measurement
pointing pt; //spatial location of measurement
int data1;
int data2;
double val1;
double val2;
};

Figure 4.12. Example C++ class used to store data point information.

Next, the user constructs code to parse the data file, record by record, and load its
information into C++ objects similar to Figure 4.12. To add a data point object to MRH,
the AddRecord method is used with the object and the spatial location of the object as
parameters. The object is then appended to the MRH map as shown in Figure 4.13.

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

rec: A

rec: B

rec: C

rec: D

rec: E

rec: F

rec: G

ϕ, θ, …

ϕ, θ, …

ϕ, θ, …

ϕ, θ, …

ϕ, θ, …

ϕ, θ, …

ϕ, θ, …

Figure 4.13. Example MRH map with six Measurement records.
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After the object is added to the MRH map, the spatial location of the object (ϕ, θ)
is used to assign the MRH map index of the object to the correct MLQ. The Insert
method of the MultiResHpx class is called with the spatial location of the object and the
MRH map index of the object as parameters. The spatial location of the object is used to
determine which MLQ to assign the MRH map index. Recall from Section 4.6 that the
MRH data structure contains twelve MLQs, one for each base cell partitioning the sphere;
the correct MLQ to insert the MRH map index into is the one with level 0 Morton
address that matches the level 0 Morton address of the spatial location of the object.
After the correct MLQ is determined, the InsertMortonNodeAtPhiTheta method is
called with the MRH map index and spatial location as parameters.
From the InsertMortonNodeAtPhiTheta method, the spatial location and
MRH map index are used to construct a MortonNode (see Section 4.5). First, the spatial
location is used to compute a normalized Morton address. The PhiThetaToMorton
method is used to compute the normalized Morton address by first converting the spatial
location to respective HEALPix address at specified level (by default level equal to 1),
then normalizing it via methodology described in Section 4.5.
With a MortonNode constructed, it is ready to be inserted into the MLQ. To
insert the MortonNode, the MLQ is searched using the MortonNode’s Morton address.
The MortonNode is initially assigned a Morton address of the lowest level of resolution,
level equal 1; therefore it will have the address 1, 2, 3, or 4 (Figure 4.7(b)). If a
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previously inserted MortonNode is not found in the MLQ, then the new MortonNode is
appended to the MLQ and the tree is re-sorted by ascending Morton address.
However, in general, MortonNode insertions can cause tree insertion collisions.
A tree insertion collision occurs when a MortonNode is found in the MLQ (known as the
collided MortonNode) with a Morton address that matches the Morton address of a
MortonNode to be inserted into the MLQ (known as the colliding MortonNode). In this
case the collided (existing) and colliding (new) MortonNode’s respective spatial locations
(ϕ, θ) are used to compute new Morton addresses at the next higher level of resolution
(next deeper level of the MLQ) for both the collided and colliding MortonNode. These
new Morton addresses will either be different or still match. If they are different, the
collided and colliding MortonNodes are updated with the new Morton address and reinserted into the MLQ. If the new Morton addresses still match, then the preceeding
process is repeated until either different Morton addresses are computed or the maximum
user specified tree depth or the maximum physical tree depth (tree depth of 29 equivalent
to HEALPix level equal 29) is reached. If unique Morton addresses are still unable to be
computed and the maximum user specified tree depth or the maximum physical tree
depth is reached, there are two ways to resolve the Morton address matching conflict.
The first method to resolve the Morton address matching conflict is used when the
spatial cordinates of the collided and colliding MortonNodes are proximate (discussed in
Section 2.5.3), i.e., their spatial coordinates do not match exactly (to machine epsilon).
In this case, the same Morton address is assigned to both the collided and colliding
MortonNodes at the highest allowable resolution. However, to distinguish between these
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MortonNodes in the MLQ, the colliding MortonNode’s subaddress value “sub” is
incremented by one. Therefore, in future searches of the MLQ involving this Morton
address, both MortonNodes would be found.
The second method to resolve the Morton address matching conflict is used when
the spatial coordinates of the collided and colliding MortonNodes are duplicate
(discussed in Section 2.5.3), i.e., their spatial coordinates do match exactly (to machine
epsilon). In this case, instead of appending the colliding MortonNode to the MLQ, the
collided MortonNode’s list of MRH map indexes is appended with the colliding
MortonNode’s corresponding MRH map index. This scenario results from records with
duplicate spatial coordinates being found in the data file being processed, i.e.,
measurement made from same location but different time. Therefore, in future searches
of the MLQ involving this Morton address, this MortonNode would be returned, which
references multiple MRH map indexes.
In the final step of MortonNode insertion, the MLQ is sorted by ascending
Morton address. The updated MLQ storing the MRH map indexes from Figure 4.11
would have the structure shown in Figure 4.14. Note that the only MortonNodes stored
in the MLQ are leaf nodes that reference a MRH map indices and the respective parent
MortonNodes. A key design goal of the MLQ is to store only those MortonNodes that
are absolutely essential in order to keep the overall memory requirement of each MLQ as
small as possible.
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Figure 4.14. Example MLQ with leaf MortonNodes that reference MRH map
indexes (data points) populated the Data element of each object.

4.8

Searching the MRH Data Structure
There are two different search methods in MRH. The first searches by HEALPix

spherical coordinates (ϕ, θ) and the second by HEALPix (index, level) pair. Both search
methods take as a parameter an integer sentinel value discussed in Section 4.6. The result
of the search by spherical coordinates is the MortonNode or MortonNodes (in the case of
proximate or duplicate MortonNodes) with data point locations closest to the specified
spherical coordinates. The result of the search by HEALPix (index, level) pair is a list of
all leaf MortonNodes found in the MLQ with Morton addresses that include the Morton
equivalent of the search HEALPix (index, level) pair as the leading digits of the Morton
address. For example, a search of the MLQ in Figure 4.14 for the Morton address 3
would return MortonNodes at Morton addresses 341 and 344. Similarly, a search for
Morton address 1 would return MortonNodes with Morton addresses 13, 121 and 123.
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Search MRH Data Structure by (Φ, θ)
Searching the MRH data structure by spherical coordinates (ϕ, θ) starts with the
MultiResHpx::Search method. First the proper MLQ to search is determined based

on the spatial coordinates of the search point. Recall that the MRH data structure consists
of twelve MLQs, each representing one of twelve equal area base cells. The search
point’s spherical coordinates map to one of the twelve base cells and thus to the
associated MLQ.
Next, the SearchMortonNodeAtPhiTheta method is called for the proper
MLQ with parameters (ϕ, θ), and the sentinel value. From within the
SearchMortonNodeAtPhiTheta method, FindMortonAtPhiTheta is called which

recursively converts the (ϕ, θ) pair into Morton addresses via computation of normalized
HEALPix addresses at increasing levels of resolution as Morton addresses are found in
the MLQ that have child nodes. Once a Morton address is found in the MLQ that does
not have any children, the closest fitting leaf MortonNode has been found. This
MortonNode is returned back to the original calling MultiResHpx::Search method.
From Section 4.7 it is recollected that it is possible that multiple MortonNodes can be
mapped to the same Morton address based on their spherical coordinates (ϕ, θ) and
limitations of maximum MLQ depth (proximate or duplicate MortonNode Morton
addresses). Therefore, what is returned is a complete list of MortonNodes found.
Lastly, the MRH map indices from the returned list of MortonNodes are used to
create the final list of MRH map records to return to the original calling method.
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Search MRH Data Structure by HEALPix (index, level) Pair
Searching the MRH data structure by HEALPix (index, level) pair uses a different
MultiResHpx::Search method. In addition to the HEALPix (index, level) pair, other

parameters to this method include an up-search flag as well as an integer sentinel value.
In the first step, as described in Section 4.8.1, the proper MLQ to search is determined.
Next, the HEALPix index is normalized (Section 4.5) and the SearchMortonNodeHpx
method is called for the proper MLQ, passing the normalized HEALPix (index, level)
pair along with the sentinel value.
From within the SearchMortonNodeHpx method the HEALPix (index, level)
pair is converted into a Morton address and SearchMortonNode is called with the
Morton address as the parameter. SearchMortonNode_internal is executed
recursively as long as Morton addresses that are children of the originally passed Morton
addresses are found. Additionally, as SearchMortonNode_internal is executed, all
leaf MortonNodes found with sentinel values not matching the current sentinel value (the
integer sentinel value parameter) are appended to the list of MortonNodes to return.
Also, as SearchMortonNode_internal is being executed, the discovered leaf
MortonNode’s sentinel values are updated with the current sentinel value to prevent
future SearchMortonNode_internal executions from returning previously
discovered MortonNodes. Once the recursion ends, the list of MortonNodes found is
returned to MultiResHpx::Search. If at least one MortonNode was found or the upsearch flag was set to false, MultiResHpx::Search returns the list of MortonNodes.
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However, if no MortonNodes were found and the up-search flag was set to true, a search
up the MLQ is executed. The typical MLQ tree searching behavior is to start at a
specified Morton address (at a particular tree depth) and search down the tree to ever
higher levels of resolution by searching for all potential children of the original Morton
address. If the up-search flag is true, an up-search is required. An up-search is a search
of the MLQ that proceeds upward, rather than downward, by searching for possible
parent Morton addresses of the originally passed Morton addresses.
To understand why up-search is important to MRH, Figure 4.11 illustrates how
MortonNodes are organized spatially in an MLQ. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the tree and
the array structure of the same MLQ. Consider an MLQ search given a HEALPix (index,
level) pair of higher resolution than is found in this example tree, e.g., with the equivalent
Morton address of 2341. Clearly there is no 2341 in the MLQ in Figure 4.14, so
MultiResHpx::Search would return an empty list. However, as will be described in

Section 4.9, the goal of MRH range queries is to locate all data points that fall within a
specified range query boundary (e.g., the black circle in Figure 4.15). Therefore, while
the example Morton address 2341 might not exist, one of its parent Morton addresses
might exist that are leaf nodes containing a data point that does fall within the specified
range query boundary. In this example, the parents of 2341 will be searched for in the
MLQ until either a leaf node is found or the root of the MLQ is reached. In this example,
234 would be searched for and not found, 23 would be searched for and not found.
However, 2 would be searched for and would be found. The MortonNode at address 2 is
a leaf node and contains a reference to data point D which has spatial coordinates that, by
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inspection of Figure 4.13, do fall inside the range query disc. However, this is
MultiResHpx::Search and not an actual MRH range query, so the discovered

MortonNode 2 containing the data point reference D is added to the list of found
MortonNodes and returned. The observation is that if up-search had not been invoked in
MultiResHpx::Search and this MortonNode had not been returned, the range query

would never have discovered data point D.
In another example with a search for Morton address 4221, the MortonNode with
Morton address 42 would eventually be found (because of up-search being invoked) that
contains a reference to data point F. Clearly point F does not fall within the range query
of Figure 4.15. However, this is MultiResHpx::Search and not an actual MRH range
query, so the discovered MortonNode 42 containing the data point reference F is added to
the list of found MortonNodes and returned. As will be discussed in Section 4.9,
additional logic in range queries will filter out the data points discovered through
MultiResHpx::Search that fall outside the boundary of the range query.

Figure 4.15. Example query disc over MLQ containing data point references.
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Thus, in the MultiResHpx::Search method, if the up-search flag has been set
to true and the normal search (down-search) does not return a found MortonNode, upsearch will be performed. As in down-search, as up-search is performed and
MortonNodes are discovered, their respective sentinel values are set to avoid duplicating
found MortonNodes during later up-searches. Typically up-search would only be used
internally by the MRH range queries for the reasons specified above.
Lastly, the MRH map indices from the returned list of MortonNodes is used to
create the final list of MRH map records to return to the original calling method.
4.9

MRH Range Queries
This section defines the four types of range queries supported by MRH (disc,

polygon, latitude strip, and neighbor), describes the algorithms to process them, and
reports the theoretical worst case computational complexity for each.
In general, a range query returns the set of points in a data set that are located
within a specified geometric area, the query range. In the context of spherical data
structures, a range query retrieves and returns the points and associated data records that
are located within a portion of the sphere’s surface that is specified in the query. For
example, in a disc query, the query range is a disc specified using a (ϕ, θ) location and a
radius. The points located within the disc centered at the given location having the given
radius are retrieved, along with their data records.
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Summary of Query Types and Algorithms
Disc queries return the set of data points located within a query disc. Polygon
queries return the set of data points located within a query polygon. Latitude strip queries
return the set of data points located within a query latitude range, given as minimum and
maximum latitude values. Neighbor queries return the set of data points located in cells
neighboring a given query cell. For all four query types, the data records associated with
the returned points are also returned. These four range queries were implemented in
MRH because they are the range queries that HEALPix supports.
At the conceptual level, there are four steps to processing a disc or polygon query
in MRH:
1. Select the HEALPix coverage map cell resolution based on the approximate area of
the query disc or polygon. The query disc or polygon area is compared to a precomputed table of HEALPix cell areas for all supported levels of resolution. The
HEALPix cell area that it closest to the query disc or polygon area is selected for the
HEALPix coverage map generation.
2. Generate a HEALPix coverage map of all cells, at a level of resolution given in the
query, that overlap the query range (either a disc or a polygon). The HEALPix
coverage map algorithm starts by testing all the base HEALPix cells for overlap with
the query area. Cells that overlap the query area but are not completely within the
query area will continue to be subdivided and each subcell tested for overlap with the
query area until the level of resolution given in the query is reached. If a particular
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cell is found to be completely contained within the query area, that cell is subdivided
down to the query resolution and all the subdivided cells are added to the HEALPix
coverage map without further overlap checking. Cells that overlap the query area but
are not completely within the query area will continue to be subdivided and each
subcell tested for overlap with the query area until the query resolution level is
reached. Those cells that still overlap the query polygon at the query resolution are
added to the HEALPix coverage map and returned to calling method (Figure 4.16
(a)).
3. Check each cell in the HEALPix coverage map to determine if it contains a data
point. Figure 4.16(b) shows an example of spatially correlated MRH MortonNodes
with mapped data points that correspond to a HEALPix coverage map (Figure
4.16(a)). For example, searching the MRH data structure with each HEALPix
coverage map (Figure 4.16(a)) cell would result in searches of the MRH
MortonNodes shown in Figure 4.16(b).
4. Test each data point found to determine if it is actually within the query area, by
performing either a point-in-polygon test or a point-in-disc test, depending on the
type of query.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16. (a) Example HEALPix query polygon and level 2 coverage map with
data points shown for reference; (b) Spatially correlated MRH MortonNodes with
mapped data points that correspond the same spatial area of the query polygon
boundaries.

A latitude strip query returns the list of data points that fall within or on a latitude
band or strip specified by the user. At an abstract level, there is only a single step to
processing a latitude strip query in MRH: loop through all the MortonNodes of all MLQs
and test if each the MortonNode data point reference falls within the specified latitude
strip boundaries.
A neighbor query returns the list of data points that fall within the immediate
vicinity of a specified location. The neighbor query is actually a special case of the
polygon query where the polygon is diamond shaped to match the shape of a HEALPix
cell at a given level of resolution and centered at the specified query location. At the
conceptual level there are three steps to processing a neighbor query:
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1. Compute HEALPix neighbor query using the provided query center point. The
HEALPix neighbor query returns a coverage map consisting of all HEALPix cells
that contain the query center point and immediate neighboring cells.
2. Generate a query polygon from the maximum extents of the returned HEALPix
coverage map cells (minimum and maximum ϕ and θ values).
3. Call MRH polygon query using generated query polygon.
Query Worst Case Computational Complexity Summary
Let 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 be the total number of cells in the HEALPix map which represents, in

linear form, twelve full quadtrees with no internal nodes, only leaf nodes. Let 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 be

the sum of all MortonNodes (internal and leaf) contained in all twelve MLQs that make

up the MRH data structure. Both 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 and 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 count all nodes that can be searched or

found in the respective data structures. For many applications’ datasets, 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≪ 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ,
which is demonstrated empirically in the discussion of memory requirement sizes of the
MRH and HEALPix data structures for various datasets in section 9.1.
Let 𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 be the total number of found HEALPix indices in the HEALPix

coverage map produced by HEALPix range queries. Finally, let 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 be the total

number of found HEALPix indices in the HEALPix coverage map produced by MRH
range queries. For disc and polygon queries, typically, 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≪ 𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 because the

query resolution setting for the HEALPix coverage map in MRH is based on comparing
the area of the query to various HEALPix cell resolutions and choosing the closest match
to set the query resolution.
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The latitude strip and neighbor queries operate differently from the polygon and
disc queries in that they do not involve HEALPix coverage maps and will be described
further in Sections 4.9.6 and 4.9.8 respectively.
In contrast, for disc and polygon queries, in HEALPix, the query resolution is
fixed, based on the resolution chosen when the HEALPix map was constructed. As will
be discussed in Sections 4.9.2 and 4.9.4, MRH sets the query resolution for the HEALPix
coverage map to be as low as possible; therefore it is quite likely to be of significantly
lower resolution than was used to create the corresponding HEALPix data structure.
The summary of the worst case computational complexity of each of the range
query types is shown in Table 4.2. Essentially, in the worst case every range query
requires time on the order of the number of nodes (𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 or 𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ), because in the worst
case a query could overlap all of the cells and a data point could be located in every cell.
The exceptions are the HEALPix neighbor query, which always runs in constant time in
all cases. Average query time is improved with MRH if 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≪ 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 as expected.

(The results of empirical testing of average query times are detailed in Section 6). A full
discussion of each range query’s worst case time complexity is discussed in Sections
4.9.3, 4.9.5, 4.9.7, and 4.9.9.
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Table 4.2. Summary of worst case computational complexity for various range
queries.
Range Query

HEALPix

MRH

Disc

𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 )

𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )

𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 )

𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )

Polygon
Latitude Strip
Neighbor

𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 )
𝛰𝛰(1)

𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )
𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )

Polygon Query Description
The polygon query returns the list of data points that fall within or on a polygon
specified by the user.
There are three broad steps to MultiResHpx::QueryPolygon:
1.

Generate HEALPix coverage map of cells, at specified resolution, that overlap
the query polygon.

2.

Search each reference in HEALPix coverage map cells for data points.

3.

Perform point-in-polygon test on each found data point.
The input to the MRH polygon query is a list of (ϕ, θ) pairs that describe the

vertices of a polygon. The polygon must be convex with edges that only intersect at their
endpoints. The (ϕ, θ) pairs must be in the HEALPix coordinate system. The order of the
(ϕ, θ) pairs in the list must describe the polygon in counter-clockwise order. The MRH
polygon query involves several steps starting with
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MultiResHpx_Map<T>::QueryPolygon shown in the pseudo-code in Figures 4.17

and 4.18.

template<typename T> std::vector<T>
MultiResHpx_Map<T>::QueryPolygon ( std::vector<pointing>
poly) {
std::vector<MortonNode> foundIDX;
unsigned int i,j;
std::vector<T> foundT;
foundIDX.clear(); foundT.clear();
1.

foundIDX = MultiResHpx::QueryPolygon (poly);

2.

for( i = 0; i < foundIDX.size(); i++ ) {
for(

3.

j = 0; j < foundIDX[i].data.size();

j++ )

{
foundT.push_back( map[ foundIDX[i].data[j] ]

4.
);
}
}

return foundT;

5.
}

Figure 4.17. Public QueryPolygon method accessible to user via MultiResHpx_Map
Class.

The application programming interface into the QueryPolygon method begins
with the MultiResHpx_Map C++ class, in particular by invoking the QueryPolygon
method of that class (Figure 4.17). From this method, the core
MultiResHpx::QueryPolygon query is called to compute the actual data point

references that fall within the defined polygon passed as input (Figure 4.17 Line 1).
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MultiResHpx::QueryPolygon will return a list of data point references (Line 1).

This list of references or indices is used to retrieve the actual data point records stored in
a std::vector called map (Lines 2-4). The data point records are concatenated into
another std::vector and returned to the user (Line 5). Figure 4.18 shows in code how the
polygon query is implemented:

std::vector<MortonNode>MultiResHpx::QueryPolygon(std::vecto
r<pointing> poly)
{
pointing pt,pt0,p0proj;
std::vector<pointing> p;
std::vector<pair<int64,int>> covermapMRH;
std::vector<MortonNode> candidate,found;
pair<int64,int> nPair;
std::vector<int64> covermapHPX2;
rangeset<int64> covermapHPX;
int i,j,k,level=2;
bool over_horizon = false,level_set = false;
double
x,y,azi,rk,min_phi,max_phi,min_theta,max_theta,poly_area;
GeographicLib::Gnomonic* g = new
GeographicLib::Gnomonic( GeographicLib::Geodesic(1.0,0.0)
);
minP = 9999.0; minT = 9999.0; maxP = -9999.0; maxT = 9999.0;
1.

for(unsigned int n = 0; n < poly.size(); n++) {

2.

if( poly[n].phi < minP ) { minP = poly[n].phi; }

3.

if( poly[n].phi > maxP ) { maxP = poly[n].phi; }

4.

if( poly[n].theta < minT ) { minT = poly[n].theta; }

5.

if( poly[n].theta > maxT ) { maxT = poly[n].theta; }
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}
6.

poly_area = RadialDist( pointing( minT, minP ), pointing(
maxT, maxP ));

7.

poly_area *= poly_area;

8.

for( k = 0; k <= 29; k++ )

9.

if(level_to_cellres[k] < poly_area && level_set ==
false)
{

10.

level = k-1;

11.

if(level < 2){ level = 2; }

12.

level_set = true; k = 30;

13.

break;
}
}

14.

if( level >= MaxDepth() ) level = MaxDepth()-2;

15.

if( level < 2 ) level = 2;

16.

lowHPX.query_polygon_inclusive( poly, covermapHPX, 1 );

17.

covermapHPX.toVector( covermapHPX2 );

18.

covermapMRH.clear();

19.

for( i = 0; i < covermapHPX2.size(); i++ ) {

20.

nPair.first = covermapHPX2[i];

21.

nPair.second = level;

22.

covermapMRH.push_back(nPair);
}

23.

found.clear();

24.

for( i = 0; i < covermapMRH.size(); i++) {

25.

candidate =
Search(covermapMRH[i].first,covermapMRH[i].second,true);

26.
27.
28.
29.

for( j = 0; j < candidate.size(); j++) {
pt0 =
HPXtoGIS(pointing(candidate[j].theta,candidate[j].phi));
pt0.phi *= rad2degr; pt0.theta *= rad2degr;
g>Forward(pt0.theta,pt0.phi,pt0.theta,pt0.phi,x,y,azi,rk);
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30.

p0proj.theta = x; p0proj.phi = y;

31.

p.clear();

32.

over_horizon = false;

33.

for( k = 0; k < poly.size(); k++ ) {

34.

pt = HPXtoGIS(poly[k]);

35.

pt.phi *= rad2degr; pt.theta *= rad2degr;

36.

g>Forward(pt0.theta,pt0.phi,pt.theta,pt.phi,x,y,azi,rk);

37.

p.push_back(pointing(y,x));

38.

if(rk < 0 ) {

39.

over_horizon = true;

40.

k = poly.size();
}
}

41.

if( over_horizon == false ) {

42.

if( IsPointInPoly2(p0proj,p) )
found.push_back(candidate[j]);
}
}
candidate.clear();

43.
}
44.

return found;
}

Figure 4.18. Algorithm to compute MRH Polygon query inside MultiResHpx Class.

The first step of the MultiResHpx::QueryPolygon method involves calling
the legacy HEALPix inclusive polygon query using the same specified polygon definition
but with a low resolution setting. Note that the HEALPix polygon query only supports
convex polygons. The low resolution setting is derived based on the approximate
bounding box area of the query polygon. The smaller the area of the query polygon, the
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higher the resolution setting and, conversely, the larger the area, the lower the resolution
setting. This setting is based on computing the bounding box area of the query polygon
and comparing it to HEALPix single cell areas at various levels of resolution. The goal is
to find the smallest cell size that completely encloses the query polygon to ensure the
resultant HEALPix coverage map will locate all data point references within the query
polygon but also within a margin around the query polygon sufficient to ensure that no
data point references are missed. In addition, a smaller HEALPix coverage map results
in fewer MLQ searches, which are the most expensive in computation time.
To compute the approximate area of the query polygon, the boundaries of a
bounding box that completely covers the polygon are determined (Lines 1-5 of Figure
4.18). Next, the radial distance between the bounding box boundaries is computed (Line
6), and this distance is squared (Line 7) to give a rough estimate of the bounding box
area.
Once the approximate query polygon area is computed, this area is compared
against a pre-computed table of HEALPix cell areas for all supported levels of resolution
(Lines 8-13). The comparison loop starts with comparing the bounding box area to the
lowest HEALPix cell resolution and proceeds toward the highest. As soon as the current
HEALPix cell resolution (and corresponding HEALPix level) is found to be less than the
rough query polygon area, the comparison loop exits. The HEALPix polygon query level
is then set to one level lower so that the query resolution is just larger in area than that of
the bounding box area (Line 10). Lines 14 and 15 check to ensure the level is neither
greater than the maximum machine supported HEALPix level, nor too small.
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Once the proper low resolution level setting is found, the HEALPix inclusive
polygon query is called, (Line 16), and to generate a HEALPix coverage map (Figure
4.18) in HEALPix address range order. For example, in the coverage map of Figure
4.16(b), the HEALPix polygon query would return the following list of HEALPix address
ranges:
(64, 73), (76, 77), (138, 139), (142, 143)
where the values in each pair of parentheses represent the inclusive list of
HEALPix indices, starting with the HEALPix cell on the left and ending with the cell on
the right. Thus, (64, 73) means that HEALPix cells 64 through 73 were found to overlap
the query polygon. Line 17 converts the HEALPix coverage map from a list of ranges
into an inclusive list of all HEALPix cells that overlap the query polygon. For example,
this new coverage map would be a list of all cells seen in Figure 4.19(b):
64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 76, 77, 138, 139, 142, 143.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.19. Example HEALPix coverage maps (cells outlined in red) showing
HEALPix addresses of level equal 1 (a) and level equal 2 (b) from polygon query.
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The next step is to convert the low resolution HEALPix coverage map into a low
resolution MRH coverage map by creating a new list of (HEALPix cell address, level)
pairs (Figure 4.18, Lines 19-22). This is crucial because the MultiResHPX::Search
method takes as input these paired HEALPix (index, level) pairs (described in section
4.8.2). In this case building the MRH coverage map is quite easy because the level used
for the low resolution HEALPix polygon query is already known and the HEALPix
coverage map is at the same level.
The next step invokes the MultiResHpx::Search method (Line 25) for every
element of the MRH coverage map (Line 24) as input in order to discover candidate
MortonNodes with data point references that may fall within the query polygon
boundary. The Search method is invoked with up-search enabled so that potential
MortonNode candidates are found that may be located at a higher level of resolution than
that used for the low resolution HEALPix inclusive polygon query. Those lower
resolution MortonNodes discovered may in fact contain data point references that would
fall within the query polygon (Figure 4.19(a) and 4.19(b)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.20. (a) Example HEALPix query polygon (at HEALPix level equal to 2)
coverage map with actual data points shown for reference. (b) Spatially correlated,
MortonNodes with mapped data points that correspond the same spatial area of the
query polygon boundaries.

The output of MultiResHpx::Search method (called once for each element of
the MRH coverage map) is a candidate MortonNode with a data point reference (ϕ, θ)
coordinates that may or may not actually fall within the query polygon boundaries. For
example, Figure 4.20(b) shows the spatial relationship between the query polygon and
location of the data points. Figure 4.20(a) illustrates an example HEALPix coverage map
that would be used to search of candidate data points in Figure 4.20(b). An MRH search
for MortonNode 33 would produce candidate data point “B”. Clearly this data point is
not inside the query polygon but is inside the coverage map. This demonstrates the need
to filter the query results by performing a point-in-polygon test on each of the candidate
MortonNodes to confirm that the data point is within the query polygon.
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For the point-in-polygon test, the candidate data point’s HEALPix (ϕ, θ)
coordinates are converted to GIS degrees longitude and latitude (Lines 27, 28). The
point-in-polygon test involves doing an ellipsoidal gnomonic projection of each candidate
data point onto a 2D plane (Lines 29, 30) using methods from the Geographic Library of
[Karney, 2012] and [Karney, 2013]. The query polygon is also projected in the same
manner (Lines 33-37) but uses the candidate data point as the relative origin of the 2D
projected coordinate system. One value returned by the ellipsoidal gnomonic projection
method is the reciprocal of the azimuthal scale at the projected point [Karney, 2013]. If
this value is less than or equal to zero the projected point is “over the horizon” [Karney,
2013] and the algorithm rejects the current candidate data point (Lines 38-40). However,
if none of the projected polygon points are over the horizon then the candidate data point
is then subjected to a ray method point-in-polygon test (Line 42). If the candidate data
point passes the point-in-polygon test it is added to a list of data point references that are
within the query polygon (Line 42). An example of the polygon query against one of the
benchmark datasets is shown in Figure 4.21. Notice the edges of the polygon are
curvilinear, following the shape of the sphere. This is an artifact of the projection from
the 3D spherical coordinate system to the 2D HEALPix coordinate system.
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Figure 4.21. Polygon query and dataset. Black points are from the dataset. RedBlack points are polygon query found data points. The blue boundary is the
spherical surface boundary of the query polygon.

Polygon Query Worst Case Analysis
In this section the worst case computational complexities of the HEALPix and
MRH polygon queries are discussed.
The HEALPix polygon query is arguably the most difficult of the HEALPix range
queries to analyze. The query begins by verifying that the specified polygon is both
convex and defined in a clockwise manner, a looping, constant time operation over the
number of vertices, k. Next, an iterative process is started by initializing a stack with the
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twelve lowest resolution HEALPix base cells. The process checks each cell in the stack
for overlap with the query polygon. If a cell overlaps the query polygon and is at a lower
resolution than the query, that cell’s children cells are added to the stack. Along the way,
when a cell is found that lies completely within the query boundary, without any overlap,
that cell’s children are recursively processed and added to the HEALPix coverage map.
The recursion stops when cell children are generated at the query resolution level. Other
cells are added to the HEALPix coverage map when cells at the query resolution are
found that still overlap the query boundary. Overall this HEALPix coverage map
operation requires and upper bound of 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ) time in the worst case. Figure 4.22

provides a detailed example of how a typical HEALPix coverage map might be generated
given a defined polygon query with specified maximum resolution.
The worst case query is a high resolution setting for the query and a large polygon
boundary that nearly covers the entire sphere. If the polygon did encompass the entire
sphere the HEALPix coverage map is trivial as it would just be a list of every HEALPix
cell at the query resolution, a scenario that is checked for. So determining every high
resolution cell that overlaps or resides within a very large query polygon would require
the most polygon-cell overlap tests. However, the cells that are completely within the
query polygon would be computed rather quickly while the higher resolution cells at the
boundaries would take more time.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.22. HEALPix coverage map generation process; the actual data point
locations are shown for reference. (a) First round of the process, which starts with
checking for overlaps of the base HEALPix cells with the query polygon. Note that
only cells 4 and 8 overlap the query polygon. (b) Second round of the process,
showing the children cells of cells 4 and 8, which must be checked for overlap with
the query polygon. (c) Third round of the process; here only the children cells of the
overlapping cells from the previous round are processed. This level of resolution
matches the query’s target resolution, so further processing of the cells’ children is
not required. (d) Final round of the process; only the addresses of the HEALPix
cells of the query’s target resolution are saved and returned as the final coverage
map.
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Next, every returned index element of the HEALPix coverage map must be
checked against the HEALPix map to find all non-empty map elements, which
correspond to map elements that contain a data point reference. For each non-empty map
element found one final check must be performed to ensure that the data point’s spatial
coordinates actually do fall within the query polygon boundaries. Note that in Figure
4.22 that while data point B would be found in the HEALPix map based on its spatial
location in the returned HEALPix coverage map, point B is not within the query polygon.
The point-in-polygon query is designed to filter out these data points.
This final point-in-polygon test involves several steps. The first is the use of the
GeographicLib [Karney, 2013] to do ellipsoidal gnomonic projections of each polygon
point onto a 2D flat surface using the next candidate non-empty map element’s spatial
coordinates as the center of the projection via methodology described in [Karney, 20013].
The projection algorithm itself requires 𝛰𝛰(𝑘𝑘). A traditional ray test is then performed on
the projected polygon and projected candidate point to verify if the point is in the

polygon or not; this test also requires 𝛰𝛰(𝑘𝑘) time. Therefore, the projection algorithm,

𝛰𝛰(𝑘𝑘), and point-in-polygon test, 𝛰𝛰(𝑘𝑘), is performed for all candidate non-empty map

elements, 𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 in the worst case, giving:

𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 (𝑘𝑘 + 𝑘𝑘) = 2𝑘𝑘𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑋𝑋 ∈ 𝛰𝛰(𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ) time.

So the final worst case computational complexity for the HEALPix polygon query

is 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ), the sum of the HEALPix coverage map generation and subsequent
filtering and point-in-polygon test.
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In the worst case, such as a query polygon that encompasses most of the sphere,
𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ≈ 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 . In that case 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ) is 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ) ∈ 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ).

The MRH polygon query is also fairly complex as it relies on performing a low

resolution HEALPix polygon query as well as the same filtering and point-in-polygon
tests. The first step is to compute an approximate bounding box of the query polygon
based on the maximum and minimum extents. This computation requires 𝛰𝛰(𝑘𝑘) time,
where 𝑘𝑘 is the number of vertices of the query polygon.

Next, that bounding box area is compared to the different HEALPix cell

resolutions at different HEALPix levels to find the best fit, an 𝛰𝛰(1) operation. Once the
best fit level is selected a HEALPix polygon query is performed at a level of resolution

set by the best fit level. The goal is to find the smallest cell size that completely encloses
the query polygon. The intent is to keep the size of the HEALPix coverage map small to
reduce the number of MLQ searches. Even so, the worst case time complexity for the
generation of a polygon HEALPix coverage map was already found to be 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ).

The next step largely duplicates the same filtering and point-in-polygon tests that

the HEALPix polygon query performs (as described earlier) but with added complexity
that each element of the HEALPix coverage map must be filtered to find all possible data
point references in the MLQs.
Each MLQ search takes 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) time. If a candidate data point reference is

found then it must go through the same point-in-polygon test described in the previous
section, an operation that requires 𝛰𝛰(𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) time.
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Totaling the time required for each step of the algorithm yields, 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) +

𝛰𝛰(𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ), which given the assumptions that 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≅ 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 gives a worst case

complexity for MRH polygon queries of, 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) time.
Disc Query Description

The disc query returns the list of data points that fall within or on a disc specified
by the user.
There are three broad steps to MultiResHpx::QueryDisc:
1. Generate HEALPix coverage map of cells, at specified resolution, that overlap the
query disc.
2. Search each reference in HEALPix coverage map cells for data points.
3. Perform point-in-disc test on each found data point.
The input to the MRH disc query is a longitude, latitude, and radius that describes
the query disc. The longitude and latitude values must be in the HEALPix coordinate
system. The MRH disc query involves several steps starting with
MultiResHpx_Map<T>::QueryDisc shown in Figure 4.23, 4.24.

template<typename T> inline std::vector<T>
MultiResHpx_Map<T>::QueryDisc (pointing pt, double
radius)
{
unsigned int i,j;
std::vector<MortonNode> foundIDX;
std::vector<T> foundT;
foundIDX.clear(); foundT.clear();
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1.

foundIDX = MultiResHpx::QueryDisc (pt, radius);

2.

for( i = 0; i < foundIDX.size(); i++ ) {
for( j = 0; j < foundIDX[i].data.size(); j++ ) {

3.

foundT.push_back( map[ foundIDX[i].data[j] ]

4.
);
}
}

5. return foundT;
}

Figure 4.23. Public QueryDisc method accessible to user via MultiResHpx_Map
Class.

The application programming interface into the QueryDisc method begins with
the MultiResHpx_Map C++ class, in particular by invoking the QueryDisc method of
that class (Figure 4.23). From this method the core MultiResHpx::QueryDisc query
is called to compute the actual data point references that fall within the defined disc
passed as input (Figure 4.23 Line 1). MultiResHpx::QueryDisc will return a list of
data point references (Line 1). This list of references or indices is used to retrieve the
actual data point records stored in a std::vector called map (Lines 2-4). The data
point records are concatenated into another std::vector and returned to the user (Line
5).
std::vector<MortonNode> MultiResHpx::QueryDisc(pointing
center,double radius)
{
pointing pt;
rangeset<int64> covermapHPX;
std::vector<pair<int64,int>> covermapMRH;
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std::vector<MortonNode> candidate;
std::vector<int64> covermapHPX2;
std::vector<MortonNode> found;
pair<int64,int> nPair;
int i,j,level=2;
bool level_set = false;
1.

double area = radius*radius;

2.

for( i = 0; i <= 29; i++ ){
if(level_to_cellres[i] < area && level_set == false){

3.
4.

level = i-1;

5.

if(level < 0){ level = 0; }

6.

level_set = true; i = 30;

7.

break;
}
}

8.

if( level >= MaxDepth() )level = MaxDepth()-2;

9.

if( level < 2 )level = 2;

10.

lowHPX.Set(level,hpx_scheme);

11.

lowHPX.query_disc_inclusive(center,radius,coverm
apHPX,1);

12.

covermapHPX.toVector(covermapHPX2);

13.

for( i = 0; i < covermapHPX2.size(); i++ ) {

14.

nPair.first = covermapHPX2[i];

15.

nPair.second = level;

16.

covermapMRH.push_back(nPair);
}

17.

found.clear();

18.

for( i = 0; i < covermapMRH.size(); i++) {

19.
20.
21.
22.

candidate.clear();
candidate =
Search(covermapMRH[i].first,covermapMRH[i].second,true);
for( j = 0; j < candidate.size(); j++) {
pt.phi = candidate[j].phi;
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pt.theta = candidate[j].theta;

23.
24.

if( IsPointInDisc(center,radius,pt)
== true ) {
found.push_back(candidate[j]);

25.
}
}
}
return found;

26.
}

Figure 4.24. Pseudocode to compute MRH Disc query inside MultiResHpx Class.

The first step of the MultiResHpx::QueryDisc method involves calling the
legacy HEALPix inclusive disc query using the same specified disc definition but with a
low resolution setting. The low resolution setting is derived based on the approximate
bounding box area of the query disc. The smaller the area of the query disc the higher the
resolution setting and conversely, the larger the area the lower the resolution setting.
This setting is based on computing the bounding box area of the query disc and
comparing it to HEALPix single cell areas at various levels of resolution. The goal is to
find the smallest cell size that completely encloses the query disc to ensure the resultant
HEALPix coverage map will locate all data point references within the query disc but
also within a margin around and outside the query disc sufficient to ensure that no data
point references are missed. In addition, a smaller HEALPix coverage map results in
fewer MLQ searches, which are the most expensive in terms of computation time.
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To compute the approximate area of the query disc the boundaries of a bounding
box that completely covers the disc are determined (Line 1 of Figure 4.24) by simply
squaring the radius of the query disc.
Once the approximate query disc area is computed, this area is compared against a
pre-computed table of HEALPix cell areas for all supported levels of resolution (Lines 27). The comparison loop starts with comparing the bounding box area to the lowest
HEALPix cell resolution and proceeds towards the highest. As soon as the current
HEALPix cell resolution (and corresponding HEALPix level) is found to be less than the
rough query disc area the comparison loop exits. The HEALPix disc query level is then
set to one level lower so that the query resolution is just larger in area than that of the
bounding box area (Line 4). Lines 8 and 9 check to ensure the level is neither greater
than the maximum machine supported HEALPix level nor too small.
Once the proper low resolution level setting is found, the HEALPix inclusive disc
query is called (Line 11) and to generate a HEALPix coverage map (Figure 4.25) in
HEALPix address range order. For example, consider the coverage map of Figure
4.25(b); the HEALPix disc query would return the following list of HEALPix ranges:
(16, 16), (18, 18), (24, 24), (81, 81), (83, 87), (89, 89), (92, 93), (106, 106), (155, 155),
(158, 159)
where the values in each pair of parentheses represent the inclusive list of
HEALPix indices starting with the HEALPix cell on the left and ending with the cell on
the right. Thus, (83, 87) means that HEALPix cells 83 through 87 were found to overlap
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the query disc. Line 12 converts the HEALPix coverage map from a list of ranges into an
inclusive list of all HEALPix cells that overlap the query disc. For example, this new
coverage map would be a list of all cells seen in Figure 4.25(b):
16, 18, 24, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 92, 93, 106, 155, 158, 159.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.25. Example of HEALPix coverage maps at HEALPix level equal 1 (a) and
level equal 2 (b).

The next step is to convert the low resolution HEALPix coverage map into a low
resolution MRH coverage map by creating a new list of (HEALPix cell address, level)
pairs (Lines 13-16). This is crucial because the MultiResHPX::Search method takes
as input these paired HEALPix (index, order) pairs (described in section 4.8.2). In this
case building the MRH coverage map is quite easy because the level used for the low
resolution HEALPix disc query is known and the HEALPix coverage map of is at the
same level.
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The next step invokes the MultiResHpx::Search method (Line 20) for every
element of the MRH coverage map (Line 18) as input in order to discover candidate
MortonNodes with data point references that may fall within the query disc boundary.
The Search method is invoked with up-search enabled so that potential MortonNode
candidates are found that may be located at a higher level of resolution than that used for
the low resolution HEALPix inclusive disc query. Those lower resolution MortonNodes
discovered may in fact contain data point references that would fall within the query disc.
For example, Figure 4.26(b) shows the spatial relationship between the query disc and
location of the data points. Figure 4.26(a) represents an example HEALPix coverage
map that would be used to search of candidate data points in Figure 4.26(b). An MRH
search for MortonNode 33 would produce candidate data point “B”. Clearly this data
point is not inside the query disc but is inside the coverage map. This demonstrates the
need to filter the query results by performing a point-in-disc test (Line 24) on each of the
candidate MortonNodes to ensure the data point reference does indeed fall within the
query disc.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.26. (a) Example HEALPix disc query (at HEALPix level equal to 2)
coverage map with actual data points shown for reference. (b) Spatially correlated,
MortonNodes with mapped data points that correspond the same spatial area of the
query disc boundaries.

The point-in-disc is a simple computation involving the computation of the
candidate data point radial distance from the query disc center. If the computed radial
distance is less than or equal to the query disc radius then the candidate data point
reference is added to a list of data point references that are within the disc query (Line
25). An example of the disc query is shown in Figure 4.27. Notice the edges of the
query disc are curvilinear; following the shape of the sphere. This is an artifact of the
projection from the 3D spherical coordinate system to the 2D HEALPix coordinate
system.
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Figure 4.27. Disc query and dataset. Black points are from the dataset. Red-Black
points are disc query found data points. The blue line is the spherical surface
boundary of the query disc, the shape is an artifact of the projection from the 3D
spherical coordinate system to the 2D HEALPix coordinate system.

Disc Query Worst Case Analysis
In this section the worst case computational complexities of the HEALPix and
MRH disc queries is discussed.
The HEALPix disc query is very similar to the HEALPix polygon query with
respect to the HEALPix coverage map generation process. There is also less overhead
initially because the HEALPix polygon query must ensure the query polygon definition is
convex and the vertices wind in clockwise order. The HEALPix disc query involves a
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single disc that is interrogated rather than k discs used by the HEALPix polygon
algorithm, where k is the number of vertices that define the polygon. The query begins
by as a looping process by initializing a stack with the twelve lowest resolution HEALPix
base cells. The process checks each cell in the stack for overlap with the query disc. If a
cell overlaps the query disc and is at a lower resolution than the query, that cell’s children
cells are added to the stack. Along the way, when a cell is found that lies completely
within the query boundary, without any overlap, that cell’s children are recursively
processed and added to the HEALPix coverage map. The recursion stops when cell
children are generated at the query resolution level. Other cells are added to the
HEALPix coverage map when cells at the query resolution are found that still overlap the
query boundary. Therefore the result is less work overall with respect to overall
computation time, however the HEALPix coverage map generation remains 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ) in

the worst case. Figure 4.28 provides a detailed example of how a typical HEALPix

coverage map might be generated given a defined disc query with specified maximum
resolution.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.28. HEALPix coverage map generation process; the actual data point
locations are shown for reference. (a) First round of the process, which starts with
checking for overlaps of the base HEALPix cells with the query disc. Note that only
cells 4 and 8 overlap the query disc. (b) Second round of the process, showing the
children cells of cells 4 and 8, which must be checked for overlap with the query
disc. (c) Third round of the process; here only the children cells of the overlapping
cells from the previous round are processed. This level of resolution matches the
query’s target resolution, so further processing of the cells’ children is not required.
(d) Final round of the process; only the addresses of the HEALPix cells of the
query’s target resolution are saved and returned as the final coverage map.

The worst case disc query is a high resolution setting for the query and a large
disc boundary that nearly covers the entire sphere. If the disc did encompass the entire
sphere the HEALPix coverage map is trivial as it would just be a list of every HEALPix
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cell at the query resolution, a scenario that is checked for. So determining every high
resolution cell that overlaps or resides within a very large query disc would require the
most disc-cell overlap tests. However, the cells that are completely within the query disc
would be computed rather quickly while the higher resolution cells at the boundaries
would take more time.
Next, every returned index element of the HEALPix coverage map must be
checked against the HEALPix map to find all non-empty map elements, which
correspond to map elements that contain a data point reference. For each non-empty map
element found one final check must be performed to ensure that the data point’s spatial
coordinates actually do fall within the query disc boundary. Note that in Figure 4.28 that
while data point B would be found in the HEALPix map based on its spatial location in
the returned HEALPix coverage map, point B is not within the query disc. The point-indisc query is designed to filter out these data points.
Lastly, the HEALPix coverage map elements must be filtered to find all nonempty HEALPix map elements whose spatial coordinates map to being within the disc
boundary via a point-in-disc test. The point-in-disc algorithm is a constant time
algorithm, 𝛰𝛰(1), that computes each candidate data point’s spherical radial distance from
the query disc center and compares to the query disc radius. It the spherical radial

distance is less than or equal to the query disc radius the candidate is accepted and added
to the return list. This filtering process requires 𝛰𝛰(𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ) time.
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So, the overall worst case computational complexity is 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ), which

assuming 𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ≅ 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 in the worst case (from section 4.9.2) reduces to 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ).

The MRH disc query largely follows the same pattern as the MRH polygon query

as it relies on performing a low resolution HEALPix disc query followed by a similar
HEALPix coverage map filtering but with a point-in-disc test in place of point-inpolygon. The first step is to compute the approximate, bounding box, spatial area of the
provided query disc based on the square of the radius, a 𝛰𝛰(1) computation. Next, that
bounding box area is compared to different HEALPix cell resolutions at different

HEALPix levels to find the best fit, an 𝛰𝛰(1) operation. Once the proper low resolution
level is found, the HEALPix inclusive disc query called is performed at a level of

resolution set by the best fit level. The larger the query disc the lower the disc query
resolution and the smaller the query disc the higher the disc query resolution. However,
the intent is to keep the size of the HEALPix coverage map relatively small to reduce the
number of MLQ searches. The worst case time complexity for the generation of a disc
HEALPix coverage map is 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ).

The next step is the same filtering of data points with a point-in-disc test that the

HEALPix disc query performs but with the additional step that each element of the
HEALPix coverage map must be filtered to find all possible data point references in the
MLQs. Each MLQ search takes 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) time. If a candidate data point reference is
found then it must go through the same point-in-disc test described in the previous
section, an operation that requires 𝛰𝛰(1) time.
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In conclusion, the worst case computational complexity for the MRH polygon
query is 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ) + 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ), which given the assumption that 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≅ 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 , reduces
to 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) time.

Latitude Strip Query Description
The latitude strip query returns the list of data points that fall within or on a

latitude band or strip specified by the user.
The inputs to the MRH latitude strip query are two latitude vales (θ1, θ2). These
latitude values must be in the HEALPix coordinate system. The MRH latitude strip
query returns all MortonNodes with ϕ and θ coordinates that fall between specified θ
(latitude) bounds.
The latitude strip query operates differently depending on the relative values of θ1
and θ2. When θ1 < θ2 the latitude strip is defined as a single latitude strip bound by θ2
as the maximum and θ1 as the minimum (Figure 4.29). However, if θ1 >= θ2, two
latitude strips are defined; the first extending from θ1 (minimum) to the north pole
(maximum), and the second from the south pole (minimum) to θ2 (maximum) (Figure
4.28).
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Figure 4.29. Latitude strip query and dataset for θ1 < θ2. Black points are from the
dataset. Red-Black points are data points found by latitude strip query. Blue lines
represent spherical surface boundaries of the latitude strip query.

Figure 4.30. Latitude strip query and dataset for θ1 > θ2. Two latitude strips are
defined. The North Pole defines maximum latitude for the northern latitude strip
and θ1 defines the minimum θ for the northern latitude strip. The South Pole
defines the minimum latitude for the southern latitude strip and θ2 defines the
maximum θ for the southern latitude strip.
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template<typename T> std::vector<T>
MultiResHpx_Map<T>::QueryStrip ( double theta1, double
theta2)
{
std::vector<MortonNode> foundIDX;
std::vector<T> foundT;
1.

foundIDX = MultiResHpx::QueryStrip (theta1, theta2);

2.

for( unsigned int i = 0; i < foundIDX.size(); i++ ) {
for( unsigned int j =0; j < foundIDX[i].data.size(); j++

3.
) {

foundT.push_back( map[ foundIDX[i].data[j] ] );

4.
}
}

return foundT;

5.
}

Figure 4.31. Public QueryStrip method accessible to user via MultiResHpx_Map
Class.

std::vector<MortonNode> MultiResHpx::QueryStrip(
double theta1, double theta2 )
{
pointing pt;
std::vector<MortonNode> found;
MortonNode m;
int i,j=0;
found.clear();
1.
2.

for( i = 0; i < 12; i++ ) {
for( j = 0; j < forest_[i].GetNumMortonNodes();
j++) {

3.

m = forest_[i].GetNodeAtIndex(j);

4.

if( m.data.size() > 0 ) {

5.

pt.phi = m.phi;

6.

pt.theta = m.theta;
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if( IsPointInStrip(theta1,theta2,pt) ) {

7.

found.push_back(m);

8.
}
}
}
}

return found;

9.
}

Figure 4.32. Pseudocode to compute MRH latitude strip query inside MultiResHpx
Class.

The MRH latitude strip query loops through all the MortonNodes in all of the
MLQs (Figure 4.31 Lines 1-3) testing whether the MortonNode’s data point references
fall within the specified strip boundaries by passing the candidate data point’s θ
coordinates to the point-in-strip function (Figure 4.32 Line 7). This function implements
the logic discussed earlier regarding the strip minimum and maximum boundaries. If the
candidate data point falls within either latitude strip boundary definition (Figure 4.32
Lines 1-2 or Lines 4 and 5) then the candidate data point’s MortonNode is added to a list
of MortonNodes (Figure 4.32 Line 8) and returned. Given this list of passing
MortonNodes, the internal Data values (indexes referencing data point elements in the
MRH map) are interrogated to build a list of MRH map elements to return.
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bool IsPointInStrip(double theta1, double theta2,
pointing pt) {
1.

if ( theta1 < theta2 ) {

2.

if( pt.theta >= theta1 && pt.theta <= theta2 ) {

3.

return true;
}
} else {

4.

if( ( pt.theta >= 0.0 && pt.theta <= theta2 ) ||

5.

( pt.theta >= theta1 && pt.theta <= pi ) ) {

6.

return true;
}
}

7.

return false;
}

Figure 4.33. Pseudocode showing point-in-strip test for two cases: θ1 < θ2 or θ1 >=
θ2.

Latitude Strip Query Worst Case Analysis
In this section the worst case computational complexities of the HEALPix and
MRH latitude strip queries are discussed.
Unlike the other range queries, the HEALPix latitude strip query only works in
the HEALPix ring indexing scheme (see Section 2.5 and Figure 2.47). In the ring
indexing scheme cells are addressed from West to East along iso-latitude rings.
HEALPix maps created in ring addressing scheme contain elements that are also
organized in the same fashion. Therefore the HEALPix latitude strip query is a simple
𝛰𝛰(1) computation that first determines which iso-latitude rings lie within the θ maximum
and minimum criteria and then generates a list of the HEALPix cells that fall in each of
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those iso-latitude rings. However, the list of HEALPix addresses must still be filtered to
check for non-empty map elements and every data point found must be checked to
determine if its spatial coordinates fall within the specified θ boundaries, which is also an
𝛰𝛰(1) computation for each point for all 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 points in the worst case. This returned list
is a HEALPix coverage map of size 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 therefore this requires 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ) time.

The MRH latitude strip query algorithm simply performs a linear search through

all MLQs for all data point θ values that fall within the specified θ boundaries.
Therefore, the worst case complexity is 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) time in all cases.
Neighbor Query Description

The neighbor query returns the list of data points that fall within the immediate
vicinity of a specified location. The query is actually a special case of the polygon query
where the polygon is diamond shaped to match the shape of a HEALPix cell at a given
level of resolution and centered at the specified query location.
The inputs to the MRH neighbor query are a (ϕ, θ), and a HEALPix level value.
The (ϕ, θ) pair must be in the HEALPix coordinate system. With the HEALPix neighbor
query, finding a HEALPix cell’s neighbors is a simple computation because all the cells
are of the same, fixed resolution. Figure 4.34 shows a sample of actual HEALPix cells
and their addresses at level 2. The HEALPix neighbor query input is a HEALPix cell
address and the output is a coverage map of neighboring HEALPix cell addresses. For
example if the input was HEALPix cell address 103, the following coverage map of
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HEALPix cell address would be returned: 108, 109, 40, 32, 34, 101, 100, and 102 (Figure
4.34).

Figure 4.34. Sample of HEALPix cell address at level 2.

The MRH neighbor query is more complicated than the HEALPix neighbor query
because the neighbors of a given MortonNode may not be of the same level. In addition
the goal of the MRH neighbor query is to mimic the functionality of the HEALPix
neighbor query by finding all data points within a close proximity of the specified query
location covered by spatial area of coverage map returned by HEALPix neighbor query.
With sparse datasets and a high resolution HEALPix data structure there might not be any
data points found at all.
The MRH neighbor query (Figure 4.35) uses the coverage map returned by a
HEALPix neighbor query, at specified resolution, as starting point to search the MRH
data structure for data points. The inputs to the MRH neighbor query, the point of
interest and a resolution level to conduct the query are used to perform the conventional
HEALPix neighbor query (Figure 4.36). This query returns list of HEALPix cell indices,
at resolution specified, that are neighboring cells to whatever HEALPix cell index the
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provided point of interest mapped to (Figure 4.37 Lines 8-10). Next, the boundaries of
the returned neighboring cells are computed and the maximum and minimum coordinates
are determined (Figure 4.34 Lines 11-24). The maximum and minimum coordinates are
used to construct a query polygon (Figure 4.34 Lines 25 and 26) that will be used (later)
to perform a point-in-poly test as described in the MRH polygon query (Section 4.9.3).
In the next steps (Figure 4.37 Lines 27-34) the HEALPix cell indices are used as input to
the MultiResHpx::Search (described in Section 4.8) method with the up-search flag
set to true. Figure 4.37 Lines 30-34 insure that the query point itself isn’t part of the
returned list of found data point neighbors and Figure 4.37 Lines 35 Recall from Section
4.8 that with the up-search flag set to true, the MultiResHpx::Search method could
return data points found mapped to MortonNodes with Morton addresses of lower
resolution than the resolution of the original method call. Therefore, there is a
possibility that a data point found mapped to a lower resolution MortonNode might not
fall within the boundaries of the query polygon defined by the conventional HEALPix
neighbor query coverage map; so candidate data points are filtered via the same method
used in the MultiResHpx::QueryPolygon method (described in Section 4.9.3) in
Figure 4.37 Lines 35-53 which is essentially a point-in-polygon test. Those candidate
data points that pass the point-in-polygon test are then returned as final output from the
MRH neighbor query.
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Figure 4.35. Neighbor query and some dataset points. The black points are data
points. The red filled point with black boundary is a data point found by the
neighbor query. The black cross represents the neighbor query point which
happens to map to a data point. The blue box represents the bounding box of the
neighbor cells of the query cell.

template<typename T> std::vector<T>
MultiResHpx_Map<T>::Neighbors( pointing pt, int64 level )
{
std::vector<MortonNode> foundIDX;
std::vector<T> foundT;
1.

foundIDX = MultiResHpx::Neighbors (pt,level);

2.

for( unsigned int i = 0; i < foundIDX.size(); i++ ) {
for( unsigned int j =0; j < foundIDX[i].data.size(); j++

3.
) {

foundT.push_back( map[ foundIDX[i].data[j] ] );

4.
}
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}
return foundT;

5.
}

Figure 4.36 Public Neighbors method accessible to user via MultiResHpx_Map
Class.

std::vector<MortonNode> MultiResHpx::Neighbors( pointing
pt, int64 level )
{
int i,j=0;
pair<int64,int> hpxid;
pointing newpt;
std::vector<vec3> out;
fix_arr<pair<int64,int>,8> covermapHPX;
std::vector<pointing> poly;
std::vector<MortonNode> temp,found;
int64 save_level;
pointing min_phi,max_phi,min_theta,max_theta;
min_phi.phi = 999999.0; min_phi.theta = 0.0;
max_phi.phi = -999999.0; max_phi.theta = 0.0;
min_theta.theta = 999999.0; min_theta.phi = 0.0;
max_theta.theta = -999999.0; max_theta.phi = 0.0;

1.

if( hpx_scheme == RING )

2.

hpxQ.Set(hpxQ.Level(),NEST);

3.

temp = Search(pt);

4.

if( temp.size() > 0 ) {

5.

save_level = hpxQ.Level();

6.

hpxQ.Set(level,NEST);
}
else
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return found;

7.
8.

hpxid.first = hpxQ.ang2pix(pt);

9.

hpxid.second = level;

10.

hpxQ.neighbors( hpxid, covermapHPX);

11.

for( i = 0; i < covermapHPX.size(); i++ ) {

12.

hpxid = covermapHPX[i];

13.

hpxQ.boundaries(hpxid,1,out);

14.

poly.clear();

15.

for(j = out.size()-1; j >= 0; j--) {

16.

Vec2ang(out[j],newpt);

17.

if( newpt.theta < min_theta.theta )

18.

min_theta.theta = newpt.theta;
newpt.phi;

if( newpt.theta > max_theta.theta )

19.
20.

max_theta.theta = newpt.theta;
newpt.phi;

min_phi.theta = newpt.theta;
newpt.phi;

min_phi.phi =

if( newpt.phi > max_phi.phi )

23.
24.

max_theta.phi =

if( newpt.phi < min_phi.phi )

21.
22.

min_theta.phi =

max_phi.theta = newpt.theta;
newpt.phi;

max_phi.phi =

}
}
25.

poly.push_back(min_theta);

poly.push_back(max_theta);

26.

poly.push_back(min_phi);

27.

for ( i = 0; i < covermapHPX.size(); i++ ) {

poly.push_back(max_phi);

28.

hpxid = covermapHPX[i];

29.

candidate = Search(hpxid.first,hpxid.second,true);

30.

for( j = 0; j < candidate.size(); j++) {

31.

SKIP = false;

32.

if( approx(QNode[0].phi,candidate[j].phi) &&
approx(QNode[0].theta,candidate[j].theta) ) {
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SKIP = true;

33.
}

for( k = 0; k < found.size(); k++) {

34.

if( approx.(found[k].phi, candidate[j].phi) &&

35.

approx.(found[k].theta, candidate[j].theta )
{
SKIP = true;

36.
}
}
}
37.
38.

if( SKIP == false ) {
pt0 =
HPXtoGIS(pointing(candidate[j].theta,candidate[j].phi));

39.

pt0.phi *= rad2degr;

40.

pt0.theta *= rad2degr;

41.

g>Forward(pt0.theta,pt0.phi,pt0.theta,pt0.phi,x,y,azi,rk);

42.

p0proj.theta = x;

43.

p0proj.phi = y;

44.

for( k = 0; k < poly.size(); k++ ) {

45.

pt = HPXtoGIS(poly[k]);

46.

pt.phi *= rad2degr;

47.

pt.theta *= rad2degr;

48.

g>Forward(pt0.theta,pt0.phi,pt.theta,pt.phi,x,y,azi,rk);

49.

p.push_back(pointing(y,x))

50.

if(rk < 0 ) {

51.

over_horizon = true;

52.

k = poly.size();

}
}
53.

if( over_horizon == false ) {

54.

if( IsPointInPoly2(p0proj,p) ) {

55.

found.push_back(candidate[j]);
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}
}
}
}
56.

hpxQ.Set(save_level,hpx_scheme);

57.

if( hpx_scheme == RING )
hpxQ.Set(hpxQ.Level(),RING);

58.

return found;

59.
}

Figure 4.37. Pseudocode to compute MRH neighbor query inside MultiResHpx
Class.

Neighbor Query Worst Case Analysis
In this section the worst case computational complexities of the HEALPix and
MRH neighbor queries are discussed.
The HEALPix neighbor query uses a simple 𝛰𝛰(1) computation to determine the

neighboring HEALPix addresses given a HEALPix address. Every neighbor address

must be checked against the HEALPix map to find all non-empty map elements (those
containing data points) which is at most eight 𝛰𝛰(1) searches. Therefore the HEALPix
neighbor query requires 𝛰𝛰(1) time.

The MRH neighbor query is rather more complicated as MLQs are multi-

resolution and so do not have a fixed addressing scheme at a constant level of resolution.
Instead, in order to match the same capabilities of the HEALPix neighbor query,
HEALPix addresses provided in a coverage map generated from a HEALPix neighbor
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query are used to search for data points within the same spatial region occupied by the
coverage map. Essentially, the HEALPix neighbor query computes neighboring cells of
the query cell directly. Those cells cover a specific spatial area and shape. The MRH
neighbor query first uses the HEALPix addresses of those cells to search for data points
in the MRH data structure and later utilizes the spatial area and shape of the coverage
map to do a point-in-polygon test of found data points. First, however, simple searches
of the MLQs are performed to determine if a data point reference resides at the query
location, which is, on average, an 𝛰𝛰(log 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) computation. If no data point reference is

found the query returns an empty list. However, the worst case neighbor query would be

a very low resolution neighbor query that could encompass the entire sphere. In this case
a search through the entire MRH data structure would be necessary which is an 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )

computation. The next step is to call the HEALPix neighbor query at a specified level of
resolution. This query will return the HEALPix neighbor addresses from which the cell

boundaries can be computed and a neighbor cell coverage map constructed in 𝛰𝛰(1) time.
The next operation to perform is to search the MRH data structure using the HEALPix
neighbor addresses with up-search enabled. At most there are eight calls to
MultiResHpx::Search (Section 4.8), however with up-search enabled each call could

potentially search up the entire depth of the tree with is a logarithmic operation in time.
Therefore, the final worst case computational complexity becomes
𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) + log(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )), which reduces to 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ).
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4.10 Archiving the MRH Data Structure
For archival and re-use purposes, the MRH MLQs can be written out into a tab
delimited ASCII text file. This text file can then be read back into MRH and the original
MLQs restored. The archive file format is very simple and partitioned by each MLQ.
The first entry per MLQ is the total number of nodes in the current MLQ. In this case the
total number of nodes also represents the total number of following records that belong to
the current MLQ. The next line is a simple header line that describes what is in each
element of the following data records. A data record lists the current index, the full
Morton address in string form, the Morton sub-address (in the case of duplicate map
references), and a children flag which indicates if this node is an internal or leaf node.
The remaining elements are the map reference’s spatial coordinates (ϕ, θ) in HEALPix
coordinate system and list of the current node’s map reference indexes. Again with
possibility of duplicate map references there could be multiple map references listed in
the data list. For benchmarking purposes there were no duplicate map references
allowed. Table 4.3 is a more detailed look at the archive file format and Table 4.4 is a
sample of an actual archived MLQ.
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Table 4.3. MLQ archive file format example.
<# NodeTee0>
INDEX

MORTON

SUB

CHILDRENYN

PHI

THETA

#DATA

DATA

0

<Morton0>

<Sub0>

<ChildrenYN0>

<Phi0>

<Theta0>

<#Data0>

<DataList0>

1

<Morton1>

<Sub1>

<ChildrenYN1>

<Phi1>

<Theta1>

<#Data1>

<DataList1>

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

N

<MortonN>

<SubN>

<ChildrenYNN>

<PhiN>

<ThetaN>

<#DataN>

<DataListN>

<# NodesTree1>
INDEX

MORTON

SUB

CHILDRENYN

PHI

THETA

#DATA

DATA

0

<Morton0>

<Sub0>

<ChildrenYN0>

<Phi0>

<Theta0>

<#Data0>

<DataList0>

1

<Morton1>

<Sub1>

<ChildrenYN1>

<Phi1>

<Theta1>

<#Data1>

<DataList1>

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

N

<MortonN>

<SubN>

<ChildrenYNN>

<PhiN>

<ThetaN>

<#DataN>

<DataListN>

<# NodesTreeN>
INDEX

MORTON

SUB

CHILDRENYN

PHI

THETA

#DATA

DATA

0

<Morton0>

<Sub0>

<ChildrenYN0>

<Phi0>

<Theta0>

<#Data0>

<DataList0>

1

<Morton1>

<Sub1>

<ChildrenYN1>

<Phi1>

<Theta1>

<#Data1>

<DataList1>

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

N

<MortonN>

<SubN>

<ChildrenYNN>

<PhiN>

<ThetaN>

<#DataN>

<DataListN>
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Table 4.4. Sample of actual MLQ archive file.
3320
INDEX

MORTON

SUB

CHILDRENYN

PHI

THETA

#

DATA

0

4

1

1

0

0

0

1

42

1

1

0

0

0

2

43

1

1

0

0

0

3

44

1

1

0

0

0

4

424

1

1

0

0

0

5

434

1

1

0

0

0

6

441

1

0

1.57729

1.05452

1

7

442

1

1

0

0

0

3312

443422124221

1

0

1.51359

1.00313

1

8902

3313

443422124222

1

0

1.51388

1.00298

1

8903

3314

443444344121

1

0

1.46685

0.956925

1

9050

3315

443444344122

1

0

1.46709

0.956634

1

9051

3316

444133143241

1

0

1.53327

1.00133

1

9170

3317

444133143244

1

0

1.53322

1.0008

1

9171

3318

444223132332

1

0

1.62965

0.954307

1

9312

3319

444223132334

1

0

1.62941

0.954065

1

9313

8098

…
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CHAPTER FIVE

BENCHMARKING DATASETS AND METHODOLOGY

Although the theoretical worst case computational complexity of HEALPix and
MRH queries reported earlier are of academic interest, the primary focus of this research
is on the data structures’ memory utilization and average query performance for typical
applications. For many applications’ datasets it is likely that 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≪ 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 because of
MRH’s multi-resolution structure. To assess the effect that will have on memory

requirements and average query performance, the data structures and query algorithms
were extensively tested and their performance compared. This section describes the data
sets, queries, and process used for the empirical performance testing.
Application datasets containing spherically mapped data were used for
comparing, or benchmarking, the performance of HEALPix and MRH. Several criteria
were used to select benchmarking datasets; the datasets should: (1) be from
representative spherical mapping applications; (2) have point counts of increasing orders
of magnitude, from ~103 to ~106; (3) be from different scientific application areas; (4)
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have points located in different portions of the sphere. After applying these criteria, the
benchmarking datasets chosen were:
1. Fragmentation. The spatial locations of the 4798 fragments resulting from a warhead
detonation as their flyout trajectories carried them past a specific radius from the
detonation point. The locations were calculated by a high-fidelity physics-based
model of the detonation of an explosive device fragmenting a metal cylinder designed
to break up in a predictable way [Pike, 2016].
2. NOAA. The geographic locations (longitude, latitude) of the 9959 U. S. National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration weather stations in the continental United
States [NOAA, 2016].
3. SDSS. The celestial sphere locations (right ascension, declination) of 99,565 galaxies
with a measured redshift of z > 0.6619 found in Sloan Digital Sky Survey catalog
[SDSS, 2016].
4. Synthetic. The spherical locations (ϕ, θ) of 993,258 randomly generated uniformly
distributed points on a sphere spanning the entire HEALPix coordinate system.
To benchmark the query performance of the HEALPix and MRH data structures,
test queries of each type (disc, polygon, latitude strip, and neighbor) were randomly
generated using custom software. A total of 30 queries of each type were generated for
each dataset. Each test datasets had unique ranges where points were located, so it was
necessary to parameterize the queries to conform to those ranges. The ranges were given
as minimum and maximum ϕ and θ values. The test queries were saved to query input
files. Using the same datasets and query files as input, multiple benchmarks could be
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performed, allowing for repeatable results comparable across data structures or across
versions of the same data structure. The test queries are discussed in more detail in
Sections 5.6-5.9.
5.1

Warhead Fragmentation Flyout Data
The smallest dataset used for benchmarking purposes was the warhead

fragmentation flyout dataset. This dataset consists of simulated explosive fragment
trajectories resulting from an explosive device splitting up (fragmenting) a metal cylinder
designed to break up in a predictable way. The fragmentation flyouts can take on various
patterns depending on the shape and orientation of the metal cylinder and warhead
orientation at time of detonation. The dataset was obtained by this author with
proprietary fragmentation and flyout models used by the US Army for modeling and
simulating warhead fragmentation designs. For this benchmark data, the proprietary tool
was set to generate fragmentation flyouts with a warhead orientation of 45 degrees in
downward pitch (relative to horizontal) with a count of 4798 fragments (Figure 5.1).
This dataset contains the azimuth and elevation coordinates of individual fragments at a
point in the simulation when they are exactly one meter from the presumed explosive
origin. These data points span the entire HEALPix coordinate system (entire sphere),
from z = 1.0 to z = -1.0 and p = 0.0 to p = 2.0.
The next step was to process the flyout dataset, which consisted of a list of unit
direction vectors. These unit direction vectors were converted to HEALPix coordinates
using two HEALPix’s coordinate conversion methods. The first was the vector to
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HEALPix index conversion method and the second was the HEALPix index to (ϕ, θ)
conversion method. The first method takes a unit direction vector (x, y, z) and computes
the HEALPix cell or index the vector maps to on the unit sphere at a specified level of
resolution. For this testing level 12 was used. The next method takes that HEALPix
address and converts it to a (ϕ, θ) pair. Then the (ϕ, θ) pairs are used to construct
Measurement records (discussed in Section 4.7) and written out to the final
benchmarking dataset file. The last step was to filter out Measurement records with
locations very near to one another that would force an overwriting of MortonNodes
during processing of this dataset into the MRH and HEALPix data structures. This
process is explained in more detail in Section 5.5. The result was that the fragment
distribution was spread out enough that a reduction in Measurement records was not
necessary and the final fragment dataset remained at 4798 records or data points.

Figure 5.1. Warhead fragmentation flyout pattern.
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5.2

NOAA U.S. Weather Station Location Data
The second benchmarking dataset utilized consisted of 9959 weather station

positions (longitude, latitude) spread over the continental United States (Figure 5.2). The
data was obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Cooperative Observer Network (COOP) website [NOAA, 2015]. The data consisted of
simple text files that contained the weather stations’ COOPID code, name, country, state,
county, starting measurement date (date of first measurement by the station), ending
measurement date (date of final measurement by the station), latitude, longitude, and
elevation. This initial dataset contained well over 31,000 weather station positions. The
dataset contained many duplicate COOPIDs because weather station locations changed
over time or became inactive. Therefore, to reduce the dataset to approximately 10,000
locations, only the currently active weather stations and locations were used, which
reduced the number to 9993 weather station locations. Next, the station locations were
converted from degrees to radians and converted to the HEALPix coordinate system.
Then the weather station locations were used to create a benchmarking dataset file
consisting of Measurement records (discussed in Section 4.7). Along with the (ϕ, θ)
location of the weather station, the elevation and COOPID were also included in the
record, as well as some randomly generated integers and floating point values to fill the
record. For benchmarking purposes, only the location of the weather station was
important; the remaining data content of the record was ignored. The last step was to
filter out Measurement records with locations very near to one another that would force
an overwriting of MortonNodes during processing of this dataset into the MRH and
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HEALPix data structures. This process is explained in more detail in Section 5.5. The
end result was that the NOAA dataset was reduced to the 9959 weather station positions
and Measurement records used in the final benchmarking.
The data point range, was noticeably more constricted than the fragmentation
flyout data and did not span the entire HEALPix coordinate system. The data point
locations were restricted to z ~ .41 to z ~ 0.76 and p ~ 0.30 to p ~0.64 (Figure 5.2). This
limited range also concentrated all the data points into base MLQs 0, 1, and 5 (Figure
5.3).

Figure 5.2. NOAA Continental U.S. weather station locations.
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Figure 5.3. NOAA Continental U.S. weather station locations with respective base
MLQ mappings highlighted. (Red) Base 0, (White) Base 5, (Blue) Base 1.

5.3

Sloan Digital Sky Survey III Data
The third benchmarking dataset consisted of the locations of 99,565 galaxies with

a detected redshift of z > 0.6619 (Figure 5.4). The redshift is a measure of how quickly a
star, galaxy, or other object in space is moving toward or away from the Earth. A
negative redshift (or blueshift) indicates the object is moving towards the Earth, and a
positive redshift indicates the object is moving away from the Earth [Richmond, 2016].
The redshift value z was determined by first measuring the wavelength of a particular
spectral line of the observed object and comparing it to what the same spectral line
measured at relative rest, i.e., in the lab [Palen, 2016]. The final computation of the
redshift was given by Equation 5.1 [Richmond, 2016].
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𝑧𝑧 =

𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

−1

(5.1)

The dataset itself was obtained via the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III’s SkyServer
online SQL database interface utility. More specifically, the SDSS Query / CasJobs
service was used, which is an online interface to a batch processing service that allows
for more lengthy (time consuming, or larger return result) queries to be performed
[SDSS, 2015]. The SQL search interface allows the user to specify an SQL query, launch
it, and then await the results to be uploaded at a later time. The goal was to limit the
number of data points to around 100,000. After some trial and error the specific query to
find all redshifted galaxies in range z > 0.6619 returned 99,932 galaxy positions (and
various wavelength band measurements). The SQL query itself was the following.
SELECT p.ra, p.dec, p.zshift, p.objectID
FROM Galaxy p
INTO mydb.TableQ1
WHERE p.zshift > 0.6619
The query output consisted of a database table containing ra, dec, zshift, and
objectID. Ra and Dec stand for right ascension and declination. Right ascension and

declination are analogous to longitude and latitude respectively and are used by
astronomers and astrophysicists to map the location of an object in space. While latitude
and longitude are used to map locations on the surface of the Earth, right ascension and
declination map locations on what is known as the celestial sphere [Kaler, 2002].
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However, while latitude and longitude are based off the Earth’s equator and east from the
Prime Meridian, respectively, right ascension and declination are based off the celestial
equator and east from vernal equinox [Kaler, 2002].
Next, the query output results were downloaded from the CasJobs website, and
further processing was performed. The first step was to convert the right ascension and
declination values to HEALPix coordinates. Then the galaxy locations were used to
create the benchmarking dataset file consisting of Measurement records (discussed in
Section 4.7). Along with the (ϕ, θ) location of the galaxy, the objectID and zshift values
were also included in the record as well as some randomly generated integers and floating
point values to fill the record. For benchmarking purposes, only the location of the
galaxy was important; the remaining data content of the record was ignored. The last
step was to filter out Measurement records with locations very near to one another that
would force an overwriting of MortonNodes during processing of this dataset into the
MRH and HEALPix data structures. This process is explained in more detail in Section
5.5. The end result was that the SDSS dataset was reduced to the 99,565 galaxy positions
and Measurement records used in the final benchmarking.
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Figure 5.4. SDSS z > 0.6619 redshifted galaxy positions.

5.4

Synthetic Data
The fourth benchmarking dataset consisted of 993,258 uniformly distributed

randomly generated (ϕ, θ) pairs that spanned the entire HEALPix coordinate system. The
initial synthetic dataset produced was 1,000,000 data points. The data point locations
were used to generate Measurement records for the final benchmarking file. However, as
was done with the other benchmarking datasets, the synthetic dataset was filtered to
remove Measurement records with locations very near to one another that would force an
overwriting of MortonNodes during processing of this dataset into the MRH and
HEALPix data structures. This process is explained in more detail in Section 5.5. The
end result was that the synthetic dataset was reduced to the 993,258 positions and
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Measurement records used in the final benchmarking. Figure 5.5 looks like a solid black
mass but actually is a plot of every data point in the synthetic dataset. However, zooming
in on the center of the plot, Figures 5.6, individual data point positions can be discerned
that demonstrate the random distribution of the dataset.

Figure 5.5. Synthetic dataset, full spherical coverage. The field of view is
completely covered in data points.
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Figure 5.6. Synthetic dataset, zoomed in further on center of dataset. Range p =
0.75 to 1.25, z = -0.25 to 0.25.

5.5

Dataset Filtering
To allow direct comparison of the memory requirements and query performance

of the HEALPix and the MRH data structures, precisely the same data points were loaded
into both data structures for each dataset. In order to ensure that the exact same data
points were loaded into the respective HEALPix and MRH data structures, the HEALPix
map data structure was used to filter each dataset. As part of the process of loading
measurement data into the HEALPix map (array) data structure, the measurement’s
spherical coordinates are used to compute the proper index location in the HEALPix map.
For a given HEALPix map size (resolution level) it is possible that slightly different
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spherical coordinates can map to the same HEALPix index. Therefore, as measurement
data is loaded into the HEALPix map, prior measurements may be overwritten by more
recently loaded measurements that happen to map to the same HEALPix index. This is
normal HEALPix functionality, so to limit the probability of measurement data being
overwritten, a higher resolution HEALPix map must be used. However, higher
resolution HEALPix maps require more memory. It was important that the HEALPix
data structure fit within main memory of the computer used for the performance testing,
thus a HEALPix map size of HEALPix level 12 was selected, which created a HEALPix
map with 201,326,592 elements or 14,155,776 Kb (13.5 Gb) in size.
Setting the maximum HEALPix map size to HEALPix level 12, the probability of
overwriting measurement data was high. Because of the way measurement data was
added in MRH, node insert by node insert, it was found that the contents of the MRH
data structure would not always match the contents of the HEALPix data structure. At
first, this data structure content mismatch was a significant problem when trying to
compare the various range query results, because there was the possibility that processing
the identical query in the HEALPix and MRH data structures would produce different
results due to the differences in the data structures’ contents. The mismatch in the query
results could then raise questions about the query performance comparison across the two
data structures. The query performance comparisons would be more credible if the query
results, in terms of data points returned, were identical for the two data structures. To
ensure this, the two data structures had to contain the same data points after the loading
process.
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The solution was to filter the datasets by first loading measurement data into a
fixed size HEALPix map of level 12. It would have been acceptable to utilize a
HEALPix map of level less than 12 (lower resolution and therefore smaller size);
however, every dataset required at least level 12 resolution so level 12 was used for all
four test datasets. Measurement data was allowed to be overwritten by duplicate mapped
spherical coordinates. After all of the respective dataset’s measurement data was loaded
into the HEALPix map, the map was written back out into a new measurement data file.
This “filtered” measurement data file became the dataset used in the range query
benchmarking tests. Further HEALPix versus MRH data structure content analysis
showed that after the filtering process the respective data structures always contained the
same measurement data eliminating the confounding variable of data mismatches from
the performance comparisons.
For reference, the number of data points removed from each dataset by the
filtering process was less than 1% of the original number for all datasets. The specific
number of points removed were: Fragmentation, 0 points, 0%; NOAA, 34 points,
~0.34%; SDSS, 367 points, ~0.37%; and Synthetic, 6742 points, ~0.67% for final dataset
totals of: Fragmentation: 4797; NOAA: 9959; SDSS: 99,565; Synthetic: 993,258.
5.6

MLQ Node Distribution
An interesting metric was to look at how the MortonNodes in each MLQ ended

up being distributed when an MRH data structure was constructed from the respective
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benchmarking datasets. In particular, how many MortonNodes were in each MLQ, and
what the maximum and average depth of those MLQs were?
Table 5.1 summarizes the number of MortonNodes (internal and leaf) of each of
the twelve MLQs in an MRH data structure when constructed from the respective
benchmarking datasets. Notice that the NOAA dataset only spans three different MLQs.
Note that the single MortonNode in MLQ number 4 of the NOAA MRH data structure is
most likely due to error in filtering weather station locations to restrict to the continental
United States. Also notice the unequal node distribution in the Synthetic dataset; in
particular the number of nodes in MLQs 5-8 are significantly less than the number of
nodes in the other MLQs. It is hypothesized that the random data point generator was
using a normal distribution that the data points would fall mostly along the equator
between the maximum (north pole) and minimum (south pole). This would lead to a
denser clustering of data points in the MLQ 5-8 region and through the data point
filtering process described in Section 5.5 a large amount of those data points would likely
have been removed. Table 5.1 also summarizes the maximum MLQ depth of each of the
twelve MLQs; for the most part the maximum depth is in line with the maximum
HEALPix resolution chosen for benchmarking; level 12. Table 5.1 also summarizes the
average MLQ depth of each of the twelve MLQs, where the depth of each MortonNode
(internal and leaf) is added to a sum total and divided by the total number of
MortonNodes in the MLQ. Notice that despite the SDSS dataset having more data
points, the NOAA dataset appears to be denser if average MLQ depth is used as an
indicator of data point density; the Synthetic dataset is still the densest as predicted. Note
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that to compute the average MLQ depth for the NOAA dataset in Table 5.1, only the
MLQs with more than one MortonNode were included.
Table 5.1. Summary (columns left to right under each benchmarking dataset) of the
number of MortonNodes, maximum depth, and average depth of each MLQ for
each MRH constructed with benchmarking datasets.
MLQ
#

Fragmentation

NOAA

SDSS

SYNTH

1

122

7

3.70

9120

12

8.21

5982

12

8.36

165012

12

8.82

2

1050

9

5.27

4747

12

8.36

45744

12

8.28

164246

12

8.82

3

1165

11

5.36

0

0

0.00

44928

12

8.17

164696

12

8.82

4

131

7

3.85

1

1

1.00

3381

12

7.66

164658

12

8.82

5

196

7

4.11

0

0

0.00

36396

12

8.05

94765

12

8.27

6

1266

10

5.34

3320

12

8.12

1705

12

7.63

94330

12

8.26

7

379

9

5.23

0

0

0.00

30499

12

7.97

94797

12

8.27

8

1369

10

5.52

0

0

0.00

4312

12

7.83

95151

12

8.26

9

1286

10

5.42

0

0

0.00

904

12

7.97

165160

12

8.81

10

51

8

3.63

0

0

0.00

40

11

7.10

163978

12

8.82

11

32

6

3.22

0

0

0.00
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12

7.86

164299

12

8.81

12

1253

9

5.44

0

0

0.00

48

10

6.29

164309

12

8.81

Mean

692

8.58

4.67

5729

12

8.23

14510

11.75

7.76

141283

12

8.63

5.7

Disc Query Sets
The creation of the random disc queries for the various datasets was performed

using code built to generate the number of queries specified. The test code required
setting the number of queries, output file name, minimum, and maximum disc center
coordinates and minimum and maximum radii. Coordinates were specified in HEALPix
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coordinate system, in radians. The minimum and maximum (ϕ, θ) were then used to
generate a random disc center that would fall within a bounding box defined by the
minimum and maximum values of (ϕ, θ) specified. The actual random variate number
generation was performed in C++ using the following code:
phi = minPhi + static_cast <double> (rand()) /( static_cast <double>
(RAND_MAX/(maxPhi-minPhi)));
theta = minTheta + static_cast <double> (rand()) /( static_cast
<double> (RAND_MAX/(maxTheta-minTheta)));

Next, a random radius was generated using the same technique as above utilizing
the minimum and maximum radius specified. Lastly, a check was performed to ensure
that the random disc defined did not overlap the bounding box defined by the minimum
and maximum (ϕ, θ) specified. If the radius of the query disc was found to cross the
bounding box, the current query disc was rejected and a new random query disc would be
generated and checked. This generation and testing would proceed until a validated
query disc was found and added to the list of query discs to return and be saved to the
output file.
Table 5.2 summarizes the disc query datasets for all four benchmarking datasets.
Because the fragmentation flyout and synthetic datasets both span the entire HEALPix
coordinate system, the disc query datasets are very similar. The SDSS disc query dataset
spans the complete range in ϕ but is more tightly constrained in θ to match the constraints
in the SDSS dataset. Lastly, the NOAA disc query dataset is the most constrained of
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them all because the dataset range spans such a relatively small part of the HEALPix
coordinate system.

Table 5.2. Summary of the disc query properties for all test datasets. The minimum
and maximum values given for ϕ and θ are for the centers of the disc queries. The
properties are measured in radians.
Dataset

Property

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

ϕ

0.51

5.43

2.88

θ

0.46

2.82

1.52

Radius

0.11

0.75

0.45

ϕ

1.05

1.84

1.45

θ

0.76

1.07

0.92

Radius

0.04

0.21

0.10

ϕ

0.65

5.69

2.66

θ

0.89

1.29

1.05

Radius

0.47

0.67

0.55

ϕ

0.51

5.43

3.00

θ

0.46

2.82

1.54

Radius

0.07

0.75

0.42

Fragmentation

NOAA

SDSS

Synthetic

5.8

Polygon Query Sets
The creation of the random polygon queries for the various datasets was

performed using code built to generate the number of queries specified. The test code
required setting the number of queries, output file name, minimum and maximum disc
center coordinates, and minimum and maximum radii, just as with the random disc query
generator code. The first step of creating a random convex polygon was to create a
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random disc using the method described in 5.6. Once a valid query disc was obtained,
this disc was used as basis to define a polygon whose points fall along the perimeter of
the disc. To begin the random convex polygon creation process, a minimum and
maximum arc length increment (in radians) is drawn. Next a loop is performed that
terminates when the total arc length, ϕ, exceeds 2π radians. Inside the loop, the next
polygon point is computed using Equations 5.2 and 5.3.
𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 × cos(ϕ) )

(5.2)

𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 × 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(ϕ))

(5.3)

On each iteration of the loop the new (ϕ, θ) point is stored in a list that holds the

vertices of the convex polygon. Then the new ϕ value is computed based on the previous
value plus a randomly generated arc length increment that ranges between the already
computed minimum and maximum arc length increment. The polygon construction
process continues in this manner until the total arc length ϕ exceeds 2π radians.

Figure 5.7. Example of random convex polygon creation. Given a disc (black
circle), polygon vertices are generated (numbers) on the perimeter of the disc at
random arc length increments around the disc in clockwise order, resulting in a
convex polygon (red).
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This algorithm ensures that all query polygons generated will be cyclic convex
polygons with clock wise winding (order of defined polygon vertices). HEALPix
requires query polygons to be convex and have clockwise winding. The algorithm also
ensures that the number of points in each generated polygon is random. Table 5.3
summarizes the properties of the query polygon datasets for each benchmarking dataset.
Note, the exact same inputs used to generate the random query disc datasets are used
again to generate these random query polygons; therefore, the positions and sizes of the
polygons will closely match those of the query discs.

Table 5.3. Summary of the polygon query properties for all test datasets. The
minimum and maximum values given for ϕ and θ are for the centers of the polygon
queries. The properties are measured in radians.
Dataset

Fragmentation

NOAA

SDSS

Synthetic

Property Minimum Maximum Mean
ϕ

0.11

6.04

3.83

θ

0.35

2.91

1.07

# Sides

3

49

14

ϕ

1

1.95

1.59

θ

0.71

1.13

0.9

# Sides

4

38

13

ϕ

0.48

5.97

3.86

θ

0.38

1.76

1

# Sides

3

69

11

ϕ

0.11

5.94

3.85

θ

0.3

2.91

1.08

# Sides

3

49

14
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5.9

Latitude Strip Query Sets
Random latitude strip queries for the various datasets were generated using code

built to generate the number of queries specified. The test code required setting the
number of queries, output file name, and minimum and maximum θ. The θ values were
specified in the HEALPix coordinate system in radians. The minimum and maximum θ
values were then used to generate two random θ values that defined a query strip based
on their relative values. In the case of θ1 <= θ2, the latitude strip defined is a single
latitudinal band with by θ1 as the minimum and θ2 as the maximum (Figure 4.14).
However, if θ1 > θ2, the result is two latitude strips. The first latitude strip is bound by
the North Pole as the maximum θ and θ1 as the minimum θ and the second latitude strip
is bound by θ2 as the maximum θ and the South Pole as the minimum θ (Figure 4.15).
The actual random number generation was performed in C++ using code much like the
following:
theta1 = minTheta + static_cast <double> (rand()) /( static_cast
<double>

(RAND_MAX/(maxTheta-minTheta)));

theta2 = minTheta + static_cast <double> (rand()) /( static_cast
<double>

(RAND_MAX/(maxTheta-minTheta)));

Table 5.4 summarizes the properties of the latitude strip query datasets for each
benchmarking dataset.
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Table 5.4. Summary of the latitude strip query properties for all test datasets. The
minimum and maximum values given for θ1 and θ2 are for the upper and lower
bounds of the latitude strip queries. The properties are measured in radians.
Dataset

Property

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

θ1

0.02

3.02

1.59

θ2

0.01

3.13

1.63

Range

0.10

3.09

1.72

θ1

0.72

1.12

0.87

θ2

0.70

1.13

0.96

Range

0.0

3.14

0.93

θ1

0.27

1.78

1.02

θ2

0.20

1.85

0.89

Range

0.04

3.13

1.76

θ1

0.14

3.06

1.58

θ2

0.19

2.89

1.72

Range

0.04

2.35

0.96

Fragmentation

NOAA

SDSS

Synthetic

5.10 Neighbor Query Sets
The creation of the neighbor queries for the various datasets was performed using
code built to generate the number of queries specified. The test code required setting the
minimum number of neighbors, the number of queries, the input benchmark dataset file
name, and an output file name. The algorithm to generate random neighbor queries was
quite simple. First, all the records of the benchmark dataset file were read into an array
and the number of records counted. Next a random integer was generated in the interval
[0, n] where n is the number of records. The random integer was used as an index into
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the array and the record at that array index was selected to be the next potential neighbor
query. Next the HEALPix neighbor query is called using the potential neighbor query
array index as input. If the HEALPix neighbor query is successful, i.e. the minimum
number of neighbors is found, the potential neighbor query is accepted and added to list
of accepted neighbor queries. Otherwise, a new random integer is drawn and the process
repeats until the number of neighbor queries with minimum number of neighbors is found
or every possible integer in the interval [0, n] is tried. It is quite likely the conditions set
by the minimum number of neighbors and the number of queries required may not be
satisfied, i.e. there are not enough data points that have the specified minimum number of
neighboring data points. In this case, if every possible array index has been tried then the
remaining required number of queries is satisfied by simply drawing enough random
integers and using those array indices for the remaining queries; even if those queries
won’t find any neighbors. The last step is to convert each accepted query’s HEALPix
index into a spatial location (ϕ, θ) and written out to the neighbor query file. Using the
spatial locations of actual data points as neighbor queries made the results of the neighbor
query more meaningful as the intent of a neighbor query is to find any data points located
within a specific distance of a given data point. However, any location on the sphere
could be used as a neighbor query.
5.11 Benchmarking Methodology
The goal of the benchmarking process is to compare the relative performance of
the HEALPix and MRH data structures in both memory efficiency and execution
efficiency in an application-oriented way. Benchmarking code was developed to
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replicate a realistic user application. Essentially, the benchmarking was done by loading
same data to each of two data structures and recording the memory requirements. Then
each of the 120 test queries (30 each of four types of queries) was executed 30 times on
each data structure and the execution times recorded. (Although the test computer was
not running any other user processes during the performance testing, the queries were
repeated 30 times to smooth out any latencies due to non-benchmarking system
processes.)
For the performance comparisons to be meaningful, it was important that the
accuracy of the MRH range queries matched the accuracy of the HEALPix range queries.
For example, the MRH and HEALPix data points found by the respective range queries
needed to match exactly.
To allow direct comparison of the memory requirements and query performance
of the HEALPix and the MRH data structures, precisely the same data points were loaded
into both data structures for each dataset. To ensure that, the datasets were filtered to
remove proximate points. As data is loaded into HEALPix, each data point’s spherical
coordinates are used to compute the proper index location in the HEALPix map.
Proximate data points can map to the same cell, and thus the same HEALPix map index,
and as data is loaded into the HEALPix map, previously loaded data may be overwritten.
It was important that the HEALPix data structure fit within main memory of the
computer used for the performance testing, thus a HEALPix map size of HEALPix level
12 was selected, which created a HEALPix map with 201,326,592 elements or
14,155,776 Kb (13.5 Gb) in size. The same resolution was used for all four test datasets.
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Each dataset was loaded into a HEALPix data structure, and during the loading some data
overwriting occurred. After each dataset’s data had been loaded into the HEALPix map,
the data in the map was written back out into a new “filtered” dataset. Because HEALPix
overwrites data that maps to the same cell, the filtered dataset contained only the data for
the last point that mapped to each cell. (For for most cells, there was at most one point.)
The number of data points removed from each dataset by the filtering process was less
than 1% of the original number for all datasets; the specific number of points removed
were: Fragmentation, 0 points, 0%; NOAA, 34 points, ~0.34%; SDSS, 367 points,
~0.37%; and Synthetic, 6742 points, ~0.67%. The number of data points reported earlier
for each dataset is the final, filtered count. These filtered datasets were used for the
benchmarking.
Another important aspect of the benchmarking process is that in order to fairly
compare the performance of each range query type for MRH and HEALPix,
corresponding queries should return the exact same final output. An MRH range query
will return a list of found Measurement records. The same HEALPix range query does
not directly return Measurement records; instead a HEALPix range query returns a
HEALPix coverage map (Section 2.5). HEALPix coverage maps only contain possible
references to Measurement records. To fairly determine the HEALPix range query
performance, the HEALPix coverage map must be searched to find any Measurement
record references, to collect them, and to return the final list of found Measurement
records, just like MRH. There is also one additional post-processing step that must be
performed on the HEALPix found Measurement records list. According to HEALPix
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source code documentation, there is a possibility of false positives being returned by the
HEALPix coverage map, i.e., it is possible indices returned in a HEALPix coverage map
may reference HEALPix cells that lie completely outside the query boundary. Another
possible false positive scenario was discussed in Section 2.5.3; a data point that is found
at a particular HEALPix index may not actually fall within the range query boundary.
Consequently, as part of the benchmarking methodology every HEALPix disc, polygon,
and latitude strip query must also perform corresponding point-in-disc, point-in-polygon,
and point-in-latitude strip tests on every found data point. Precisely the same point-indisc, point-in-polygon, and point-in-latitude strip code is used on the benchmarking
HEALPix range queries and the respective MRH range queries, as described in Section
4.9. This processing is practical and realistic overhead that HEALPix must perform to
ensure completely accurate range query results. In fact, before this data point filtering
was added to the HEALPix query processing, queries on the HEALPix data structure
would in fact sometimes incorrectly return data points that were not within the query
disc, polygon, or strip. After adding it, the HEALPix queries returned the correct data
points.
To determine the average range query performance for each structure, multiple
queries were executed. As described in sections 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9, query sets
containing 30 queries were generated and saved for each of the four query types (disc,
polygon, latitude strip, and neighbor). Each data structure was tested by executing each
of the queries 30 times, a total of 900 query executions of each type or 3,600 of all types
for each data structure. Each individual query was repeated 30 times to smooth out any
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latencies due to the processor handling other, non-benchmarking processes. The same
queries were applied to both HEALPix and MRH to provide a direct comparison of the
data structures’ average query performance.
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CHAPTER SIX

MRH BENCHMARK ANALYSIS

This section contains the results of the performance evaluation of the HEALPix
and MRH data structures. The two data structures’ memory requirements, query
accuracies, and average query performances are reported and evaluated. The
performance tests were all conducted on a Dell Precision Tower 5810 with eight Intel
Xeon E5-1620 v3 processors operating at 3.50 GHz and 32 Gb main memory and
running Windows 7 Professional.
6.1

Memory Requirements
MRH was significantly better than HEALPix with respect to memory

requirements; it required four orders of magnitude less memory in the best case
(Fragmentation dataset) and two orders of magnitude in the worst case (Synthetic
dataset). As explained in Section 5, for each of the four test datasets a HEALPix map of
level 12 was created, which has a memory requirement of 14,155.78 Mb or 201,326,592
quadtree nodes. Even with the largest dataset, the HEALPix map was sparsely populated,
so there was substantial wasted space. In contrast, when the MRH data structures were
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constructed, only populated leaf nodes and their respective parent nodes were
instantiated, which resulted in a significantly smaller memory requirement.
A summary of the memory requirements of the four benchmarking datasets in the
two data structures is shown in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1. Green shading in the table
indicates smaller memory requirements. For MRH, the reported memory requirements
include not only the MRH map but also the all twelve of the MLQs. For HEALPix, the
memory requirements are just for the HEALPix map which is organized as a single, full,
quadtree whose elements represent leaf nodes.
The memory requirements of the complete MRH data structures increased linearly
with dataset size. However, because the HEALPix data structures’ resolution was set to
12 to minimize overwriting of data points, their memory requirement was the same for all
four datasets. Similarly, for MRH the number of MLQ internal and leaf nodes also
increased linearly with dataset size. HEALPix, on the other hand, because it is a fixed
size at level 12 also had the same number of quadtree nodes for all four datasets.
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Table 6.1. HEALPix and MRH memory requirements for the test datasets.
Metric

Bytes
(K)

Quadtree size
(nodes)

Dataset

HEALPix

MRH

Fragmentation

14,155,776

920

NOAA

14,155,776

1908

SDSS

14,155,776

19,242

Synthetic

14,155,776

189,045

Fragmentation

201,326,592

8,300

NOAA

201,326,592

17,188

SDSS

201,326,592

174,120

Synthetic

201,326,592

1,695,401

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1. (a) HEALPix and MRH memory requirements (kB) versus dataset size
(# points). (b) MRH memory requirement (kB) versus dataset size (# points).

6.2

Range Query Accuracy
In order to confirm the accuracy of the HEALPix and MRH range queries a

separate benchmarking script was run that recorded the query outputs for each query.
Then, for each query, the data points returned by the HEALPix query were compared
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against the data points returned by the MRH query. If HEALPix found any data point not
found in the MRH list, then a “HEALPix Unique” counter was incremented. Next, the
same process was repeated, but this time comparing the list of MRH found data points
against HEALPix found data points. In this case, if MRH found any data point not found
in the HEALPix list, then a “MRH Unique” counter was incremented. The goal was to
have the two data structures return the same data points for every query and for the
“HEALPix Found” and “MRH Found” totals to match. It was due to this query accuracy
testing that the need to filter the datasets was discovered. The end result was that the
MRH and HEALPix query results matched perfectly, both the HEALPix Unique count
and the MRH Unique count were zero and the HEALPix Found count matched the MRH
Found count. A summary of the query accuracy results is shown in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2. Range query accuracy summary.
Dataset

Fragmentation

Query

HEALPix Found

MRH Found

Disc

8478

8478

Polygon

4526

4526

81,162

81,162

2

2

Disc

43,897

43,897

Polygon

25,668

25,668

Latitude strip

145,754

145,754

54

54

Disc

556,012

556,012

Polygon

246,509

246,509

1,655,930

1,655,930

61

61

1,336,027

1,336,027

624,836

624,836

16,855,231

16,855,231

30

30

Latitude strip
Neighbor

NOAA

Neighbor

SDSS

Latitude strip
Neighbor

Disc
Synthetic

Polygon
Latitude strip
Neighbor

6.3

Disc Query Benchmark Results
In general, the average execution speed of the disc query benchmark was driven

by the size of the HEALPix coverage maps and the density of data points in the
respective datasets. The larger the HEALPix coverage map, the more HEALPix indexes
that had to be searched through to find possible data point or Measurement references.
Notice that the average HEALPix disc query speed was actually the fastest in the NOAA
dataset because the dataset range was relatively small compared to the other datasets.
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The average size of the disc queries were also relatively smaller to match, therefore
resulting in smaller sized (on average) HEALPix coverage maps. Table 6.3 summarizes
the average HEALPix coverage map sizes (in cell or index counts) for each dataset and
each data structure. Green shading in the table indicates smaller number of coverage map
cells. Recall that all HEALPix disc queries were performed at resolution level 12, so the
number of HEALPix indexes or cells in the average coverage map were significantly
larger than the average coverage map size for the same query in MRH because MRH is
able to select a much lower query resolution level based on the size of the query disc
discussed in Section 4.9.1. The main speed limiting factor with the MRH disc queries
was the MLQ searches, which involved the handling and processing of increasingly
larger numbers of data point references as dataset size grew.

Table 6.3. Average count of HEALPix coverage map cells for disc query dataset.
Dataset

HEALPix

MRH

Fragmentation

5655

7

NOAA

1253

3

SDSS

6834

8

Synthetic

5306

7
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However, even at worst, MRH disc query speed was approximately twice as slow
as the HEALPix disc query and most of the time was much better than that as seen in
Table 6.4. Green shading in the table indicates faster query times.

Table 6.4. Disc query performance results by dataset.
Dataset

6.4

HEALPix

MRH

Fragmentation

89.60

1.14

NOAA

6.17

4.16

SDSS

123.24

65.61

Synthetic

91.17

205.87

Polygon Query Benchmark Results
As with the disc query benchmark results in the previous section, the polygon

query benchmark performances were also driven by the size of the HEALPix coverage
maps. Again in the NOAA dataset case, the HEALPix average polygon query was
significantly faster than the other datasets for the same reason the HEALPix disc queries
were. What differs from the average MRH polygon query is that it is very much affected
by dataset density, much more so than the disc query. The average execution speed in
MRH increases by dataset size more quickly than with the disc queries, due to the MRH
polygon query algorithm that involves the computationally expensive point-in-polygon
filter and the potential of a high volume of data point references to be filtered. However,
despite the complex MRH polygon query algorithm, in all of the test cases the MRH
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polygon query was still less than three times slower than its HEALPix counterpart. The
average polygon query HEALPix coverage map sizes and execution speeds are
summarized in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. In Table 6.5 green shading in the table
indicates smaller number of coverage map cells. In Table 6.6 green shading indicates
faster query times.

Table 6.5. Average count of HEALPix coverage map cells for polygon query
dataset.
Dataset

HEALPix

MRH

Fragmentation

4185

6

NOAA

1024

3

SDSS

6231

8

Synthetic

3989

5

Table 6.6. Polygon query speed summary by dataset.
Dataset

HEALPix

MRH

Fragmentation

54.63

7.82

NOAA

22.78

61.76

SDSS

182.17

266.81

Synthetic

448.62

1352.73
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6.5

Latitude Strip Query Benchmark Results
In the latitude strip query benchmark there was an extremely large difference

between the average HEALPix and MRH latitude strip query speeds. The reason was
that there was a significant difference in the algorithm design of the MRH latitude strip
query, as explained in section 4.9.3. Essentially, the MRH latitude strip query searches
(linearly) through the entire MRH map for all Measurement records whose θ position
falls between the specified query θ1 and θ2 range. The HEALPix latitude strip query, by
contrast, generates a HEALPix coverage map (as in the disc and polygon queries) whose
list of HEALPix indexes must be searched against the HEALPix map to find all nonempty references. Even though MRH must check every MRH map reference, it is still
much faster than generating a HEALPix coverage map and having to search it for data
points. A summary of the average latitude strip query execution speeds is shown in Table
6.7. Green shading in the table indicates faster query times. The average MRH latitude
strip query was faster than its HEALPix counterpart for all datasets. The reduction in
average execution speed in the NOAA dataset case was for the same reason the HEALPix
disc and polygon queries were also fastest with the NOAA dataset case, specifically
smaller average HEALPix coverage map size.
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Table 6.7. Latitude strip query speed summary by dataset.
Dataset

6.6

HEALPix

MRH

Fragmentation

818.03

1.33

NOAA

451.41

2.58

SDSS

853.37

33.78

Synthetic

5175.88

360.71

Neighbor Query Benchmark Results
In the neighbor query benchmark, the HEALPix neighbor query performed

slightly better than the MRH neighbor query. Just as the MRH latitude strip query was
superior to the HEALPix variant because of differences in algorithm design, the
HEALPix neighbor query algorithm slightly outperforms the MRH neighbor query
because of differences in algorithm design. The HEALPix neighbor query algorithm was
exceedingly simple; given a HEALPix index (address), it is a simple computation to
determine the immediate neighbor addresses. Once those neighbor addresses or indexes
are computed, they can be checked very quickly against the HEALPix map to see if the
references are non-empty. Therefore, the HEALPix neighbor query benchmarks always
recorded less than one millisecond execution speeds. Unfortunately with MRH, the
neighbor query algorithm is not and cannot be as simple. As explained in section 4.9.9,
the MRH neighbor query utilizes the coverage map generated from a HEALPix neighbor
query to both search for possible data points in the MRH near the query position and the
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location and shape of the coverage map to filter out data points possibly outside the
boundaries of that shape. In this benchmarking case, the MRH neighbor query, the
specified resolution level was always level equal 12 to compare directly with its
HEALPix counterpart. While the average MRH neighbor query speed will always be
slower than its HEALPix counterpart, note that in Table 6.8 that the MRH neighbor query
times are fairly consistent despite the size of the dataset and in one dataset,
Fragmentation, the MRH neighbor query matched the performance of the HEALPix
neighbor query. Green shading in the table indicates faster query times. Unfortunately,
this benchmark is not as interesting as the other benchmarks because the density of the
datasets was not high enough for more neighbor queries to successfully find neighbors
(Table 6.2). Recall that with the conventional use of HEALPix, every HEALPix map
reference would typically be populated, so neighbor queries would always find neighbor
references.

Table 6.8. Neighbor query speed summary by dataset.
Dataset

HEALPix

MRH

Fragmentation

<0.01

<0.01

NOAA

<0.01

0.02

SDSS

<0.01

0.03

Synthetic

<0.01

0.04
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6.7

Benchmark Summary
In summary, the average MRH range query performance was substantially better

than HEALPix range query performance, although HEALPix was better for some query
types on some datasets. Of the sixteen combinations of query type and dataset, MRH and
HEALPix each were faster for eight combinations. More importantly, the average query
time over all datasets and all query types of MRH was faster than HEALPix. The total
execution time for all 14,400 HEALPix queries was 7,485,371 milliseconds for an
average query time of 693.09 milliseconds. In comparison, the total execution time for
all 14,400 MRH queries was only 2,127,948 milliseconds for an average query time of
197.03 milliseconds. This 72% improvement in average query time is significant, given
that the benchmarking process was designed to simulate a wide range of dataset
properties and application queries a user might perform.
The improvement in average query time for MRH over HEALPix is especially
important given that MRH was significantly better than HEALPix with respect to
memory requirements; it required four orders of magnitude less memory in the best case
(Fragmentation dataset) and two orders of magnitude in the worst case (Synthetic
dataset). As explained earlier, for each of the four test datasets a HEALPix map of level
12 was created, which has a memory requirement of 14,155.78 Mb or 201,326,592
quadtrees. Even with the largest dataset, the HEALPix map was sparsely populated, so
there was substantial wasted space. In contrast, when the MRH data structures were
constructed, only populated leaf nodes and their respective parent nodes were
instantiated, which resulted in a significantly smaller memory requirement.
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A summary of the total benchmark execution times and average range query
speeds is shown below in Table 6.9. Green shading in the table indicates faster query
times. The last row of the table combines all query types and datasets.

Table 6.9. HEALPix and MRH query performance results for the test queries on
the test datasets (times are in milliseconds).
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CHAPTER SEVEN

MULTI-MRH DATA STRUCTURE

In this section the Multi-MRH data structure is described.
7.1

Overview
An additional goal of this research was to expand the MRH data structure by

adding an additional degree of freedom (temporal or spatial) into an entirely new data
structure called Multi-MRH. In Multi-MRH, multiple instances of MRH are utilized to
store either temporal or spatial spherical data. The Multi-MRH data structure consists of
a sorted list of MRH maps (Section 4.2). In Multi-MRH each MRH map instance is
called a “shell”. Each shell is a unique instance of MRH that has an additional property
that expands the data structure into a 3rd dimension either in space (Figure 7.1(a)) or time
(Figure 7.1(b)).
Recall that the MRH data structure represents is a 2-dimensional surface of 3D
sphere where data points with spherical coordinates (ϕ, θ) are mapped to uniquely
indexable MRH cells on the surface of the sphere. Multi-MRH, on the other hand, is
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designed to work with data points that not only have spherical coordinates but also have a
third dimension, such as a radius or time stamp. Each Multi-MRH shell also has a unique
radius or time. Consider Figure 7.1, which illustrates the two varieties of Multi-MRH.
Figure 7.1(a) is a conceptual example of a spatial Multi-MRH application that stores data
points mapped to different spheres with the same center and different radii. Figure 7.1(b)
is a conceptual example of a temporal Multi-MRH application that stores snapshots in
time of changes to data points mapped to the same sphere. Data points with spherical
coordinates and radius (where radius can represent a distance or time) map to the shell
with the closest fitting radius and then to cell location on the shell via the normal MRH
point insertion methodology (Section 4.7). Note that Multi-MRH shells need not be
evenly spaced in distance or time but are generated on an as needed basis. The core
elements of the Multi-MRH data structure are a list of MRH map data structures called
the “shell list” and a corresponding list of elements that describe each MRH map instance
called the “shell table”.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7.1. Spatial (a) and Temporal (b) instances of Multi-MRH.

7.2

Multi-MRH Description
The shell list is a C++ vector of MRH map data structure instances. The MRH

map instances are added to the shell list as they are needed, i.e. when a new MRH map
needs to be created that corresponds to a specific radius; therefore the MRH map
instances in the shell list are not necessarily in any specific order. In the context of
Multi-MRH, a radius can be interpreted as a physical dimension, such as meters,
kilometers, or light years, or as a temporal quantity, such as milliseconds, minutes, or
days. An example of constructed Multi-MRH data structure is shown in Figure 7.2.
Notice that the shell table is sorted by ascending radius value and the MRH map array is
not sorted. The reason the MRH map array is not sorted is that MRH map instances are
only created as needed to satisfy the next input (ϕ, θ, radius) data point. For example, a
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data point with a radius not matching any radius in the shell table will result in a new
MRH map being instanced, added to the shell list, and a new entry to the shell table being
created that references the new MRH map’s index and radius. Lastly, the data point is
inserted into the newly instanced MRH map as per the methodology described in Section
4.7, which discussed building the MRH data structure. Typical Multi-MRH applications,
however, may have many data points to be inserted into Multi-MRH with the same radius
but varying (ϕ, θ) which do not result in having to instance a new MRH map with each
data point insertion.

Figure 7.2. Example of Multi-MRH core elements. The shell table which is a C++
vector of shell reference information, i.e. shell radius and index reference to
separate list of MRH map instances. The shell table is sorted by ascending radius
value. MRH map instances are created as needed, i.e. when unique shell radius has
been identified.
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7.3

Building a Multi-MRH Data Structure
Construction of a Multi-MRH data structure starts with a set of 3-dimensional,

spatially located data with spherical coordinates and radius. Each data point would have
spherical coordinates and a radius associated with it, longitude and latitude in HEALPix
coordinate system, known as (ϕ, θ) respectively, as well as distance from spherical origin
in the case of radial data or an elapsed time or other indicator of temporal significance.
The user would construct a data structure or class designed to contain all the information
and metrics about the data points, essentially the elements of each file record with unique
(ϕ, θ), and radius. It is recommended, but not required, that the data structure include the
spatial coordinates of the record.
For the purposes of this research, test application data files were constructed from
various sources (discussed in later sections) that included records that contained ϕ, θ, and
radius as well as other, application specific data elements. Each test application data file
type had a custom C++ structure (Table 7.1) constructed containing elements that map to
the various application specific data elements to be found in the test application data file
records.
For example, the fragmentation flyout data was stored in a C++ vector of custom
C++ structures similar to Table 7.1. The most important elements of the fragmentation
flyout structure are the rec, phi, theta, and radius elements. These elements are
used to uniquely identify this data point based on a unique rec and spatial location (phi,
theta, radius). This is necessary because of the possibility of proximate data points
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that map to the same Multi-MRH shell and location on the shell. The remaining elements
are fully customizable depending on the data types found in the file record. In this
example, a fragmentation flyout record would include physical properties of fragment
such as mass, density, shape, velocity, alloy and material codes.

Table 7.1. Example C++ structure used to store fragmentation flyout data points in
the Multi-MRH data structure.
Data Type

Name

Integer

rec

Real

phi

Real

theta

Real

radius

Integer

alloy

Real

material

Real

velocity

Real

mass

Real

density

Real

shape

Test application data files were processed, record by record, into C++ structures
similar to Table 7.1 and then inserted into the Multi-MRH data structure where they are
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then added to the appropriate MRH instance (shell) based on the radius element and
cell within the MRH instance based on the phi and theta elements.
As described in Section 7.2, if a Multi-MRH shell is found whose radius matches
the radius of the data point to be inserted, the data point is simply added to that MRH
shell by the methodology described in Section 4.7. If there is no matching Multi-MRH
shell, a new MRH shell is created and added to list of Multi-MRH shells and reference
information about that shell (index of the MRH map and radius) are added to the shell
information table and then the data point is added to the new MRH shell.
7.4

Searching the Multi-MRH Data Structure
There are two different search methods in Multi-MRH. The first search method

uses HEALPix spherical coordinates (ϕ, θ). The second search method uses HEALPix
(address, level). Both search methods take an additional parameter, shell index, to
specify which Multi-MRH shell (MRH instance) to search. Both Multi-MRH search
methods call the MultiResHPX::Search method of the specific MRH instance, the
specifics of which are described in Sections 4.7 and 4.8.
7.5

Multi-MRH Range Queries
In this section the various Multi-MRH range query algorithms are discussed

including cone, prism, band, and ray queries.
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Cone Query Description
The Multi-MRH cone query is an extension of the MRH disc query into three
dimensions. Geometrically, a spatial Multi-MRH data structure can be described as a
series of concentric spheres of various radii; where radii can be a spatial or temporal
measurement. Performing the same MRH disc query (ϕ, θ) on those concentric spheres,
each of different radii, geometrically defines a cone-sphere intersection, thus the name of
the Multi-MRH range query. Figure 7.3 shows an example of cone query performed on a
Multi-MRH data structure with three shells into which a synthetically generated dataset
has been loaded. The figure shows the data points in their spherical spatial locations.
Red and light blue data points are the generated data points; black cells are data points
found by cone query. The cone query is essentially an MRH disc query repeated over a
specified range of Multi-MRH shells. There are two versions of the Multi-MRH cone
query called MultiMRH::QueryCone. The first version of the cone query is an MRH disc
query but at a specific Multi-MRH shell. The inputs of this query are (ϕ, θ, radius). The
second version of the cone query is also an MRH disc query but within a specific range
of Multi-MRH shell radii. An individual MRH disc query is performed on each MultiMRH shell whose radius falls within a minimum (rmin) and maximum (rmax) shell radius
interval [rmin, rmax], specified by the user. The output of each MRH disc query is
appended to a final list of results returned by the Multi-MRH cone query. The specifics
of how the MRH disc query works is described in Section 4.9.1. The Multi-MRH cone
query performs an MRH disc query on all shells within the specified shell radius interval
[rmin, rmax]. For a spatial Multi-MRH data structure, the cone query represents disc-sphere
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intersections across all Multi-MRH shells within the specified shell radius interval; the
spatial area of each of these discs grows with increased radius even though the same disc
query is performed on each shell in the shell radius interval. For a temporal Multi-MRH
data structure, the cone query represents the same disc query being performed on every
Multi-MRH shell within the specified shell radius interval; the cone query captures how
the data points within the same disc query might change over time; where each shell
represents data points at a certain time.
For example, consider a dataset consisting of daily rain fall totals from various
locations in the U.S. over a period of a year. This dataset loaded into a Multi-MRH data
structure would result in 365 shells, one for each calendar day. Each shell would contain
references to the daily rain fall totals at the various weather station locations. This is an
example of a temporal Multi-MRH data structure where the shell radius is a unit of time;
here a day. A cone query on this Multi-MRH data structure is performing the same MRH
disc query over the same spatial region of interest over specified time period (days) and
results in ability to estimate the total rain fall in the region over that time period.
Another example, consider a dataset consisting of point source fluid flow vectors
that are distributed at fixed elevation and azimuth angles and radii much like the points
shown in Figure 7.3(a). This dataset loaded into a Multi-MRH data structure would
result in numerous shells, one for each fixed radii discovered from the point source fluid
flow vector dataset. Each shell would contain references to the point source fluid flow
vectors that have the same radius value. In the context of this Multi-MRH data structure,
a cone query represents a cone-concentric sphere intersection and all point source fluid
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flow vectors found in this intersecting volume are returned (black points in Figure
7.3(a)).
With a progressive implementation of Multi-MRH, astronomical catalog objects
(stars, galaxies, etc…) could be mapped to distinct instances of MRH based on some user
defined category such as apparent magnitude. By defining ranges of apparent magnitude
and assigning a category value for the range, astronomical catalog objects can easily be
assigned to unique Multi-MRH shells where

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3. Two views of example cone query performed on Multi-MRH data
structure with three shells that has been loaded with synthetically generated dataset.
(a) Dataset points shown in gray; data points discovered by cone query shown in
black. (b) Conceptual view of cone query in (a), black circles represent limits of disc
query on each shell, blue arrows represent direction of search. Cone query is
essentially MRH disc query repeated over specified Multi-MRH shells.
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Cone Query Worst Case Analysis
In this section the worst case computational complexity of the Multi-MRH cone
query is discussed.
As the Multi-MRH cone query consists of multiple MRH disc queries, one per
Multi-MRH shell in [rmin, rmax], then the total number of MRH disc queries will be rmax -

rmin, + 1. From Section 4.9.6, the MRH disc query worst case computational complexity

was 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ). The total number of MortonNode searches is (rmax - rmin + 1) × 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ;

therefore, the cone query worst case computation complexity is 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ), because rmax -

rmin + 1 << 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 .

Prism Query Description
The Multi-MRH prism query is an extension of the MRH polygon query into

three dimensions. Recall that, geometrically, the Multi-MRH data structure can be
described as a series of concentric spheres of various radii; where radii can be a spatial or
temporal measurement. Performing the same MRH polygon query on those concentric
spheres, each of different radii, geometrically defines a prism-sphere intersection, thus
the name of the Multi-MRH range query. Figure 7.4 is an example of a prism query
performed on a Multi-MRH data structure with three shells into which a synthetically
generated dataset has been loaded. The figure shows the data points in their spherical
spatial locations. Red and light blue data points are the generated data points; black cells
are data points found by prism query. The prism query is essentially an MRH polygon
query repeated over specified Multi-MRH shells. This particular prism (or polygon on
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single shell) has three sides. There are two versions of the Multi-MRH prism query
called MultiMRH::QueryPrism. The first version of the prism query is an MRH polygon
query at a specific Multi-MRH shell. The inputs of this query are a list of (ϕ, θ) pairs that
describe the points of a polygon. The second version of the prism query is also an MRH
polygon query but within a specific range of Multi-MRH shell radii. An individual MRH
polygon query is performed on each Multi-MRH shell whose radius falls within a
minimum (rmin) and maximum (rmax) shell radius interval [rmin, rmax] specified by the user.
The output of each MRH polygon query are appended to a final list of results returned by
the Multi-MRH prism query. The specifics of how the MRH polygon query works is
described in Section 4.9.2. The Multi-MRH prism query performs an MRH polygon
query on all shells within the specified shell radius interval [rmin, rmax]. For a spatial
Multi-MRH data structure, the prism query represents polygon-sphere intersections
across all Multi-MRH shells within the specified shell radius interval; the spatial area of
each of these polygons grows with increased radius even though the same polygon query
is performed on each shell in the shell radius interval. For a temporal Multi-MRH data
structure, the prism query represents the same polygon query being performed on every
Multi-MRH shell within the specified shell radius interval; the prism query captures how
the data points within the same polygon query might change over time; where each shell
represents data points at a certain time.
For example, revisiting the example daily rain fall dataset described in Section
7.5.1, a prism query on this Multi-MRH data structure is performing the same MRH
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polygon query over the same spatial region of interest over specified time period (days)
and results in ability to estimate the total rain fall in the region over that time period.
Another example, reconsider the point source fluid flow vector dataset described
in Section 7.5.1, a prism query represents a prism-concentric sphere intersection and all
point source fluid flow vectors found in this intersecting volume are returned (black
points in Figure 7.4(a)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4. Two views of an example prism query performed on Multi-MRH data
structure with three shells that has been loaded with synthetically generated dataset.
(a) Dataset points shown in gray; data points discovered by prism query are shown
in black. (b) Conceptual view of prism query in (a), black lines represent edges of
polygon query on each shell, blue arrows indicate direction of search. Prism query
is essentially MRH polygon query repeated over specified Multi-MRH shells. This
particular prism (or polygon on single shell) has four sides.
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Prism Query Worst Case Analysis
In this section the worst case computational complexity of the Multi-MRH prism
query is discussed.
As the Multi-MRH prism query consists of multiple MRH polygon queries, one
per Multi-MRH shell in [rmin, rmax], then the total number of MRH prism queries will be

rmax - rmin + 1. From Section 4.9.4, the MRH polygon query worst case computational

complexity was 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ). The total number of MortonNode searches is (rmax - rmin + 1)
× 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ; therefore, the prism query worst case computation complexity is 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )

because rmax - rmin, + 1 << 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 .
Band Query Description

The Multi-MRH band query is an extension of the MRH latitude strip query but in
three dimensions. As the Multi-MRH data structure can be described as a series of
concentric spheres of various radii; where radii can be a spatial or temporal measurement.
Performing the same MRH latitude strip query on those concentric spheres, each of
different radii, defines either an hour-glass-sphere or band-sphere intersection depending
on the input order of θ1 and θ2 (Section 5.8 describes the latitude strip query). Figure 7.5
is an example of two band queries performed on a Multi-MRH data structure with three
shells into which a synthetically generated dataset has been loaded. The figure shows the
data points in their spherical spatial locations. Figure 7.5 (a) is an example with θ1 >= θ2
and Figure 7.5 (b) with θ1 < θ2. Red and light blue data points are the generated data
points; black cells are data points found by band query. The band query is an MRH
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latitude strip query repeated over specified Multi-MRH shells. There are two versions of
the Multi-MRH band query called MultiMRH::QueryBand. The first version of the band
query is an MRH latitude strip query at a specific Multi-MRH shell. The inputs to the
Multi-MRH band query are two latitude (θ1, θ2) values. The Multi-MRH band query
returns all data points with (ϕ, θ) coordinates that fall between specified θ (latitude)
bounds. The first version returns the MRH latitude strip query at a specific Multi-MRH
shell. The second version of the band query is also an MRH latitude strip query but
within a specific range of Multi-MRH shell radii. An individual MRH latitude strip
query is performed on each Multi-MRH shell whose radius falls within a minimum (rmin)
and maximum (rmax) shell radius interval [rmin, rmax], specified by the user. The output of
each MRH latitude strip query are appended to a final list of results returned by the
Multi-MRH band query. The specifics of how the MRH latitude strip query works is
described in Section 4.9.7. The Multi-MRH band query performs an MRH latitude strip
query on all shells within the specified shell radius interval [rmin, rmax]. For a spatial
Multi-MRH data structure, the band query represents latitude strip-sphere intersections
across all Multi-MRH shells within the specified shell radius interval; the spatial area of
each of these latitude strips grows with increased radius even though the same latitude
strip query is performed on each shell in the shell radius interval. For a temporal MultiMRH data structure, the band query represents the same latitude strip query being
performed on every Multi-MRH shell within the specified shell radius interval; the band
query captures how the data points within the same latitude strip query might change over
time; where each shell represents data points at a certain time.
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For example, revisiting the example daily rain fall dataset described in Section
7.5.1, a band query on this Multi-MRH data structure is performing the same MRH
latitude strip query over the same spatial region of interest over specified time period
(days) and results in ability to estimate the total rain fall within a specified latitude range
or ranges over that time period.
Another example, reconsider the point source fluid flow vector dataset described
in Section 7.5.1, a band query represents a search of all point source fluid flow vectors
that are within a specified elevation range (Figure 7.5(c)) or ranges (Figure 7.5(a)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.5. Example of two band queries performed on Multi-MRH data structure
with three shells that has been loaded with synthetically generated dataset. (a)
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Example with θ1 >= θ2, dataset points shown in gray; data points found by band
query are shown in black. (b) Conceptual view of band query shown in (a), black
lines represent limits of latitude strip query on each shell, blue lines represent
extents of band query on each shell, arrows indicate direction of search. (c)
Example with θ1 < θ2, dataset points shown in gray; data points found by band
query are shown in black. (d) Conceptual view of band query shown in (c), black
lines represent limits of latitude strip query on each shell, blue lines represent
extents of band query on each shell, arrows indicate direction of search. The band
query is essentially MRH latitude strip query repeated over specified Multi-MRH
shells.

Band Query Worst Case Analysis
In this section the worst case computational complexity of the Multi-MRH band
query is discussed.
As the Multi-MRH band query consists of multiple MRH latitude strip queries,
one per Multi-MRH shell in [rmin, rmax], then the total number of MRH latitude strip
queries will be rmax - rmin, + 1. From Section 4.9.8, the MRH latitude strip query worst

case computational complexity was 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ). The total number of MortonNode

searches is (rmax - rmin + 1) × 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ; therefore, the band query worst case computation
complexity is 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) because rmax - rmin + 1 << 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 .
Ray Query Description

The Multi-MRH ray query is a unique query that was designed specifically to
work with the Multi-MRH data structure. The notion of the ray query is two-fold. First,
from a specified start location a ray is shot through the multiple shells of the Multi-MRH
and any ray-sphere intersections are computed. Second, disc queries at the ray-sphere
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intersections are performed with a specified radius. Geometrically, the ray query, in
specific circumstances, results in a cylinder-sphere intersection as shown in Figure 7.6 (c,
d) which shows a ray passing through the center of all Multi-MRH shells. However, the
ray query is not a true cylinder-sphere intersection test in all cases as can be seen in
Figure 7.6 (e, f) which shows a ray that narrowly misses the inner most shell and
therefore, no disc query was performed on that shell. A true cylinder-sphere intersection
query would have included data points on top of the narrowly missed inner shell if the
specified ray query radius was of sufficient length. Figure 7.6 (a, b) shows a ray that just
intersects the inner most shell resulting in two, overlapping, disc queries that still don’t
represent a true cylinder-sphere intersection. The inputs to the Multi-MRH ray query
include two 3D vectors. The first 3D vector describes the ray start position in Cartesian
space. The second 3D vector is a unit direction vector that describes where the ray is
pointed. The next input to the ray query is the query radius which is used as input to
MRH disc queries for all ray-sphere intersections discovered. The last inputs to the ray
query are the specific maximum and minimum Multi-MRH shell radii to search for raysphere intersections. The Multi-MRH ray query will be performed on each Multi-MRH
shell whose radius falls within a minimum (rmin) and maximum (rmax) shell radius interval
[rmin, rmax], specified by the user.
The Multi-MRH ray query algorithm is an adaption of the ray-sphere intersection
algorithm described in [Lighthouse3d, 2013]. Essentially, given a ray start location and
direction, compute all possible ray-shell intersections within the defined minimum and
maximum shell radii.
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More specifically, each shell radius is compared to the shell center to ray distance
(closest distance from shell center to the ray). If this distance is greater than the shell
radius there is no possible ray-shell intersection. However, if the shell center to ray
distance is less than the shell radius, the ray-shell intersections are computed, utilizing the
methodology described in [Lighthouse3d, 2013].
If a ray-shell intersection was computed, the intersection point, a three
dimensional vector in Cartesian coordinate space, was converted into HEALPix (ϕ, θ)
pair, and an MRH disc query was performed at the respective Multi-MRH shell of the
ray-shell intersection. The output of each MRH disc query is appended to a final list of
results returned by the Multi-MRH ray query. The specifics of how the MRH disc query
works is described in Section 4.9.5. For a spatial Multi-MRH data structure, the ray
query represents actual ray-sphere intersections on shells of different radii within the
specified shell radius interval. Performing disc queries at each of these ray-sphere
intersection locations could provide useful information about what data points lie along
the path of the ray. However, for a temporal Multi-MRH data structure, the ray query
probably does not make any sense.
For example, revisiting the point source fluid flow vector dataset described in
Section 7.5.1, a ray query represents a ray-concentric sphere intersection and all point
source fluid flow vectors found along this intersecting ray (and within specified radius of
each ray-shell intersection) are returned (black points in Figure 7.6(a, b, c)).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7.6. Example of three different ray queries performed on Multi-MRH data
structure with three shells that has been loaded with synthetically generated dataset.
(a) Ray just intersecting top of inner-most Multi-MRH shell and passing through all
shells. (b) Conceptual view of ray query shown in (a) of ray just striking inner-most
shell, black circles represent limits of disc query on each shell where a ray-shell
intersection was discovered, blue line represents the ray, passing from left to right.
(c) Ray passing through the center of all Multi-MRH shells. (d) Conceptual view of
ray query shown in (c) of ray passing through center of all shells, black circles
represent limits of disc query on each shell where a ray-shell intersection was
discovered, blue line represents the ray, passing from left to right. (e) Ray missing
inner Multi-MRH shell but passing through all other shells. (f) Conceptual view of
ray query shown in (e) of ray just missing inner-most shell, black circles represent
limits of disc query on each shell where a ray-shell intersection was discovered, blue
line represents the ray, passing from left to right.
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Ray Query Worst Case Analysis
In this section the worst case computational complexity of the Multi-MRH ray
query is discussed.
The Multi-MRH ray query consists of multiple MRH disc queries, one per raysphere intersection for all shells of radius in [rmin, rmax]. Except for the possibility of a
ray-sphere intersection right at a tangent point on the sphere, there are two ray-sphere
intersections per shell (front and back side each shell or sphere). In the worst case, all
shells are intersected by the ray for a total number 2 × (rmax - rmin, + 1) MRH disc

queries. From Section 4.9.6, the MRH disc query worst case computational complexity
was 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ). The total number of MortonNode searches is 2 × (rmax - rmin, + 1) ×

𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ; therefore, the ray query worst case computation complexity is 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) since 2 ×
(rmax - rmin, + 1) << 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 .

Range Query Worst Case Computational Complexity Summary
Recall from Section 4.9.1 that 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 is the sum of all MortonNodes (internal and

leaf) contained in all twelve MLQs that make up an MRH data structure. A Multi-MRH

data structure contains k, MRH data structures, one for each Multi-MRH shell (or radius)
that contains 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 data points. Therefore, in the worst case, to search all the nodes of

each shell would require 𝑘𝑘 × 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 MRH map searches for a computational complexity
of 𝛰𝛰(𝑘𝑘 × 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ), which is a linear time computational complexity, 𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ).

The summary of the worst case analysis of each of the benchmarked range queries

is shown in Table 7.2. Essentially, every range query runs in linear time on the number
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of nodes in the worst case (multiple of searching entire MRH instance for each shell of
Multi-MRH). A full discussion of each range query’s worst case time complexity is
discussed in Sections 7.5.3, 7.5.5, 7.5.7, and 7.5.9.

Table 7.2. Summary of worst case computational complexity for various range
queries.
Range Query
Cone
Prism
Band
Ray

Multi-MRH
𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )
𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )

𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )
𝛰𝛰(𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 )
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CHAPTER EIGHT

MULTI-MRH TEST DATASETS AND METHODOLOGY

Unlike the MRH data structure which expanded the capabilities of the existing
HEALPix data structure, Multi-MRH is an entirely new data structure. The MRH data
structure had a clear way to analyze query performance and memory efficiency compared
to the existing HEALPix data structure. However, no data structure exists similar enough
to Multi-MRH to analyze relative query performance and memory efficiency. There do
exist numerous applications suitable for the Multi-MRH data structure and therefore it is
important to determine how well the applications perform using this data structure.
Therefore, a series of benchmarking datasets and queries were constructed to determine
empirically, the average query performance and memory efficiency of the Multi-MRH
data structure.
Application datasets containing spherically mapped data were used for
benchmarking the performance of Multi-MRH. Several criteria were used to select
benchmarking datasets; the datasets should: (1) be from representative spherical
mapping applications; (2) have points located in different portions of the sphere; (3)
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expand datasets used to benchmark MRH; (4) utilze an entirely new dataset that was not
used to benchmark MRH. After applying these criteria, the benchmarking datasets
chosen were:
•

Synthetic. The spherical locations (ϕ, θ) of a combined total of 25,920 evenly
distributed points on ten different shells. There were 2592 points per shell; one
generated for every 5° in elevation from 0° to 180° and every 5° in azimuth from 0°
to 360°. Points were repeated with a range of radii at 1 meter increments from 1 to 10
meters.

•

Fragmentation. The spatial locations of the 8318 fragment trajectories resulting from
a warhead detonation and propagated from detonation point until ground impact
point. The locations were calculated by a high-fidelity physics-based model of the
detonation of an explosive device fragmenting a metal cylinder designed to break up
in a predictable way [Pike, 2016]. Figure 8.1 shows the data points in the dataset.

•

NEXRAD. Wind speed measurements from a single sweep from a NEXRAD weather
radar, consisting of 720 rays (one every 0.5°) with each ray having measurements at
all 724 range gates between 250m to 161km at 250m increments from [NOAA,
2016].
To benchmark the query performance of the Multi-MRH data structure, test

queries of each type (cone, prism, band, and ray) were randomly generated using custom
software. A total of 30 queries of each type were generated for each dataset. Each test
datasets had unique ranges where points were located, so it was necessary to parameterize
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the queries to conform to those ranges.

The ranges were given as minimum and

maximum 𝜙𝜙 and 𝜃𝜃 values. The test queries were saved to query input files. Using the
same datasets and query files as input, multiple benchmarks could be performed,

allowing for repeatable results comparable across data structures or across versions of the
same data structure. The test queries are discussed in more detail in Sections 8.4-8.7.
8.1

Synthetic Dataset
This simple dataset was constructed via a script that created a data point every 5°

in elevation from 0° to 180° and every 5° in azimuth from 0° to 360°. Therefore, 36 data
points were created for each of 72 azimuth steps for a total of 2592 data points. These
data points represented a single Multi-MRH shell. Ten shells were generated from 1 to
10 meters. Each shell contained the same 2592 data points only varying in shell radius
for a total of 25,920 data points distributed among 10 shells. The first three shells of the
Synthetic dataset are shown in Figure 8.1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.1. Two views of the synthetic dataset showing only first three Multi-MRH
shells.
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8.2

Warhead Fragmentation Flyout Data
The dataset was obtained from a high-fidelity physics-based model of the

detonation of an explosive device fragmenting a metal cylinder designed to break up in a
predictable way [Pike, 2016]. The fragmentation flyouts can take on various patterns
depending on the shape and orientation of the metal sleeve and warhead orientation at
time of detonation. This warhead fragmentation flyout dataset was one of the datasets
utilized in the MRH benchmarking in Section 5.1. That particular dataset was only a
single snap shot of the fragment positions at a particular range from the origin. However,
the warhead fragmentation flyout dataset utilized in the Multi-MRH benchmarking
includes position and velocity information of each fragment, at specific times, through
the duration of the simulation. The same high-fidelity physics-based model was used to
generate fragmentation flyouts with a warhead position 3.0 meters off the ground and
with an 85° downward pitch (relative to horizontal). The model generated 8318 fragment
trajectories with point locations that span the entire HEALPix coordinate system.
Output from the model, the fragmentation flyout dataset consisted of lists of each
fragment’s position, velocity, and mass at specific simulation times. The number of
records for each fragment varied depending on when the fragment hit the ground. These
lists were processed into a file format that Multi-MRH could recognize which involved
converting each fragment’s position in Cartesian coordinate space (x, y, z) to its
equivalent position in HEALPix spherical coordinate space (ϕ, θ, radius). First, each
fragment’s position in Cartesian coordinate space was shifted to center the initial
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fragment position at (0.0, 0.0, 0.0), by subtracting the fragment’s true location from the
missile warhead detonation location:

FragNewx = Warheadx – Fragx

(8.1)

FragNewz = Warheadz – Fragz

(8.3)

FragNewy = Warheady – Fragy

(8.2)

Next, the distance of the fragment from the detonation location (radius) was

computed using the Pythagorean Theorem:
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = �𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 2 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 2 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧 2

(8.4)

Then, each new fragment position and fragment radius was used to compute a
normalized position vector in the HEALPix coordinate system:

HPXx = FragNewx / FragRadius

(8.5)

HPXz = FragNewz / FragRadius

(8.7)

HPXy = FragNewy / FragRadius

(8.6)

With the fragment’s normalized position vector in the HEALPix coordinate

system computed, the next step was to convert this normalized position vector into
HEALPix spherical coordinates (ϕ, θ) through the use of HEALPix’s vec2pix and
pix2ang methods using a HEALPix object set to highest level of resolution to produce

(ϕ, θ) angles (radians) at the highest possible precision.
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Once each fragment position was converted from Cartesian coordinate space (x, y,
z) into HEALPix spherical coordinate space (ϕ, θ, radius), the data point had to then be
clamped to a user specified Multi-MRH shell radius (Section 7.3). Recall that MultiMRH shells are created at a user specified granularity depending on the final application.
Shell spacing can be at fixed intervals such as 1000, 100, 1, .01, or .001 meters. Radius
computations for each fragment position are clamped to the nearest shell. For example, a
fragment could have a computed radius of 10.35 meters and the shell spacing interval
may have been set at 0.1 meters. In this case the fragment would be assigned a radius
10.4 meters. The last step was to output the final fragment positions to a new file of
similar format as the original raw fragment file format, but now including the fragment’s
radius, (ϕ, θ, radius). The 8318 fragmentation flyouts produced 55,765 individual
fragment positions across all fragment trajectories (Figure 8.2) resulting in 3516 distinct
shells from 1.22 meters to 69.96 meters.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8.2. Two views of the warhead fragmentation flyout pattern dataset. Each
point represents fragment position in Cartesian space at discrete times in the
simulation. (a) View is zoomed in to see the first several meters of fragmentation
flyouts. (b) View is zoomed out to show full extent of fragmentation flyouts.

The following figures illustrate the Multi-MRH data structure composition when
loaded with the warhead fragmentation flyout dataset. The blue vertical stacks in each
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figure represents certain metrics measured at each Multi-MRH shell location; vertical
axis is the metric, horizontal axis the shell radius of the specific shell. Figure 8.3 shows
how the number of fragment records vary across all the Multi-MRH shells (MRH
instances). The clustering of fragment records at regular intervals is an artifact of the
high-fidelity physics-based model. It generated the fragmentation flyouts as fragment
positions at specific time intervals based on fragment velocity. Figure 8.4 shows the total
MLQ forest sizes in numbers of nodes for each MRH instance in the Multi-MRH; again
the same clustering effect is observed. Figure 8.5 shows the minimum MLQ depth for
each MRH instance in Multi-MRH; because there may not be fragments passing through
every MRH MLQ, there can be entire MLQs that do not contain a single data point.
Figure 8.6 shows the maximum MLQ depth for each MRH instance in Multi-MRH;
overall, the MLQ depth is well below the maximum allowable (level-12). Figure 8.7
shows the average MLQ depth for each MRH instance in Multi-MRH; clearly the density
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Figure 8.3. Warhead fragmentation flyout dataset, profile of Multi-MRH shells
versus the number of stored data points.
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Figure 8.4. Warhead fragmentation flyout dataset, profile of Multi-MRH shells
versus the MRH MLQ size.
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Figure 8.5. Warhead fragmentation flyout dataset, profile of Multi-MRH shells
versus the MRH minimum MLQ depth.
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Figure 8.6. Warhead fragmentation flyout dataset, profile of Multi-MRH shells
versus the MRH maximum MLQ depth.
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Figure 8.7. Warhead fragmentation flyout dataset, profile of Multi-MRH shells
versus the MRH average MLQ depth.

8.3

NEXRAD Weather Radar Sweep Data
The NEXRAD weather radar sweep dataset used to benchmark the Multi-MRH

data structure represents a single sweep of data recorded by the NEXRAD weather radar
station KHTX in Huntsville, Alabama on April 27, 2011 at 22:02:36 UTC, the
approximate time a series of tornadoes struck the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant and
other areas near Tanner, Alabama.
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The specific NEXRAD data file was obtained from [NOAA, 2016] using the
online search tools to select desired NEXRAD radar location, date, and time of radar
sweep measurements. Next, in order to convert the data file into a format that was
suitable for Multi-MRH, a Python toolkit known as Py-ART or the Python Atmospheric
Radar Tool [Py-ART, 2016] was utilized to break down the binary file which contained
multiple radar sweeps of measurement data. A sweep is composed of many rays that
span 360 degrees around the radar source. In this case there were 720 rays, one every
0.5°. Each ray is composed of 724 range gates that extend every 250 meters from the
radar source out to 181 kilometers. At each range gate multiple measurements are
available including reflectivity, mean radial velocity, and spectrum width, as well as
dual-polarization base data of differential reflectivity, correlation coefficient, and
differential phase [NOAA, 2016]. For the purposes of benchmarking Multi-MRH a
single output file was generated consisting of one radar sweep where each ray was
processed, range gate by range gate and the mean radial velocity measurements extracted
and written out to the output file. The output file measurement records contained the
following elements:
1. Ray Number (0-719)
2. HEALPix ϕ (radians)
3. HEALPix θ (radians)
4. Range (kilometers)
5. Mean Radial Velocity (meters/second)
6. Position East (kilometers)
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7. Position North (kilometers)
8. Position Up (kilometers)
In total there were 278,874 measurement records written to the output file that
span 724 distinct shells from 0.25 kilometers to 181 kilometers. Figure 8.8 is the MultiMRH visualization of a processed NEXRAD data file. The point of view is from above
the weather radar looking straight down. The small circle of white in the middle of
Figure 8.8 is the location of the weather radar. Each individual cell represents a single
mean radial velocity measurement. The more red the cell, the higher the radial velocity
away from the weather radar (positive Doppler). Conversely, the more blue the cell, the
higher the radial velocity towards the weather radar (negative Doppler). Figures 8.9,
8.10, and 8.11 are zoomed in subimages of Figure 8.8, showing a bit more detail of each
range gate measurement. Note on the far left of Figure 8.10 (and the center of Figure
8.11) a cluster of positive Doppler cells surrounded by mostly negative Doppler cells.
According to [Prociv, 2013], this cluster could be indication of significant strong rotation
in that area, i.e. a radar indicated tornado. Figures 8.12 and 8.13 are two more views of
the NEXRAD dataset from off-axis point of view and zoomed in to show individual
range gates (cubes). The radar source is at upper center (circular void in white).
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Figure 8.8. Fully zoomed out view of NEXRAD dataset file
KHTX20110427_220236_V03. Point of view is above the radar source (center of
field of view) looking down. Blue shading represents rain drop velocity towards the
radar source (negative Doppler), while red shading represents rain drop velocity
away from the radar source (positive Doppler). The darker the color, the higher the
relative velocity. Areas of white are free of any rain velocity measurement, i.e. no
rain was reflected by radar source. Granularity is 250 meters per step, and the
range is 181 km.
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Figure 8.9. Slightly zoomed in view of same NEXRAD dataset file
KHTX20110427_220236_V03 showing a bit more fine detail of Doppler velocity
measurements.

Figure 8.10. Increased zoomed in view of same NEXRAD dataset file
KHTX20110427_220236_V03 showing even more detail. Note on far left of image a
cluster of positive (red) Doppler velocity cells surrounded by mostly negative (blue)
Doppler cells. That could be indication of significant rotation in that area, i.e. a
radar indicated tornado [Prociv, 2013].
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Figure 8.11. Even more zoomed in view of same NEXRAD dataset file
KHTX20110427_220236_V03 showing more detail of a possible radar indicated
tornado.

Figure 8.12. Off-axis view of the same NEXRAD dataset file
KHTX20110427_220236_V03 zoomed in to show individual range gates (cubes).
Radar source is at upper center (circular void in white).
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Figure 8.13. Additional off-axis view of the same NEXRAD dataset file
KHTX20110427_220236_V03 zoomed in to show individual range gates (cubes).
Radar source is at upper center (circular void in white).

The following figures illustrate the Multi-MRH data structure composition when
loaded with the NEXRAD dataset. The blue vertical stacks in each figure represents
certain metrics measured at each Multi-MRH shell location; vertical axis is the metric,
horizontal axis the shell radius of the specific shell. Figure 8.14 shows how the number
of mean radial velocity records (data points) vary across all the Multi-MRH shells. The
maximum number of possible measurements per ray would be 720 in the case that every
range gate at a specific range for an entire sweep returned a measurement. Figure 8.15
shows the total quadtree forest sizes in numbers of nodes for each of the 724 MRH
instances in the Multi-MRH data structure. Figure 8.16 shows the minimum MLQ depth
for each MRH instance in Multi-MRH; because the dataset is two-dimensional
(horizontal plane) only the equatorial MLQs (MLQs that are mapped to MRH base cells
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that fall along the equator of the sphere) are being used and therefore, the majority of the
other MLQs are completely empty. Figure 8.17 shows the maximum MLQ depth for
each MRH instance in Multi-MRH; overall the MLQ depth is well below the maximum
allowable (level 12). Figure 8.18 shows the average MLQ depth for each MRH instance
in Multi-MRH; clearly the density of mean radial velocity measurements (data points) is
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Figure 8.14. NEXRAD dataset, profile of Multi-MRH shells versus the number of
stored mean radial velocity measurements (data points).
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Figure 8.15. NEXRAD dataset, profile of Multi-MRH shells versus the MRH MLQ
size.
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Figure 8.16. NEXRAD dataset, profile of Multi-MRH shells versus the MRH
minimum MLQ size.
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Figure 8.17. NEXRAD dataset, profile of Multi-MRH shells versus the MRH
maximum MLQ size.
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Figure 8.18. NEXRAD dataset, profile of Multi-MRH shells versus the MRH
average MLQ depth.

8.4

Cone Query Sets
The creation of the random cone queries for the various datasets was performed

using code built to generate the number of queries specified. The test code, like that
required by the disc query dataset generation (Section 5.6), required setting the number of
queries, output file name, minimum and maximum cone center coordinates, and
minimum and maximum radii. The random cone query generator also required minimum
and maximum starting and ending shell radii to define a range of Multi-MRH shells the
query should search. The goal is to generate cone queries with a range of starting and
ending shell radii. The root of the cone query generation was creation of a random disc
query the specifics of which were discussed in Section 5.6.
The different benchmarking datasets required custom cone query datasets to be
produced. Specifically, the warhead fragmentation flyout dataset only had fragments
with positive θ value, and the maximum extent (radius) of the flyouts was around 70
meters. The NEXRAD dataset was nearly flat being a radar sweep of constant θ around
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full range of ϕ, therefore the θ range was locked to a constant value, and the maximum
extent of the radar gates was around 181 kilometers. Lastly, the synthetic dataset had a
fairly small maximum extent but full range of (ϕ, θ). A summary of the properties of all
cone query datasets is summarized in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1. Summary of properties of all cone query datasets. The minimum and
maximum values given for ϕ and θ are for the centers of the cone queries. The ϕ, θ,
and radius properties are measured in radians; the shell properties are measured in
meters for the fragmentation and synthetic datasets, and kilometers for the
NEXRAD dataset.
Dataset

Synthetic

Property Minimum Maximum Mean
ϕ

0.34

5.42

2.78

θ

0.47

2.52

1.68

Radius

0.12

0.77

0.39

Start shell

0.09

7.25

3.35

End shell

0.17

9.66

6.3

ϕ

0.18

5.96

2.65

θ

0.18

2.41

1.53

0.13

0.74

0.39

Start shell

0.03

65.57

19.28

End shell

10.87

69.46

49.86

ϕ

0.3

6.08

3.25

θ

1.56

1.56

1.56

Radius

0.12

0.76

0.37

Start shell

2.71

147.85

59.6

End shell

20.73

179.24

117.2

Fragmentation Radius

NEXRAD
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8.5

Prism Query Sets
The creation of the random prism queries for the various datasets was performed

using code built to generate the number of queries specified. The test code, like that
required by the polygon query dataset generation (Section 5.7), required setting the
number of queries, output file name, minimum and maximum disc center coordinates,
and minimum and maximum radii. The random prism query generator also required
minimum and maximum starting and ending shell radii to define a range of Multi-MRH
shells the query should search. The goal is to generate prism queries with a range of
starting and ending shell radii. The root of the prism query generation was the creation of
a random polygon query, the specifics of which were discussed in Section 5.7.
The different benchmarking datasets required custom prism query datasets to be
produced. Specifically the warhead fragmentation flyout dataset only had fragments with
positive θ value, and the maximum extent (radius) of the flyouts was around 70 meters.
There were no constraints put on the NEXRAD query dataset except to ensure that the θ
range of the polygon points would encompass the constant θ of the NEXRAD dataset and
that the shell range would cover the maximum extent of the radar gates out to 181
kilometers. Lastly, the synthetic dataset had a fairly small maximum extent but full range
of (ϕ, θ). A summary of the properties of all prism query datasets is summarized in Table
8.2.
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Table 8.2. Summary of properties for all prism query datasets. The minimum and
maximum values given for ϕ and θ are for the centers of the prism queries. The ϕ
and θ properties are measured in radians; the shell properties are measured in
meters for the fragmentation and synthetic datasets, and kilometers for the
NEXRAD dataset.
Dataset

Synthetic

Property Minimum Maximum Mean
ϕ

0.01

6.18

1.3

θ

0.03

2.97

1.25

3

71

13

Start shell

0.25

7.9

3.78

End shell

1.81

9.95

6.99

ϕ

0.1

5.9

3.16

θ

0.18

3.08

0.75

3

39

10

Start shell

0.51

60.96

25.18

End shell

13.13

69.88

47.64

ϕ

0.02

6.04

4.04

θ

0.8

2.33

1.41

4

43

11

Start shell

1.02

139.91

72.28

End shell

51.05

177.31

131.52

# Sides

Fragmentation # sides

NEXRAD

8.6

# sides

Band Query Sets
The creation of the random band queries for the various datasets was performed

using code built to generate the number of queries specified. The test code, like that
required by the latitude strip query dataset generation (Section 5.8), required setting the
number of queries, output file name, and θ1 and θ2 values. The random band query
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generator also required minimum and maximum starting and ending shell radii to define a
range of Multi-MRH shells the query should search. The goal is to generate band queries
with a range of starting and ending shell radii. The root of the band query generation was
creation of a random latitude strip query the specifics of which were discussed in Section
5.8.
The different benchmarking datasets required custom band query datasets to be
produced. Specifically the warhead fragmentation flyout dataset only had fragments with
positive θ value and the maximum extent (radius) of the flyouts was around 70 meters.
The NEXRAD dataset is nearly flat being a radar sweep of constant θ around full range
of ϕ, therefore the θ range was locked to a constant value and the maximum extent of the
radar gates was around 181 kilometers. Lastly, the synthetic dataset had a fairly small
maximum extent but full range of (ϕ, θ). A summary of the properties of all band query
datasets is summarized in Table 8.3. Note, the Range metric shown in Table 8.3 refers to
the query band width in radians.
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Table 8.3. Summary of properties for all band query datasets. The minimum and
maximum values given for θ1 and θ2 are for the upper and lower bounds of the
band queries. The θ1, θ2, and range properties are measured in radians; the shell
properties are measured in meters for the fragmentation and synthetic datasets, and
kilometers for the NEXRAD dataset.
Dataset

Synthetic

Property Minimum Maximum Mean
θ1

0

2.91

1.25

θ2

0.28

2.88

1.74

Range

0.04

3.08

1.33

Start shell

0.17

7.61

3.73

End shell

2.62

9.85

6.85

θ1

0.04

3.1

1.78

θ2

0.17

3

1.55

0.21

3.13

1.65

Start shell

2.27

56.78

22.75

End shell

8.77

69.15

47.31

θ1

1.56

1.56

1.56

θ2

1.56

1.56

1.56

0

0

0

Start shell

5.25

134.76

58.47

End Shell

22.73

180.26

124.66

Fragmentation Range

NEXRAD

8.7

Range

Ray Query Sets
The creation of random ray queries for the various datasets was performed using

code built to generate the number of queries specified. The random ray query generator
also required minimum and maximum starting and ending shell radii to define a range of
Multi-MRH shells the query should search. The goal is to generate ray queries with a
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range of starting and ending shell radii. In addition, the test code required specifying the
ray starting location in the same units as the shell radii (meters in the case of the Warhead
Fragmentation Flyout dataset and Synthetic dataset, kilometers with the NEXRAD
dataset). Specifically, a starting Cartesian x position was required along with minimum
and maximum Cartesian y and z values. Lastly, the test code required specification of
minimum and maximum radii to use for ray-shell intersections. For purposes of
benchmarking, it was decided to fix the direction of all generated ray queries to be
parallel to the negative Cartesian x axis. The purpose of fixing the direction of the ray
was to guarantee as many ray-sphere intersections as possible. In general, the ray query
can be specified to start from any location and point in any direction.
The different benchmarking datasets required custom ray query datasets to be
produced. To ensure that the ray queries would be moderately successful, and that ray
query results would return non-empty lists of data points, a great deal of customization
and several rounds of query generation and checking on the size of returned data point
lists were conducted. In the end, the final ray query data sets produced queries that
returned non-empty lists of data points most of the time. Table 8.4 summarizes by
benchmarking dataset how often the ray queries miss, hit, and the mean number of data
points found per hit. In order to minimize empty lists of data points, the focus was to
shoot the rays through the densest regions of each benchmarking dataset. Tables 8.5
summarizes the query dataset properties for all benchmarking datasets. Observation of
the Ray start y and z range illustrates the fine tuning of the ray tracing queries to shoot
through the densest regions of the respective datasets.
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Table 8.4. Summary of ray misses, hits and mean count of data points found per
query by data set.
Dataset

Ray
Misses

Ray
Hits

Mean

Synthetic

4

26

451

Fragmentation

9

21

328

NEXRAD

4

26

513

Table 8.5. Summary of properties for all ray query datasets. The radius is
measured in radians; the start x, y, z, and shell properties are measured in meters
for the fragmentation and synthetic datasets, and kilometers for the NEXRAD
dataset.
Dataset

Property

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Start x

11

11

11

Start y

-4.78

4.71

-0.52

Start z

-4.73

4.79

0.73

Radius

0.5

0.95

0.73

Start shell

0.05

9.43

3.49

End shell

0.28

10.86

7.66

Start x

71

71

71

Start y

-13.31

13.98

-1.69

Start z

0.17

15

8.44

Radius

0.78

0.78

0.78

Start shell

2.06

50.34

19.16

End shell

17.45

69.8

45.65

Start x

182

182

182

Start y

-85.3

84.01

-2.71

Start z

0.54

2.98

1.68

Radius

0.52

1.87

1.12

Start shell

0.37

149.03

57.6

End shell

44.16

180.38

127.77

Synthetic

Fragmentation

NEXRAD
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CHAPTER NINE

MULTI-MRH TEST AND WORST CASE ANALYSIS

In this section the Multi-MRH data structure memory requirement and average
case query performance are reported and analyzed.
9.1

Memory Requirements
The memory requirements and MLQ sizes of the Multi-MRH data structure for

each dataset varied significantly as summarized in Table 9.1. In general the memory
requirement of the complete Multi-MRH data structure (MRH map and internal MLQs of
each shell) increases linearly by an order of magnitude which is in line with the dataset
sizes increasing by an order of magnitude (Figure 9.1).
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Table 9.1. Dataset size (# points), memory requirements (Kb), and MLQ sizes of
Multi-MRH data structures for benchmarking datasets.
Dataset Size

Bytes

Quadtree size

(# points)

(K)

(nodes)

Synthetic

25,920

7029.5

40,430

Fragmentation

55,765

15,751.70

92,098

NEXRAD

278,874

90,002.50

590,963

Dataset

9.2

Benchmark Summary
The total execution time for all 10,800 Multi-MRH queries was 1,899,565

milliseconds for an average query time of 175.89 milliseconds. Recall from Section 6.7
that the average MRH query time was 164.80 milliseconds. This is only a 7% difference
between the average MRH and Multi-MRH range query. Therefore, the average MultiMRH range query performance appears reasonable and consistent with the fact that
Multi-MRH range queries are, in essence, multiple MRH range queries.
A summary of the total benchmark execution times and average range query
speeds is shown below in Table 9.2. The last row of the table combines all query types
and datasets.
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Table 9.2. Benchmark results detailing (from left to right) number of benchmark
queries and trials, total and mean query time as well as mean number of data points
found per query (times are in milliseconds).
Query

Mean

Mean
Found

6,678

7.42

326

Fragmentation 30 × 30

197,464

219.4

1982

NEXRAD

30 × 30

245,466

272.74

10,832

Synthetic

30 × 30

13,432

14.92

139

Fragmentation 30 × 30

129,120

143.47

737

NEXRAD

30 × 30

544,798

605.33

11,716

Synthetic

30 × 30

13,212

14.68

3552

Fragmentation 30 × 30

26,443

29.38

5914

NEXRAD

30 × 30

346,311

384.79

99,882

Synthetic

30 × 30

11,014

12.24

451

Fragmentation 30 × 30

288,586

320.65

328

NEXRAD

30 × 30

77,041

85.6

513

All

360 × 30

1,899,565

175.89

11,364

type

Synthetic
Cone

Prism

Band

Ray

All

Queries

Sum

Dataset

× reps
30 × 30
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CHAPTER TEN

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This section reports the conclusions of this work and suggests some additional
research to improve the performance and extend the utility of MRH.
10.1 Conclusions
MRH, a multi-resolution variant of the widely used fixed-resolution HEALPix
data structure, was developed with the design goal of reducing memory requirements
without sacrificing range query capabilities or average query execution speed. Empirical
testing using representative scientific data and queries showed that for relatively sparse
point datasets the new MRH data structure has both significantly reduced memory
utilization and improved average query times. The average query performance in the
benchmarking is seen as a good indicator of typical performance of the data structures for
scientific applications involving point data.
An objective of this research was to let the spatial properties of the data determine
the construction of the data structure’s quadtrees. MRH’s use of Morton addressing to
encode HEALPix (address, level) pairs in the construction of MLQs achieves this.
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MLQs exhibit multiple levels of resolution determined by the spatial properties of the
data point references they are storing.
Moreover, the MRH MLQs have the capability to handle duplicate mapped data
point references for proximate points, unlike the overwriting that can occur with
HEALPix. Such points would be preserved during MLQ construction by appending the
proximate points’ data to a list at each quadtree node; later all such data would be
retrieved in queries. (Although this capability was verified during implementation, it was
not used in the benchmarking reported earlier so as to provide a direct performance
comparison. Instead, all proximate points were removed during the filtering process.)
This is a useful capability, in that some applications may use point data that intentionally
maps to the exact same cell and Morton address for a given level of resolution; examples
include different types of measurements at the same location or measurements recorded
at the same location at different times. It should also be noted that in MRH, which has no
fixed resolution limit, for datasets containing regions of closely spaced points the cells
can be subdivided and the quadtrees extended much deeper as needed to avoid the issue
of proximate points. Memory is available for this increase in resolution because it is only
done where necessary, not throughout the entire data structure as with HEALPix.
As point density increases, MRH begins to lose its advantages in memory
utilization and query performance, but HEALPix data structures must be built at higher
levels of resolution to avoid excessive overwriting of proximate points.
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The capabilities of MRH were extended into an additional dimension (spatial or
temporal) with the development of the Multi-MRH data structure where individual MRH
instances represent different Multi-MRH shells. Despite the existence of a number of
possible applications whose data could be mapped to multiple MRH instances, there was
no known three dimensional data structure that consisted of concentric spheres of varying
radii. Several useful range queries were developed specifically for use with the MultiMRH data structure (cone, prism, band, and ray). The Multi-MRH data structure was
benchmarked utilizing several real world applications and the average query performance
was found to closely match the average query performance of the MRH range queries.
10.2 Future Work
A baseline version of MRH including the most useful HEALPix range queries
was implemented, but there are additional HEALPix methods that could be implmented
in MRH. These include two-point correlation and complex analyses involving multiple
disc, polygon, neighbor, or latitude strip queries.
Additionally, improvements to the computational efficiency of MRH may be
possible. One possible optimization might be to limit the size of any particular MRH
MLQ. Once a quadtree is considered full, any additional data points that map to the same
spatial area covered by the full MLQ would simply be inserted into a new quadtree that
covers the same area. Of course, the search operation would also have to be modified to
search all MLQs that map to the same area. This could improve search efficiency by
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restricting the depth of any particular quadtree. The optimum size limit for an MLQ
would be determined experimentally.
Another possible optimization might lead to a more efficient way to construct
MLQs. For a given dataset, constructing a HEALPix data structure is substantially faster
than constructing the corresponding MRH. For most applications, this is a minor issue,
in that the data structure is ordinarily initialized offline and then used repeatedly. If
initialization time is an issue, initializing a HEALPix data structure first and then working
recursively to compute appropriate, minimal resolution MRH Morton addresses for each
data point using the high resolution HEALPix addresses may take less time than
initializing the MRH data structure from scratch. A more detailed explanation of this
process follows. Once the HEALPix data structure has been constructed all HEALPix
addresses would be converted (populated or not) to appropriate normalized Morton
addresses and archived in separate archives based on spatial area; one of 12 possible base
cells. The archives would then be sorted thus becoming the basis of 12 full MLQs with
Morton addresses all at same high level of resolution. These quasi-MLQs would contain
no internal Morton addresses at this point. The next process would involve a recursive
algorithm that begins trying to group Morton addresses that are siblings. The goal being
to combine groups of four sibling, high resolution Morton addresses into as low
resolution Morton addresses as possible that contain only a single data point reference. If
only one of the siblings is populated by a data point reference, a new Morton address is
computed which is the parent Morton address of the siblings and the data point reference
has a new Morton address, the old Morton references are discarded. This process would
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continue recursively on all quasi-MLQs until no more sibling bundles are found with
only one sibling with a data point reference. At which point all the data point references
are now at the proper level of resolution (Morton address) but still do not have any
internal Morton addresses. The final step in the algorithm would be to recursively search
for and create all parent addresses (empty nodes) of each Morton leaf node up to lowest
level of Morton addressing (1, 2, 3, 4). At this point a map of each MLQ will have been
created and the last step would be to use this map to actually create each MLQ complete
with all its MortonNodes. It is unknown if this alternative MLQ construction algorithm
would be more efficient than the existing MLQ construction process.
One avenue for exploration in future work will be to develop another variant of
Multi-MRH called Band Multi-MRH which is a volumetric version of the Multi-MRH
data structure. In Band Multi-MRH, data points would map to volumetric regions
between the spherical surfaces of the shells. Another exciting application for Multi-MRH
would be to handle progressive data. Consider a dataset containing astronomical catalog
information. These datasets typically are quite large with many hundreds or thousands of
data points (catalog objects) mapping to the same spatial region. With a progressive
implementation of Multi-MRH, astronomical catalog objects (stars, galaxies, etc…) could
be mapped to distinct instances of MRH based on some user defined category utilizing a
unique property of the data such as apparent magnitude. By defining ranges of apparent
magnitude and assigning a category value for the range, astronomical catalog objects can
easily be assigned to unique Multi-MRH shells where radius represents the category
value. In the context of this type of, progressive data Multi-MRH data structure, a range
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query represents performing the same MRH range query over the same spatial region of
interest over a specified range of category values and results in ability to analyze all the
objects in the same spatial region that belong to specific category range as shown in
Figure 10.1.

Figure 10.1. Notional example of progressive data implementation of Multi-MRH.
Far left represents the result of a range query specifying range of categories (MRH
instances) at the right.
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APPENDIX

SELECTED SOURCE CODE

The C++ Morton data type.
struct Morton
{
public:
Morton() : LEVEL(0),
L1(0),L2(0),L3(0),L4(0),L5(0),L6(0),
L7(0),L8(0),L9(0),L10(0),L11(0),L12(0),
L13(0),L14(0),L15(0),L16(0),L17(0),L18(0),
L19(0),L20(0),L21(0),L22(0),L23(0),L24(0),
L25(0),L26(0),L27(0),L28(0),L29(0)
{
L1 = 0;

L2 = 0;

L3 = 0;

L4 = 0;

L5 = 0;

L6 =

L7 = 0;

L8 = 0;

L9 = 0;

L10 = 0;

L11 = 0;

L12 =

L13 = 0;

L14 = 0;

L15 = 0;

L16 = 0;

L17 = 0;

L18 =

L19 = 0;

L20 = 0;

L21 = 0;

L22 = 0;

L23 = 0;

L24 =

0;
0;
0;
0;
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L25 = 0;

L26 = 0;

L27 = 0;

L28 = 0;

L29 = 0;

}

// two-bit unsigned short, allows values 0,1,2,3
unsigned short L29 : 2; //Morton Level 1 Bit
unsigned short L28 : 2; //Morton Level 2 Bit
unsigned short L27 : 2; //Morton Level 3 Bit
unsigned short L26 : 2; //Morton Level 4 Bit
unsigned short L25 : 2; //Morton Level 5 Bit
unsigned short L24 : 2; //Morton Level 6 Bit
unsigned short L23 : 2; //Morton Level 7 Bit
unsigned short L22 : 2; //Morton Level 8 Bit
unsigned short L21 : 2; //Morton Level 9 Bit
unsigned short L20 : 2; //Morton Level 10 Bit
unsigned short L19 : 2; //Morton Level 11 Bit
unsigned short L18 : 2; //Morton Level 12 Bit
unsigned short L17 : 2; //Morton Level 13 Bit
unsigned short L16 : 2; //Morton Level 14 Bit
unsigned short L15 : 2; //Morton Level 15 Bit
unsigned short L14 : 2; //Morton Level 16 Bit
unsigned short L13 : 2; //Morton Level 17 Bit
unsigned short L12 : 2; //Morton Level 18 Bit
unsigned short L11 : 2; //Morton Level 19 Bit
unsigned short L10 : 2; //Morton Level 20 Bit
unsigned short L9 : 2; //Morton Level 21 Bit
unsigned short L8 : 2; //Morton Level 22 Bit
unsigned short L7 : 2; //Morton Level 23 Bit
unsigned short L6 : 2; //Morton Level 24 Bit
unsigned short L5 : 2; //Morton Level 25 Bit
unsigned short L4 : 2; //Morton Level 26 Bit
unsigned short L3 : 2; //Morton Level 27 Bit
unsigned short L2 : 2; //Morton Level 28 Bit
unsigned short L1 : 2; //Morton Level 29 Bit
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unsigned short LEVEL : 6; //Level of Morton Code
} ;

HEALPix order to cell resolution look up table.
const double order_to_cellres[] =
{
1.023326707946480,
0.127915838493311,
0.015989479811664,
0.001998684976458,

0.511663353973244,
0.063957919246656,
0.007994739905832,
0.000999342488229,

0.255831676986622,
0.031978959623328,
0.003997369952916,
0.000499671244114,

0.000249835622057,
0.000031229452757,
0.000003903681595,
0.000000487960199,

0.000124917811029,
0.000015614726379,
0.000001951840797,
0.000000243980100,

0.000062458905514,
0.000007807363189,
0.000000975920399,
0.000000121990050,

0.000000060995025, 0.000000030497512, 0.000000015248756,
0.000000007624378, 0.000000003812189, 0.000000001906095
};

HEALPix order to number of cells in a base cell look up table.
const int64 order_to_npface[] =
{
1, 4, 16, 64, 256, 1024, 4096, 16384, 65536, 262144, 1048576,
4194304, 16777216, 67108864, 268435456, 1073741824, 4294967296,
17179869184, 68719476736, 274877906944, 1099511627776,
398046511104, 17592186044416, 70368744177664, 281474976710656,
1125899906842624, 4503599627370496, 18014398509481984,
72057594037927936, 288230376151711744
};
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